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ABSTRACT 

This paper is a socio-economic study of the modern 

Japanese family. It is intended as an update on field 

studies conducted by sociologists and anthropologists on 

the Japanese family system of the earlier post-war period, 

but this study was conducted through the compilation and 

analysis of nationwide data, rather than through field 

work in a particular community. 

The paper begins with a discussion of the signifi

cance of the traditional family system, followed by a 

history of the process of urbanization in Japan, particu

larly in the Greater Tokyo area. Changes in the labor 

force during industrialization are also set out in order 

to explain the importance and identity of the "salaryman" 

in the modern urban labor force. 

This study then examines the financial situation of 

today's family. It is demonstrated that increased costs of 

living, particularly in urban housing, put financial strain 

on the budget of the young urban salaryman, causing him to 

depend more than in previous decades on the earnings of 

his wife and on financial help from his elderly parents, 

in a reversal of long-standing cultural patterns. 

xii 



The urban housing market is described in detail, 

with an overview of the prices and locations of various 

types of homes in the Greater Tokyo area. Many families 

now change homes throughout their life cycle, starting with 

an apartment for the young adult or newlyweds, then a condo

minium in a high-rise building or a small, non-custom-built 

single-family residence for the young family, and finally, 

perhaps, a large custom-built single-family residence. How

ever, it is increasingly the case that such a home is priced 

beyond the reach of all but the most affluent, or those who 

can pool the most resources from several adult family mem

bers. Because of this,' it is pointed out, there may be a 

trend back toward the extended family, but now in the city 

instead of the countryside. 

The question of personal savings is also explored, 

since the Japanese have been renowned for their high rates 

of savings. It is shown that today's young salaryman is 

not able to make ends meet if he buys a home, and with 

Japan's slowing economic growth, it is unlikely that he 

will ever accumulate the degree of savings that earlier 

generations have. 

Finally, changes in the physical structure of the 

home are outlined, with emphasis on ways in which youngsters 

raised in a modern urban home may have different cultural 



and aesthetic values than those who were raised in a tra

ditional home with their grandparents. 

In conclusion, it is speculated that changes in 

home and family life which are now occurring will be accel

erated within the next generation, but the Japanese may 

find unique ways to combine traditional values with the 

realities of modern urban life. 

xiv 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

It is tempting to offer opinions about how much 

or how little the Japanese way of life is changing today. 

One who has been away from Japan for several years may 

feel overwhelmed on a return visit by all the outward 

manifestations of change, such as, for example, the un

ceasing urban growth which has swallowed up much of the 

peaceful beauty of the countryside and which causes the 

urban worker to spend hours commuting. Most outsiders 

also find it incredible that the Japanese are buying more 

luxurious consumer goods than ever, in a seeming epidemic 

of materialism, in spite of the exorbitant prices of such 

goods. Clearly, Japanese life today can more accurately 

be described as an ultramodern urban "rat race" than as 

a life of peace and simplicity in a traditional agrarian 

setting. 

On the other hand, one who is accustomed to the 

American way of life, for example, may look at Japan today 

expecting to see social changes similar to those which 

have occurred in the United States in the past two decades 

and feel amazed at the Japanese social and family systems1 

tenacious resistance to change. In talking with a young 

urban "salaryman" who lives in a modern condominium and 

1 



2 

relishes Western liquor and music, one will discover that 

he challenges very little of what he has been taught con

cerning the importance of marital responsibilities, loy

alty to parents and the family, and conformity to the 

demands of his employer and his work group. 

Purpose of This Study 

My purpose here is to survey the types of changes 

which have occurred in traditional family relationships 

and in other traditional cultural values in recent years. 

In doing so, I will look most closely at today's young 

urban families--where they live, how they support them

selves, and what kinds of relationships they have with 

their parents and their children. 

Family relationships are always an important sub

ject for study in Japan, where the family has been a most 

influential part of almost every individual's life and a 

basis for social stability. We must ultimately look to 

family relationships in any assessment of how much Japan 

has changed in the modern age. 

•Much of the recent social science scholarship on 

Japan has tended to focus on political patterns or business 

relationships. No comprehensive new evaluation of Japanese 

family life has been attempted since the initial publica

tion of Ezra Vogel's Japan's New Middle Class in 1963. 
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Much has changed since then, especially in family finances 

and new modes of urban living, which have affected or 

eventually may affect Japanese family life in many ways. 

This study will examine family relationships in 

the light of economic factors because of my view that such 

factors can be a critical impetus for change in Japanese 

family life- Urbanization and industrialization have 

necessarily caused certain changes in the Japanese family 

system as the family's means of financial support shifted 

from the family agricultural enterprise to a salaried 

position in an urban office, with the urban employer taking 

over many of the social welfare functions that the family 

used to perform. Nevertheless, the social changes in Japan 

have not exactly paralleled those which have come about in 

other highly urban and industrialized countries, such as 

the United States, where the degree of family disintegra

tion has been much greater. 

My premise is that, while the Japanese have allowed 

urbanization and industrialization to alter some of their 

behavior patterns, they have not to a comparable degree 

allowed "modernization" to change their attitudes toward 

family life and their conceptions of ideal family relation

ships. In other words, while changes in the United States 

often seem to stem from an active desire for social experi

mentation or a radical change in attitudes on questions of 
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sex, marriage, and family living patterns, the Japanese 

do not seek out change in these areas. Those changes in 

family life which do occur seem more often to be a result 

of changing economic realities, to which the practical 

Japanese do respond. 

This study, then, will examine the financial situ

ation of the modern urban family. I will look for changes 

in such matters as where the family lives, how it earns 

its income, how it spends its money, and which members of 

the family are economically dependent on other members at 

different stages in their life cycle. This is primarily 

an urban study because Japan is an overwhelmingly urban 

country, psychologically as well as economically. The 

Japanese have held urban life in high regard for centuries, 

and urban areas continue to grow in Japan today because of 

their allure for young people. 

It is in the cities that the greatest changes in 

the traditional lifestyle are likely to occur, since the 

rate of nuclear family living is highest in urban areas. 

I will explore the question of what effect urban life is 

having in the long run on relations between different gen

erations in the family. 

The question of intergenerational relationships 

is related to problems of urban housing since there has 

often not been room for three generations under one roof 
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in the urban home. My study focuses on the urban housing 

situation also because it is in this area that the family's 

financial situation has changed most. Japan's rapid econ

omic growth in the years following World War II allowed 

family income to keep abreast of and even exceed the rise 

in the cost of living. Economic growth has slowed down 

in recent years, however. Meanwhile, the Japanese have 

acquired an increased interest in consumer goods and are 

particularly interested in improving their housing situa

tion. 

New tastes in housing may profoundly affect the 

family budget and style of life. Traditionally, almost 

everyone lived in basically the same type of simple, un

adorned house. The old house cost practically nothing to 

live in, having been built in the days before the modern 

construction and banking industries became involved in the 

process. Moreover, there was no pressure to decorate or 

furnish the inside of the house because few persons out

side the family were ever invited inside. Housing costs 

thus took up a very minor portion of the family budget. 

Even those who left the family home to relocate in a new 

urban area could find a place to rent in the city at a 

very reasonable rate until quite recently. 

As we will see, however, the urban worker is tired 

of rented housing. He has become increasingly interested 
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in buying a home, but rapid urban growth has put a great 

deal of upward pressure on land prices. The Japanese are 

becoming more self-conscious about the quality of their 

housing, which has been substandard compared to that in 

many other highly developed countries. All of this means 

that housing is beginning to take up a much greater por

tion of the urban family's budget, perhaps even to the 

point of putting strain on family finances, as will be 

shown. 

In addition to the economic effects of the modern 

urban housing boom, there have been subtle changes in many 

cultural values related to the layout of the home. The 

modern urban home differs from the traditional home in its 

physical structure and layout. Traditionally, no rooms 

were set aside for the private use of individual family 

members, a fact which underscored the Japanese cultural 

tendency to think of themselves as members of a group, 

rather than as individuals with a need for privacy. Now 

there is a new demand for private space for growing chil

dren. Children in urban homes often have their own rooms, 

instead of living as closely with their parents and grand

parents as was the case in the traditional home. 

The traditional Japanese home usually had three 

generations living together, contributing to respect in 

the young people for age and family continuity. In urban 
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homes, where the grandparents may not be present because 

of space limitations or for other reasons, the emphasis 

in the family may be shifting away from respect for aged 

members. Young people in urban homes are perhaps not as 

likely to witness traditional forms of reverence for the 

ancestors, and they may not be exposed to the distinctive 

aesthetic qualities of the traditional Japanese home. 

Research Design 

This study will attempt to amalgamate and analyze 

many types of available data on the economic and social 

circumstances of the modern Japanese family. The economic 

data will include levels of income, rates of home owner

ship, expenditures for housing and other consumer items in 

the family budget, and rates of personal savings. A dif

fering economic situation for different generations in 

Japan today will be recognized and its possible effects on 

intergenerational relationships within the family discussed. 

Many statistics have been compiled on these matters 

by government agencies, banks, and private consumer groups 

in Japan, but much of the information has not been made 

available in English or extensively analyzed as to its so

cial significance. Some of these studies have not even 

been widely distributed in Japan; they were obtained for 

the purpose of my study by directing private inquiries to 

the organizations which conducted the surveys. 
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My primary source of economic and social data on 

the family has been statistics compiled by the Japanese 

government in numerous surveys. A great deal of informa

tion is available through these reports, published by 

various government agencies and by major newspaper com

panies. Reliance upon statistical yearbooks often provides 

a wealth of data, but at some other points there are gaps 

in the data available. Some government studies have been 

subjected to criticism by outside groups which object to 

some of the government's procedures; we will discuss these 

criticisms as the government's data is presented throughout 

this paper. Nevertheless, there is a great deal to be 

learned from these statistics; they can show us longitudi

nal patterns of change over several decades. 

For an in-depth look at various socio-economic 

phenomena, it is sometimes also helpful to refer to studies 

conducted by private organizations. While not carried out 

on so large a scale and usually not over long periods of 

time, studies by banks, consumer groups, and other organi

zations can provide useful insights. 

One basic point of reference will be Ezra Vogel's 

Japan's New Middle Class (Berkeley, 1963), which documented 

many aspects of the new urban lifestyle as it existed in 

the late 1950s. My study is somewhat similar in that it 

is broad and examines various interrelated aspects of 
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Japanese urban family life. But instead of giving a static 

description of family life today, I will emphasize the dy

namics of change over the last two decades since his field 

work was conducted. 

More specifically, it is the decade of the 1970s 

which is my primary concern. A great many economic changes 

occurred in this decade, from the dizzying inflation of the 

early 197 0s to the mid-decade slump precipitously caused by 

the oil crisis and "Nixon shocks"--namely the elimination 

of the fixed monetary exchange rate--through gradual re

covery and reevaluation of previous patterns of economic 

growth at the end of the decade. As the economy at large 

changes, family lifestyles must change in response. 

Though much of this change can be measured through 

statistics, the figures do not always speak for themselves. 

In order to explain the meaning of certain data which can 

be interpreted in more than one way, I shall sometimes re

fer to interpretations by Japanese scholars, as well as to 

some interpretations of comparable data on the United States 

by American scholars where comparison or contrast may prove 

useful. Popular writings, such as newspaper articles, also 

helped me identify some of the problems which are of con

cern to many people in Japan today. 

My research also includes informal, unstructured 

interviews with young Japanese salarymen and scholars whom 



I have met in the past few years, some in Japan and others 

while they studied at American universities. In some cases, 

I had the opportunity to visit their homes in Japan and to 

observe their family relationships to some extent. I con

versed with them in Japanese, asking them to tell me about 

their own experiences and attitudes.• Such conversations 

gave a more human dimension to the statistics. It sometimes 

helped put my research data into the proper perspective and 

clear up seeming contradictions. The interviews were con

ducted and have been used as a secondary source, to aid in 

interpretation, not as a primary source of data. However, 

the results of a few of my interviews have been set out as 

original research in the form of case studies to illustrate 

specific family situations in detail. 

In terms of the organization of the present study, 

I start with a discussion of the traditional family model in 

order to explain wh.~t types of changes may be most signifi

cant in the family system. I briefly describe the transi

tional family which first made the break from the country

side to the urban environment and then describe Japan's 

process of urbanization and industrialization as it most 

affects the urban family. I will then present the primary 

data on the modern urban family's economic situation and 

standard of living, particularly with regard to the questions 

of housing patterns and financing. Finally, I will examine 
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the effects the modern economic situation of the family is 

having on intergenerational relationships, the socialization 

of children, and home-centered aesthetic and cultural values. 

Style Notes 

Many of my sources were published in the Japanese 

language, which presents certain complications regarding 

the form of citation. The names of Japanese persons have 

been presented in the text and in the bibliography in native 

Japanese order--that is, the family name first and given 

name following without a comma. However, this order has 

been reversed in the footnotes in order for the Japanese 

names to run parallel with English names there, given names 

first. 

Japanese sources are alphabetized in the List of 

References according to the last name of the individual 

author or the first word in the name of the organization, 

except in the case of government reports. The latter are 

listed by the name of the report, with the government agency 

following as the editor. In order to facilitate use and 

location of these sources by both the Japanese and English 

speaker, I provide both characters (kanji) and English trans

lations in addition to the romanized readings of Japanese 

names and titles wherever useful. 

Japanese terms used in the text are given in roman

ized form only but are followed with an English translation 
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in parentheses. Where a Japanese term will be useful to 

speakers of Japanese but not regularly used in the text, I 

introduce the Japanese term in parentheses after its English 

meaning. Romanized Japanese words are underlined, but Latin 

terms and abbreviations, such as "per capita" and "i.e.," 

generally are not. 

When I must refer to the name of a Japanese organi

zation or other lengthy term frequently, I will note a set 

of initials which stand for the words in English. There

after, I will often refer to such initials without further 

explanation of their origin. 

Due to the large number of footnotes and tables, I 

have begun the footnote numbering anew with each chapter, 

and tables are numbered with an Arabic numeral referring to 

the number of the chapter, followed by a hyphen and a num

ber giving the sequence of the table in that chapter. Some 

tables have a few blank spaces in certain columns, indi

cating that information on such points was unavailable to 

me or perhaps not relevant. 

I have attempted to use standard footnote and bib

liographic form, but this was sometimes difficult with the 

Japanese sources. All Japanese sources, particularly the 

government data, were published in Tokyo, unless otherwise 

noted. 



CHAPTER 2 

THE TRADITIONAL FAMILY SYSTEM 

The family in Japan should not be viewed as a 

monolithic institution. There are different variations 

of family life now, and there have probably been a vari

ety of patterns during any historical period one might 

examine. However, in order to measure social change, it 

is useful to refer to some "traditional" model of behavior, 

One is perhaps more inclined to make generaliza

tions about the "traditional family" in Japan than in many 

other societies because almost all Japanese have held and 

still hold a very strong ideal of what family relation

ships should be. They continue to cling sentimentally to 

notions of family continuity and to Confucian ideals of 

proper family relationships. These attitudes remain basi

cally unchanged despite the fact that actual patterns of 

family life have indeed changed considerably. 

There is some difficulty in setting up a model of 

the traditional family to use as a basis for comparison. 

Little information is available about actual family life 

among the peasant population before the end of the Toku-

gawa period in the mid-nineteenth century."^" During the 

Richard K. Beardsley, John W. Hall, and Robert 
E. Ward, Village Japan (Chicago, 1959), p. 241. 

13 
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Tokugawa period (1600-1868), Japan's rigid class structure 

created many economic differences among the nobility, the 

samurai, the merchants, and the farmers, but we have few 

data on how their family lives may have differed as a 

result. 

For detailed information about typical family life, 

therefore, we must refer to anthropological studies con-

2 ducted in this century, such as Suye Mura and Village 

3 Japan. The traditional family model found m these stud

ies is only valid for the rural family in the years just 

before and just after World War II, but it is nevertheless 

a useful model because it probably also generally depicts 

family life during the several preceding centuries. 

The great economic and social changes which occur

red after World War II, however, make it difficult to com

pare the post-war family with this pre-war model because 

the post-war family became primarily an urban family. Ezra 

4 Vogei's work, Japan's New Middle Class, gives us a transi

tional model of the early post-war urban family. There 

have again been phenomenal economic changes since that study 

2 John F. Embree, A Japanese Village: Suye Mura 
(London, 1946). 

^ Beardsley, et al. 

4 
Ezra F. Vogel, Japan's New Middle Class: The 

Salary Man and His Family in a Tokyo Suburb (Berkeley, 
1963). 
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was done, however, so a new model should be constructed to 

take into account the realities of life in Japan today. 

Any predictions of further change must be based on this 

kind of dynamic historical perspective combined with some 

insight into comparable patterns of change in other highly 

industrialized urban societies. 

The Traditional Model 

Before discussing the transitional and "modern" 

family in Japan, we should consider those features which 

may have been the most essential elements of the tradi

tional, or pre-war, family as we know it. Rather than 

describing the traditional family model in great detail, 

I will here mention only those functions of family and 

home life which will be most relevant to my study.^ 

Generally speaking, the Japanese family was not an 

extended family like the Chinese. In other words, while 

there might be several generations within the household, 

it was not customary for collateral relatives to remain 

in the home. The Japanese family has been termed a "stem" 

family because of its emphasis on primogeniture. Under 

this system, the eldest son not only acquired the greatest 

portion of the family wealth, notably the land, but also 

5 For more specifics on kinship relationships, see 
Beardsley, et al., p. 216 et seq. 
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acquired the responsibility to care for his aging parents 

and to continue the family line through his own heirs. 

Some of the most important functions of the tra

ditional family were to provide stability, economic wel

fare, and a means of socialization for members of the 

family. It was on these points that the traditional family 

most substantially contributed to the strength of Japanese 

society as a whole. 

Stability 

One function that the traditional family performed 

was to ensure social and psychological stability. The key 

here was continuity. The individual maintained constant 

ties with the same family home, family members, and commu

nity. Many families resided in the same home for centuries, 

with the eldest son in each generation remaining in the 

home. The importance of family continuity has been de-

scribed in the following terms: 

At the heart of the system was the ie, the 
single unbroken family line, including both 
living and dead, and the concept of filial 
piety. The basic goal of _ie members was to 
care properly for departed ancestors and to 
preserve the continuity and prosperity of 
their XB. Selling land, for example, was 
considered a grave misfortune, both because 
it was a disgrace to the ancestors and be
cause it might seriously affect the family's 

^ Vogel, p. 165. 
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fortune for generations to come. Family 
members sacrificed personal pleasures and 
wants for .the ie, not only to gain respect 
or rewards in this life, but to attain im
mortality, for the idea of after life was 
contingent on the continuation of the ie. 

During the stable Tokugawa period, the continuity 

of the family became tied to the preservation of a par

ticular family home. The resulting lack of mobility not 

only gave family members a feeling of permanence within 

the family but also within the community. The family 

was well known in the community. In order to continue to 

live and work there, the family had to maintain a good 

reputation. The individual could not risk acts which 

might bring public disfavor or disgrace upon the family. 

He felt pressure from both the family and the community 

to act according to societal norms. 

The continuity of the family within one community 

provided stability even for those family members who went 

away to the city. They could still feel that they had an 

ancestral home to which they could return, to visit or in 

times of need. This form of stability has been credited 

with smoothing the transition that Japan made from a rural 

to an urban society, since those who went to the city gen-

erally did not cut all ties with their rural roots. 

7 Vogel, p. 256. 
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To date, Japan's low divorce and crime rates 

have been evidence of the social stability provided by 

the traditional family structure through modern times. 

We shall examine data on divorce and juvenile crime in 

a later chapter, seeking signs that increasing mobility 

may be having some effects on the stability of the family 

system. 

Economic Welfare 

Another important function of the traditional 

family system was to take care of the basic needs of its 

members. Before industrialization, this function may not 

have been carried out very well at all times or in all 

localities, since poverty in the rural areas was a per

sistent problem. To prevent division of the family's 

scarce landholdings, only the eldest son, or an adopted 

son if there were no other, would inherit the land and 

thus be provided for. 

Younger sons suffered financially because they 

inherited very little. If the family's landholdings were 

fairly large, the younger son could possibly stay and earn 

his living by helping the head of the main household with 

the crop production. He could remain in the main house as 

an unmarried "uncle" or could establish a branch family of 

his own, separate from but subordinate to the main house. 

These options were available, however, only if the family 
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were relatively well-to-do, having enough land to require 

extra hands and to support extra mouths to feed. In 

poorer areas or in bad times, younger sons found it nec

essary to join the army or move to the city in search of 

better economic opportunities. 

Although the surplus population flocked to the 

cities in search of jobs when industrialization began, 

many persons returned to their rural families during 

periods of economic recession or if they lost their jobs 

for any reason. This function of the family provided a 

buffer against the social dislocation that might have been 

caused by large masses of unemployed people living in the 

cities during hard times. Until recently, Japan had no 

social welfare system, and the family had to provide for 

members who could not obtain employment elsewhere or who 

had temporarily encountered hard times. While the rural 

areas could not provide an affluent lifestyle for most of 

their residents, life on the land could at least stave off 

starvation. 

The family also provided a form of social security 

for its aging members. During old age, a parent could 

count on living with and being cared for by one of his 

adult children, usually the eldest son and his wife. The 

elderly parents were not resented as an economic burden, 

particularly since they often helped with chores, such as 
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taking care of the house, garden, or young children. 

Nevertheless, when the elderly people "retired" from 

more active economic pursuits, there was no government 

or corporate pension check coming in to help provide 

for their care. 

Socialization 

It is in the family that the individual learns 

the basic precepts upon which the society operates. In 

the microcosm of the family, the Japanese traditionally 

learned to respect age or seniority, hierarchical rela

tionships, and submission to authority. Males were con

sidered superior to females and older persons superior 

to younger persons. Those in inferior positions were 

expected to obey and defer to superior family members. 

The Japanese respect for age and its concomitant authority 

was promoted by the presence of several generations living 

under one roof. These Confucian values were carried over 

to relationships outside the family as well, but it was 

in the family that they were first learned. 

The family also taught the individual to have 

group consciousness--that his identity as a member of the 

family was more important than his individual identity 

and that the family group's needs were paramount. Individ

uals had little privacy within the home; children slept 
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with parents until adolescence, and most rooms in the home 

were open to use by all family members during the day. 

This, pattern of living very closely with other family mem

bers is repeated in the close relationships that the 

individual finds throughout his life in any work group 

he may belong to. 

The Transition 

The family and home performed each of the above 

functions—welfare, stability, and socialization—both 

before and immediately after World War II, when Japan 

was still a primarily agrarian nation. The solidarity of 

the family unit helped to cushion the shock of Japan's 

rush toward urbanization, industrialization, and moderni

zation. 

By the end of the 1950s, however, certain basic 

changes had taken place in the realities of family life, 

if not in family values. As has previously been mentioned, 

Vogel's Japan's New Middle Class provides us with a trans

itional family model. By that time, the family had become 

urban instead of rural. 

The urbanization of the family had numerous effects. 

The most important one was that the urban worker had ac

quired some economic independence from his family, since 

his financial position allowed him to take care of his wife 
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8 and his own children adequately. Not only did he seem 

assured of a bright future in the booming economy, but he 

also received security by belonging to a company which per

formed many paternalistic functions. The company took over 

most of the burden of providing for the welfare of the 

urban worker and his family; it was not necessary for the 

worker to look to the larger family unit to provide him and 

his children with housing, help him weather unemployment, 

or give support in his retirement. 

Along with these changes, the urban family became 

a nuclear family. There usually was not room for three 

generations to live together in one house in the city. 

The older generation tended to stay in the countryside, 

while most of the young people moved to the city. With 

the decline in intergenerational living began changes in 

the socialization of the children in the family. Further

more, the type of home which was inhabited in the city 

was different in a number of ways from the structure and 

functions of the traditional house. 

It is in these areas that we can continue to see 

changes through the present day. I shall attempt to ascer

tain to what extent these changes have undermined the tra

ditional functions of the family. To the extent to which 

g 
Vogel, p. 15. 



any of these functions ceases to operate as before, with

out being taken up by another social institution, such 

as business or government, we may begin to see reper

cussions throughout Japanese society, perhaps in the form 

of the various types of social disorder which have in

creasingly plagued the United States during the past two 

decades. 



CHAPTER 3 

URBANIZATION AND THE SALARYMAN 

The process of urbanization is intimately related 

to a host of economic and social changes which have af

fected family life. Japan's urban growth has been remark

able since World War II and is still continuing today. 

The speed of urbanization in Japan has resulted in many 

problems for cities and urban workers, particularly in 

matters of housing. Before examining the inner workings 

of the modern urban family, we should first consider who 

the urban worker is—where he lives and works. The white 

collar worker, or sarariman ("salaryman"), will be my 

particular concern. 

Urbanization 

Urbanization in Japan is a complex subject of 

inquiry since it is both a very old and a very new phe

nomenon. We shall first look at the history of urbaniza

tion in Japan, as compared to that in other countries, 

and then consider its effects on urban density and housing, 

especially in the Tokyo area. 

Comparative Historical Perspective 

The study of urbanization in Japan begins with 

the Tokugawa period, when cities started to take on 

24 
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increasing economic, administrative, and cultural sig

nificance. The capital of Japan during the Tokugawa 

period was Edo (now Tokyo), and its population remained 

fairly constant at around 7 00,000 permanent residents 

throughout that period (1600-1868). This meant Edo ac

counted for about 2-3% of Japan's total population at 

that time."1" Japan's ruling Shogunate required local rulers 

from other parts of Japan to spend alternate years in Edo 

under the sankin k5tai (alternate residence system). 

Counting these families and their retainers, Tokyo's popu

lation exceeded one million, probably making it the 

2 largest city in the world at the time. 

By the latter part of the Tokugawa period, Japan 

had a total urban population throughout the country of 

three to four million, constituting 10-13% of the national 

population. This is especially remarkable considering 

that, around 1800, the urban populations in Europe and 

the United States were only about 3% of their total respec-

3 
tive populations. In other words, Japan had as great a 

percentage of its population in Edo alone as these Western 

countries had in all their urban areas. 

^ Hiroshi Miyazawa, Chiho toshi no runessansu (The 
Renaissance of Local Cities and Towns) (Tokyo, 1977), p. 10. 

2 
Toyomasa Fuse, "Japan's Socio-Economic Develop

ment," in Cultures et developpement, V, No. 2 (1973), 321. 

3 Ibid., p. 322. 
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Not much change occurred in Japan's urban popu

lation during the early decades of the Meiji period, which 

began in 1868. By 1890, Tokyo had grown somewhat but was 

4 still around 3% of the national population. Industriali

zation got into high gear around the turn of the century, 

but this did not immediately lead to increasing population 

in the Tokyo area because the Meiji leaders encouraged the 

growth of industries and educational institutions in a 

variety of provincial capitals. Urban growth was beginning, 

however, throughout Japan. 

The first official modern census was taken in 1920, 

during the Taisho period. At that time, less than 20% of 

the country's population was urban, as can be seen from 

Table 3-1. As the table also shows, there was rather slow 

but steady urban growth over the next 30 years, with urban 

decline during the years of World War II. By 1950, the 

urban population was almost 40% of the nation's. The big 

take-off period for urban growth, however, occurred between 

1950 and 1955. During that period, the urban population 

went over the half-way mark. The table shows that urban 

growth has since continued at a steady pace until, in 1975, 

over 75% of Japan's total population lived in cities over 

30,000 in population. 

4 Miyazawa, p. 12. 
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Table 3-1 

Urbanization in Japan 

Year 
Total Japan 
Population 

Pop. in Cities 
Over 30,000 % Urban 

1920 55,963,053 11,155,107 19.9 

1925 59,736,822 14,816,913 24.8 

1930 64,450,005 18,368,993 28.5 

1935 69,254,148 23,431,865 33.8 

1940 73,114,308 28,418,952 38.9 

1945 71,998,104 20,882,539 29.0 

1947 78,101,473 27,280,968 34.9 

1950 83,199,637 32,465,389 39.0 

1955 89,275,529 52,169,574 58.4 

1960 93,418,501 60,164,248 64.4 

1965 98,274,961 67,797,261 69.0 

1970 103,720,060 75,676,763 72.9 

1975 111,939,643 85,103,697 76.0 

Source: Compiled from Nihon tokei nenkan (Japan 
Statistical Yearbook) 1977, ed. Sorifu Tokei-kyoku (Bureau 
of Statistics, Prime Minister's Office), pp. 16-17. 
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Thus we see that, despite its early headstart in 

the Tokugawa period, urbanization in Japan was primarily 

a post-war phenomenon. Urbanization in the modern period 

occurred at a faster rate in Japan than in the United 

States and Europe. The number of years required for the 

inhabitants of cities over 100,000 in population to in

crease from 10% to 30% of the total population was 36 

years in Japan, 4 8 in Germany, 66 in the United States, 

5 and 79 m England. This was largely because the United 

r States and England went through a more slowly evolutionary 

process of urbanization and industrialization in the nine

teenth century, while countries like Japan, where indus

trialization got a delayed start, went through a rapid 

process of catching up in the twentieth century. 

The speed of Japan's urbanization can perhaps best 

be appreciated by further comparison with that of other 

nations. The United States, for example, had already be

come over 50% urban by 1920. In order to find a time in 

which the United States was less than 20% urban, as Japan 

was in 1920, we would have to look back to pre-Civil War 

£ 
days. Somewhere around 1960, the degree of urbanization 

reached approximately the same level in Japan as in the 

5 Noel P. Gist and Sylvia Fleis Fava, Urban Society, 
6th ed. (New York, 1974), p. 101. 

^ Ibid., p. 61. 
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7 United States—over 60%. This represented a phenomenal 

rate of growth for Japan's urban areas since 1920 and a 

much slower rate of change in the United States. 

By 1971, United Nations figures show that the 

United States and Japan were very close in their respec

tive degrees of urbanization. In cities of over 20,000 

people, the United States had 74% and Japan had 72% of 

their respective national populations. In cities of over 

100,000 people lived 58% of the United States' population 
g 

and 55% of Japan's population. 

The rate of Japan's urban growth in the post-war 

period is compared to that of several other nations in 

Tables 3-2 and 3-3. Table 3-2 considers urban areas as 

a percentage of the total population. Table 3-3 looks 

separately at the rates of change in urban and rural areas. 

The figures given in Table 3-2 for Japan's urbanization 

do not exactly correspond to those in Table 3-1 because a 

somewhat different definition of urbanization was appar

ently used in the United Nations study. Table 3-2 is 

useful, nevertheless, for the purpose of comparing the 

rates of urban growth in these countries. While Japan 

had a lower degree of urbanization than any of the others 

7 Gist and Fava, p. 61. 

® Ibid., p. 109. 



Table 3-2 

Comparative Changes in Proportion 
of Urban Population to Total Population 

% Urban 

Country 1950 1970 Change (%) 

Japan 37.4 83.3 +45.9 

Soviet Union 42. 5 62.3 +29.8 

Canada 61.7 74.7 +13.0 

United States 64.0 75.2 +11.2 

United Kingdom 77. 5 79.1 + 1.6 

Source: Gist and Fava, p. 111. 

Table 3-3 

Growth or Decline of Urban and Rural Sectors 
(1950-1970) 

Country Total Pop. Urban Rural 

Japan +23% +174% -67% 

Soviet Union + 36 + 97 -11 

United States + 36 + 60 - 6 

United Kingdom +11 + 13 0 

France +23 + 56 -14 

Philippines + 89 +120 + 81 

Source: Gist and Fava, p. 124. 
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listed in 1950, it is listed as having the highest degree 

in 1970. Japan registered by far the greatest rate of 

change among these countries. 

That Japan's urban growth was not simply due to 

a population explosion is emphasized in Table 3-3. In 

the period 1950-1970, Japan had one of the lowest rates 

of overall population growth, with the exception of the 

United Kingdom. Japan's tremendous rate of growth in the 

urban areas was accompanied by a very substantial rate of 

decrease in the population of the rural areas. France, 

which had a similar rate of population growth overall 

during that period, showed a much lesser shift toward the 

urban areas. The Philippines is an example of an under

developed country whose urban growth was primarily attrib

utable to the overall population explosion. The rural 

areas also increased in population in the Philippines, in 

sharp contrast to the decline of Japan's rural sector. 

The amazing rapidity with which Japan urbanized 

in the twentieth century, particularly in the decades 

following World War II, naturally caused a number of urban 

problems. Before discussing the problems of residential 

density and commuting between home and work, let us examine 

the process of urbanization as it occurred specifically in 

Tokyo and its environs. 
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Tokyo 

As has been mentioned, Tokyo (Edo) was perhaps 

the largest city in the world as far back as two hundred 

years ago. Tokyo's population remained fairly stable 

throughout the Tokugawa period and even through the Meiji 

period because it was not the only center of commerce, 

administration, and education. The prefectural capitals 

in many other parts of Japan were striving to compete. 

The destruction of most of Japan's industrial cen

ters during World War II changed the picture completely. 

In order to rebuild the economy and introduce as much 

modern industrial technology as possible after the war, 

it was felt necessary to concentrate much of the new con

struction in Tokyo. By the time Tokyo had been rebuilt, 

it had emerged as the nation's leading city for all pur

poses. 

Since my study of the modern urban family through

out this paper will often focus on life in the Greater 

Tokyo area, we should here examine in some detail the 

relative significance of Tokyo and its patterns of growth. 

The Influence of Tokyo. The importance of Tokyo 

9 at present has been aptly summed up in these words: 

9 Chitoshi Yanaga, Big Business in Japanese Politics, 
(New Haven, Conn., 1968), p. 26. 



Here, in the world's largest city, a super-
metropolis of over 11 million people and 
the seat of the national government, are 
located the main offices of practically all 
the major corporations, making it the busi
ness, banking, financial, transportation, 
communication, publishing, and mass media 
center of Japan. All political parties, 
labor unions, and trade associations have 
their national headquarters here. The 
leading universities, research institutes, 
museums, art galleries, theaters, radio and 
television broadcasting systems, and the 
country's six largest newspapers are located 
in Tokyo. All major political and economic 
decisions are made in this city. It is as 
if Washington, D.C., New York, Chicago, 
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Boston, and Detroit 
were rolled into one. 

Tokyo's relative significance in the economic, 

governmental, and cultural spheres is emphasized in 

Table 3-4, showing the lead of the Greater Tokyo mega

lopolis over its two nearest competitors--the Osaka and 

Nagoya metropolitan areas. Table 3-5 illustrates that 

Tokyo has a disproportionately large share of certain 

types of professionals and artists. Over half of Japan1 

lawyers, for example, resided in the Greater Tokyo area 

in 1975. 

Tokyo is important not only because it contains 

more than its share of influential people but also be

cause it has more than its share of young people. In 

1975, almost 45% of Japan's total population lived in 

the three greatest metropolitan areas—the Greater Tokyo 

Osaka, and Nagoya areas. There was an even greater 



Table 3-4 

Relative Influence of Three Largest 
Metropolitan Areas (1975) 

% of Nation's Activities or Functions 

Area 

Greater Tokyo 

Osaka 

Nagoya 

Economic 

47.26% 

22.29 

6.09 

Administrative 

48.28% 

8.64 

4.85 

Cultural 

41.95% 

19.43 

5.46 

Source: Miyazawa, p. 22. 

Table 3-5 

Concentration of Professionals in Tokyo 
(1975) 

Occupation All Japan Greater Tokyo Tokyo's % 

Architects 103 ,249 40, 202 39 .0 

Lawyers 10 ,689 5, 654 53 .0 

Professors 92 ,929 35, 419 38 .0 

Authors 10 ,840 7, 965 73 .5 

Artists 13 ,635 7, 530 55 .2 

Musicians 49 ,610 22, 530 45 .4 

Source: Miyazawa, pp. 18-19. 
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concentration of young people in these metropolitan areas. 

In 1975, 49% of all Japanese aged 20-24 lived in these 

urban areas, as did 47% of all those aged 25-34."'"^ 

While large urban areas, such as Tokyo, are attrac

tive to young people, Tokyo is by no means considered the 

ideal city even by those who choose to live and work there. 

In one survey, people were asked, "What city do you con

sider ideal?" The leading answers were Nagoya, Sapporo, 

Kyoto, Sendai, and Kobe. When asked what city they felt 

to be the most liveable, most people replied Shizuoka, 

Kyoto, Sendai, Fukuoka, or Kobe. Tokyo was not mentioned. 

Leading the list, however, for "the best place to work" 

were Tokyo and Osaka, while Tokyo and Kyoto were named 

the best for entertainment and fun. Young people con

tinue to flock to Tokyo because of its superior opportun

ities for adult work and play, although they admit that 

it is not the best place to raise a family and that life 

in Tokyo is frustrating at times. 

Despite its deficiencies, Tokyo holds a special 

fascination for most Japanese. It is in Tokyo that trends 

are set and new patterns of living emerge. Because of its 

influence and relative youth, Tokyo is a futuristic city, 

10 ... , _ Miyazawa, p. 17. 

Kisho Kurokawa, Toshi no shiso (Essays on the 
City) (Tokyo, 1977), pp. 154-55. 
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setting trends for the rest of Japan and even, at times, 

for the rest of the world. To understand the present and 

future of the Japanese family, we must look carefully at 

life in Tokyo. 

Patterns of Growth. The growth of the Tokyo area 

has involved not only Tokyo itself but also what is known 

as the Greater Tokyo area. The term "Greater Tokyo" in

cludes the four prefectures of Chiba, Saitama, Kanagawa, 

and Tokyo, all of which are closely interrelated into one 

12 megalopolis. There is no "city" (shi) of Tokyo as an 

administrative unit today, so we shall refer instead to 

the 23-ward (23-ku) area which makes up what is commonly 

known as "Tokyo," or Tokyo proper. Tokyo Prefecture also 

contains some suburban areas, but most of the population 

of prefectural Tokyo is located in the 23-ward area. In 

1977, for example, when the population of Tokyo Prefecture 

was over 11 million, the 23-ward area of Tokyo comprised 

13 over 8 million of that number. 

As Table 3-6 shows, Tokyo Prefecture grew steadily 

as a percentage of Japan's population from 1920 to 1940, 

when it first reached 10% of the nation's population. The 

12 Tokyo Prefecture (Tokyo-to) is sometimes called 
Tokyo Metropolitan Prefecture; it is administratively dif
ferent from other prefectures (ken). See Gary D. Allinson, 
Suburban Tokyo (Berkeley, 1979), p. 1, n.l. 

Nihon tokei nenkan 1977, p. 19. 
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Table 3-6 

Population Increase in Greater Tokyo Area 
and Tokyo Prefecture 

Year 
Greater Tokyo 
Population 

% of 
Nation 

Tokyo Pref. 
Population 

% of 
Nation 

1920 7,678,506 13.7 3,699,428 6.6 

1925 8,695,654 14.5 4,485,144 7.5 

1930 9,957,577 15.4 5,408,678 8.4 

1935 11,285,172 16.3 6,369,919 9.2 

1940 12,740,409 17.4 7,354,971 10.0 

1945 9,368,074 13.0 3,488,284 4.8 

1950 13,050,647 15.7 6,277,500 7.5 

1955 15,424,264 17.3 8,037,084 9.0 

1960 17,863,859 19.1 9,683,802 10.4 

1965 21,016,740 21.4 10,869,244 11.1 

1970 24,113,414 23.2 11,408,071 11.0 

1975 27,041,789 24. 2 11,673,554 10.4 

Source: Compiled from Nihon tokei nenkan (Japan 
Statistical Yearbook) 1977, pp. 12-14. 
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war greatly reduced Tokyo's population, however, and it 

took until 1960 for Tokyo Prefecture to return to 10% of 

the nation's population. Its growth has been leveling off 

or slightly declining since its peak in 1965. The Greater 

Tokyo area, however, including the prefectures of Chiba, 

Saitama, and Kanagawa, has shown only slight signs of 

leveling off. By 1975, this megalopolis comprised almost 

one-fourth of Japan's entire population. 

The pattern of growth within the Greater Tokyo area 

can be seen more specifically in Table 3-7. Prior to World 

War II, Tokyo and Kanagawa prefectures (the latter contain

ing the city of Yokohama), were growing at a much higher 

rate than the rate of population growth in the country as 

a whole. Both were severely affected by the wartime bomb

ing, during which most of the people apparently moved to 

Chiba and Saitama. The immediate post-war period saw a 

population boom nationwide, plus a huge influx of displaced 

persons back into Tokyo and Kanagawa prefectures. 

A more stable pattern of growth had established 

itself by 1955, but from that point on, Tokyo Prefecture 

began growing by slower and slower increments while the 

other prefectures within the Greater Tokyo area speeded 

up their growth--at least until 197 0, by which time all 

of the prefectures shown in Table 3-7 were seeing a drop 

in their rate of growth. By 1975, however, Tokyo had 
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Table 3-7 

Rate of Population Increase 
(Persons per 1000) 

All 
Japan 

Prefectures of Greater Tokyo Area 

Year 
All 
Japan Tokyo Chiba Saitama Kanagawa 

1925 67. 4 212.4 47.2 56.8 70.6 

1930 78.9 205.9 50. 6 46.4 143.2 

1935 74. 5 177.7 51. 9 47.8 136.1 

1940 55. 7 154.6 27.2 51.8 189.7 

1945 - 7.5 -525.7 2.38.2 273.1 -147.7 

1950 155.6 799.6 87.5 48.4 333.4 

1955 73.0 280.3 30.9 54.1 173.6 

1960 46. 4 204.9 45.8 74.4 179.4 

1965 52.0 122.4 171.6 240. 3 286.8 

1970 55. 4 49.6 246.1 282.4 235.1 

1975 69. 5 23. 3 232.4 247.0 169.1 

Source: Nihon tokei nenkan 1977, pp. 12-14. 

Table 3-8 

Patterns of Growth 
By Distance From Downtown Tokyo 

Distance 1960-65 1965-70 1970-75 

0-10 km - 1.4% - 6.5% - 6.5% 

10-20 25.3 11.9 6.2 

20-30 40.4 31.6 22.5 

30-40 37.0 43.6 29.7 

40-50 14.9 19.6 22.1 

Source: Kokudo riyo hakusho (White Paper on 
National Land Use) 1979, ed. Kokudo-cho (National Land 
Agency), p. 46. 



practically stopped growing altogether, while the other 

parts of Greater Tokyo still showed substantial growth. 
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Table 3-7 and Table 3-8, in particular, illustrate 

the process known as "donutization" (donatsu-ka gensho) 

to the Japanese, by which they mean that the inner core 

of the urban area is giving way to commercial and other 

non-residential uses while people move farther and far

ther out, to Chiba and Saitama, for example, in search of 

places to live. As Table 3-8 shows, the area within 10 

kilometers (hereinafter "km") of downtown Tokyo, roughly 

corresponding to the 23-ward area, has shown negative 

rates of residential growth at least since 1960. Growth 

in the 10-20 km and 20-30 km ranges was substantial in the 

early 1960s, but the rate of growth in those areas has 

dropped sharply since. In the period 1970-75, the only 

increased rate of growth was in the 40-50 km range. While 

growth was still greatest at 30-40 km, the rate was con

siderably less than in previous years. 

Density 

The tremendous growth of the Tokyo area in the post

war period has obviously contributed to the crowding which 

makes l ife in Tokyo frustrating. However, the Japanese 

in ge neral are less bothered by crowding than are many 

oth er people. It is not the numbers of people per se, 
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but the attendant problems of commuting and finding a 

place to live, which Tokyo residents find annoying. 

The primary effect of the growth of the Greater 

Tokyo area has been urban sprawl, not a great increase in 

urban density. There is perhaps a misconception concerning 

the population density of Japan and of Tokyo in particular 

which should be cleared up. It is true that Japan is one 

of the most crowded countries in the world. As can be seen 

from Table 3-9, Japan as a whole is more crowded than most 

of the European countries and substantially more crowded 

than countries in North and South America. Even India, 

which is thought to be very over-populated, is considerably 

less crowded on the whole than is Japan, since India has 

a very large land area. The only countries which have 

even higher population densities than Japan are the tiny 

countries of South Korea, the Netherlands, and Belgium. 

The figures given in Table 3-9 are not the most 

realistic measure of population density, however, since 

they are arrived at by dividing the population by the total 

land area. In Japan, however, only about 20% of the land 

is suited for habitation. Taking that fact into considera

tion, population density over the habitable area of Japan 

comes out to 3,860 people per square mile or 1,490 people 

per square km. 



Table 3-9 

National Population Densities (1976) 

Country 

Japan 

South Korea 

Hong Kong* 

India 

U.S.A. 

Mexico 

Brazil 

Great Britain 

France 

The Netherland 

West Germany 

Belgium 

Persons per 
Square Mile 

772 

912 

10,825 

471 

60 

78 

34 

593 

250 

865 

645 

831 

Persons per 
Square km 

298 

352 

4,180 

182 

23 

30 

13 

229 

96 

334 

249 

321 

Sources: Asahi nenkan 1978 Supp., p. 304; *Asahi 
nenkan 1978, p. 126. 

Table 3-10 

Comparative Urban Densities 

(Densest Residential Districts) 

City 
Persons per 
Square Mile 

Persons per 
Square km 

Tokyo 60,100 23,200 

Hong Kong 802,860 310,000 

New York 239,560 92,500 

Calcutta 165,750 64,000 

Moscow 103,595 40,000 

Paris 159,280 61,500 

Source: Kurokawa, pp. 158-59. 
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While such figures sound relatively high, much 

higher rates of population density are in fact reached in 

major urban centers throughout the world. Since Tokyo is 

one of the largest cities in the world, it is perhaps 

thought of as one of the most crowded. This is not true, 

however, as Table 3-10 shows. Tokyo is actually much less 

crowded in its residential areas than are New York, Paris, 

Calcutta, and Moscow, even though Japan as a whole has a 

greater population density than do the United States, India, 

France, and the Soviet Union. 

One reason Tokyo is less crowded than other major 

cities around the world may be that Tokyo places height 

restrictions on buildings due in part to the earthquake 

hazard. More and more high-rise residential buildings are 

being built in Tokyo now, but in the past they have not 

been a predominant form of urban housing. 

The population density of the total 23-ward area 

of Tokyo is 37,200 people per square mile or 14,350 people 

14 per square km. Taking an even broader view, the popula-

tion density of Tokyo-to (prefecture) is approximately 

14,140 people per square mile or 5,460 per square krn. 15 

14 Asahi nenkan 1979, p. 415. 

15 Asahi nenkan 1978, p. 380. 
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In the Greater Tokyo area, including the prefectures of 

Tokyo, Saitama, Chiba, and Kanagawa, population density 

is approximately 5,360 people per square mile or 2,070 

16 per square km. 

The fact is that urban density is not a great 

^ problem in the Tokyo area--at least, no more so than in 

many other cities of the world. The real problems come 

from traffic congestion (in the broad sense of people 

commuting by various modes of transportation) and resi

dential crowding within the home. 

One reason Tokyo gives the appearance and feel 

of being the most crowded city in the world is the huge 

numbers of people who flow into the downtown area to work 

or shop during the daytime. They converge upon the roads 

and train stations during the morning and evening rush 

hours, or they can be seen shopping during the day or pur

suing recreational activities during the evening hours. 

Their presence is quite visible, yet they do not live in 

Tokyo proper and therefore are not counted as contributing 

to its population density. 

Some idea of the number of commuters can be ob

tained by examining in detail the population of Tokyo's 

three central wards of Chiyoda-ku, Chuo-ku, and Minato-ku. 

Asahi nenkan 1978, pp. 392-94. 



In these three wards, the number of nighttime residents has 

been dwindling even as the number of daytime occupants has 

been increasing. In 1960, the ratio of the daytime popu

lation to nighttime population was 3:1 (1,660,000 daytime 

vs. 550,000 nighttime); by 1975, the ratio of daytime to 

nighttime population was more than 6:1 (2,27 0,000 daytime 

17 vs. 360,000 nighttime). Tremendously crowded at certain 

times of the day, the streets and buildings of the downtown 

area are almost empty at night. 

Woodblock prints (ukiyo-e) of Edo during the Toku-

gawa period give the impression of a busy city but not so 

hectic as Tokyo today. In fact, however, old Edo was more 

densely populated than is modern Tokyo. The density of the 

city of Edo throughout the Tokugawa period (excluding the 

areas inhabited by samurai periodically under the sankin-

__ Jg 
kotai system) was about 60,000 persons per square km. 

Modern-day Tokyo has less than 15,000 persons per square 

km, as we noted before. 

The difference lies in the fact that old Edo was 

primarily a residential city; the settled urban areas con

sisted mostly of residential buildings, and people worked 

Kokudo riyo hakusho 197 9, p. 45. 

1 ft 
Kurokawa, pp. 158-59. 



in or close to their residences. Today's Tokyo, by con

trast, has large portions of its space devoted to public 

or economic uses—parks, highways, government buildings, 

schools, factories, warehouses, etc. The actual residen

tial areas are more dispersed. In fact, even the most 

crowded residential district of Tokyo today has the density 

of 23,200 people per square km, as we saw in Table 3-10. 

But even a density of 60,000 persons per square km would 

not place Tokyo high on the list of cities in Table 3-10. 

Japan's greatest crowding problems are within the 

home. Table 3-11 compares Japan to various Western nations 

in terms of the quality of housing with regard to living 

space. The table shows that various European countries 

have even fewer rooms per house than are found in Japanese 

houses. However, Japan is among the highest in numbers of 

persons per room, and Japan also has the least amount of 

floor space per person within the home. 

The figures in Table 3-11 are national averages, 

and Japan's housing situation is even worse in the urban 

areas. The number of persons per room is even higher (1.1) 

in Japanese urban areas than in the nation as a whole. The 

United States does not show such a difference in the number 

19 of persons per room between the urban and rural areas. 

19 
Mitsui Fudosan Kabushiki Kaisha (Mitsui Real Es

tate Co.), FudSsan kanren tokeishu (Real Estate Statistics) 
(Tokyo, 1978), p. 93. 



Table 3-11 

Comparative 
( 

Country 
# Rooms 

Per House 

Japan 4.2 

United States 5.1 

England 4.9 

West Germany 4.2 

France 3.4 

Italy 3.7 

Sweden U
J 

• 00
 

Housing Densities 
.970-72) 

# Persons Floor Space Per 
Per Room Person (Sq. Meters) 

0.9 21 

0 . 6  

0 . 6  2 8  

0.7 29 

0.9 24 

0.9 

0.7 34 

Source: Kokumin seikatsu hakusho (White Paper on 
National Life) 1976, ed. Keizai Kikaku-ch5 (Economic Plan
ning Agency), p. 100. 
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Japan also differs from the United States in the number 

of one-room houses. In Japan, 8.8% of homes nationwide 

are one-room houses, and the rate is 11.2% in urban areas. 

In the United States, a mere 1.7% of all homes have only 

one room. France has a rate of 7.6% one-room homes, more 

nearly like Japan's.20 

While Japan's housing situation in general is more 

similar to Europe's than to the United States' because of 

the available land area, Japan's residential crowding within 

the home remains worse than that of Europe. In other words, 

it is not the number of people in urban areas but the 

quality and size of Japanese houses which can be called 

21 the major problem of crowding in Japanese cities. 

The Urban Landscape 

Japan is well into the "megalopolitan" age, in 

which large urban areas continue to grow and spread until 

the outer rings of one metropolitan area meet with the 

expanding perimeters of other metropolitan areas. This 

has already occurred in the Greater Tokyo and Osaka areas. 

While the Japanese are moving farther and farther away 

20  Mitsui Fudosan Kabushiki Kaisha, p. 93. 

21 Kokumin seikatsu hakusho 1976, p. 99. 



from the urban core, they are not seeking "suburban" resi

dential life as it exists in the United States. 

It has been suggested that the growth of suburban 

areas in the United States has been a way of reconciling 

the American "anti-urban bias" with the economic realities 

of the late 20th century. A majority of Americans still 

express a preference for living in rural areas or small 

cities; the suburb allows Americans to continue a lifestyle 

which is tied to the city economically but to live in an 

22 area of low urban density. Urban crowding makes Ameri

cans nervous partly because it is associated with street 

crime, so the urban worker has fled to the suburbs, where 

he hopes to put some distance between his family and the 

urban criminal. 

The Japanese have much less "anti-urban bias." 

Japanese living conditions have always been more crowded 

than those in the United States, with the houses in many 

Japanese rural villages standing closer together than in 

some large American cities. The Japanese are less inclined 

to spread out solely for the purpose of having more open 

space and green grass between themselves. They are also 

less concerned about urban crowding since it is not asso

ciated with street crime. 

22 Gist and Fava, p. 95. 
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Therefore, the "suburb" as it exists in the United 

States has not been developed to a great extent in Japan. 

Those who can afford a nice new home in a beautifully 

developed neighborhood may prefer this option, of course, 

but for most Japanese it is just a dream. The areas in 

which they settle in their flight from the big city still 

look suspiciously urban. There may be a few open fields 

around, but the housing is likely to be closely clustered 

or found in multiple-story dwellings. 

The range of choices available to the urban worker 

as to where to live and work depends in some ways on the 

development of the urban economy in his region. This will 

be our next subject of inquiry. 

The Urban Economy 

Urban development is greatly affected by the econ

omic development of the area. We shall first discuss a 

comparative historical perspective on the development of 

major cities in Japan and the United States in general 

and then look more specifically at the growth of the urban 

labor force in each country. I shall attempt to explain 

who the Japanese urban "salaryman" is and how he differs 

from the profile of the American white-collar worker. 
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Historical Development 

The character of a city, its problems as well as 

its strengths, is largely determined by the period in which 

it began its greatest development. Some cities, like Bos

ton in the United States, were established in the pre-

industrial period, when the urban economy was limited to 

simple trading and craft-type manufacturing. The urban 

population needed to be supported by large numbers of 

workers in primary (non-urban) occupations—agriculture, 

23 forestry, and fishing. 

Cities in the American Midwest trace most of their 

development to the urban-industrial period, in which manu

facturing by industrialized means became the mainstay of 

the urban economy. Most urban residents in such cities 

participate in secondary, or goods-producing, occupations. 

Other cities, such as Los Angeles, did not exper

ience major growth until the third, or "metropolitan" 

period of urbanization. A major characteristic of the 

metropolis is decentralization. The metropolis, though 

huge, is unified by modern communications and transporta

tion. Industry in this period has become so mechanized 

that more urban workers are employed in service industries, 

24 called tertiary occupations, than in factory jobs. 

23 
Gist and Fava, pp. 56-57. 

24 
Ibid., pp. 60-61. 
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Of course, some cities today are complex mixtures 

of all three types of development, since they experienced 

major growth in all three of these periods. In the United 

States, however, only cities on the Eastern Seaboard go 

far enough back to claim urban development in the pre

industrial period.^ 

Understanding the way of life in Japanese cities 

requires that we take these factors into consideration. 

Many Japanese cities, notably Tokyo, grew to substantial 

size during the preindustrial and the industrial periods, 

both characterized by dense, clustered growth. While Jap

anese urban growth is now of necessity becoming somewhat 

more decentralized and Japan in fact is already farther 

into the fourth, or megalopolitan, stage than is the United 

States, the Japanese economy has not diversified to a 

comparable extent. There is a large difference between 

Japan and the United States in the development of tertiary 

occupations. Tertiary occupations, which bring a wider 

range of alternatives in lifestyle because the worker is 

less tied to the industrial urban core, are not as common 

in Japan as in the United States. The prolonged preoccu

pation of the Japanese economy with the production of 

25 Gist and Fava, p. 62. 
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goods has had its effect on the development of Japanese 

cities and on where people live and work within them, 

since the population has of necessity remained clustered 

around industrial centers where the goods are produced 

and most of the jobs are available. 

Composition of the Labor Force 

Both Japan and the United States have evolved 

from agrarian to highly industrialized urban economies, 

yet some significant differences still exist between the 

two countries in terms of the composition of the labor 

force. We shall first compare their evolutions from 

primary to tertiary industries and then look specifically 

at the urban white-collar worker, Japan's "salaryman." 

Development. In the United States, 40% of the 

2 g 
total work force were in the primary sector in 1896. 

27 The rate declined to only 4.3% m 1971. In contrast, 

a great gain was seen in those occupations involving 

higher educational attainment and higher social status. 

2 6 Robert E. Cole and Ken'ichi Tominaga, "Japan's 
Changing Occupational Structure and Its Significance," in 
Japanese Industrialization and Its Social Consequences, ed. 
Hugh Patrick (Berkeley, 1976), pp. 57-58. 

27 - -
Rodo tokei yoran (Labor Statistics Summary) 

1974, ed. Rodo Daijin KanbS Tokei J5h5-bu (Bureau of 
Statistical Information, Office of the Labor Minister's 
Secretariat), p. 272. 
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Thus, professional and technical workers increased from 

4.2% to 14% of the United States' labor force between 1900 

9 Q 
and 1970. 

The first hard data about the occupational struc

ture in Japan became available after the 1920 census. In 

1920, 52% of the total labor force was engaged in agricul

ture or forestry, representing a substantial decline from 

an estimated 81% in 1872; the agricultural population in 

1900 was around 67% of the total work force, much higher 

29 than the ratio in the United States at that time. 

Japan subsequently underwent a rapid decline in 

the numbers of people involved in the agricultural and 

other primary sectors of the economy. By 1950, 44.6% of 

the work force was still in primary industries; this de

clined to 18.1% in 1970 and 12.7% in 1975. The number of 

workers (not self-employed) grew from 38.2% in 1950 to 

59% of the work force in 1970 and 63.3% in 1975; among 

these, the proportion of salarymen (white collar) more 

than doubled, from 11.9% in 1950 to 29.3% in 197 0 and then 

down a bit to 28.2% in 1975."^ 

9 R 
Gist and Fava, p. 78. 

29 Cole and Tominaga, p. 58. 

Tadashi Fukutake, Gendai Nihon shakai-ron 
(Essays on Contemporary Japanese Society), rev. ed. 
(Tokyo, 1977), p. 33. 



It took the United States 74 years (from 1860 to 

19 34) for the primary sector of its economy to decrease 

from 60% to 20% of the labor force. It took Japan 55 

31 years for this development to occur—from 1915 to 1970. 

The pattern of reduction in the primary sector and the 

increase in the tertiary sector of the Japanese economy 

can be seen from Tables 3-12 and 3-13. Japan's shift 

from the primary to the tertiary sector has been both a 

rapid and a recent occurrence. 

Japan's economic development has not followed an 

even progression from predominance of the primary sector 

to that of the secondary sector and then of the tertiary 

sector, as has generally been the case in industrialized 

countries. Japan's urbanization followed a pattern more 

like that in underdeveloped countries; newly urbanized 

workers often moved directly from the primary sector into 

marginal, low-paying jobs in the tertiary sector. In 

Japan, the tertiary sector prior to World War II did not 

grow dynamically; it only absorbed workers who were 

unable to find industrial employment, especially during 

32 
recessions. Only quite recently has the tertiary 

31 Cole and Tominaga, p. 59. 

32 Ibid., p. 71. 
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Table 3-12 

Composition of Labor Force 

Year 
£ Primary Secondary*3 Tertiary 

1930 49.4% 20.4% 30.2% 

1940 44.0 26.1 29.9 

1950 48 .3 21.9 29.8 

1959 37.5 26.1 36.4 

1965 26.2 32.2 41.5 

1971 17.4 35.5 47.1 

a 
Includes agriculture, forestry, hunting and fishing. 

Includes mining, construction and manufacturing. 

Includes wholesale and retail trade, finance, insurance, 
real estate, transportation and communication, utilities, 
services, and government officials 

Source: Cole and Tominaga, p. 68. 

Table 3-13 

Rate of Change in Industrial Sectors 

Year Primary Secondary Tertiary 

1960 14,236,727 12,763,824 16,682,430 

1965 11,731,172 15,394,847 20,465,167 
(-17.6%) (20.6%) (22.7%) 

1970 10,074,523 17,327,260 24,293,630 
• (-14.1%) (15.8%) (18.7%) 

1975 7,395,700 18,117,600 27,456,200 
(-26.6%) (1.6%) (13.0%) 

Source: Rodo hakusho (White Paper on Labor) 1977 
App., ed. R5do-sho (Ministry of Labor), p. 13. 
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sector in Japan seen an increase in the proportion of 

33 highly-educated professional or skilled workers. 

The Salaryman. The Japanese salaryman, college 

educated and a white-collar employee, is part of the ter

tiary sector. Japan's labor force in general has shown a 

substantial increase in educational levels in the post-war 

•years. The level is still lower than that in the United 

States but is similar to that in Europe. In 1970, the 

ratio of college graduates to the total population over 

25 years of age was 5.5% in Japan, 3.2% in West Germany, 

34 and 10.7% in the United States. 

The major difference lay in the numbers of women 

in college; the discrepancy between Japan and the United 

States was much less among male graduates and more among 

female graduates. The proportion of male college graduates 

in the adult male population was 10.1% in Japan, as com

pared to 13.5% in the United States; the proportion of 

female college graduates to the adult female population 

35 was 1.2% m Japan and 8.1% m the United States. 

Japan also has a greater discrepancy between young 

and older men with college degrees than does the U.S. Of 

33 Cole and Tominaga, p. 72. 

34 Rodo hakusho 1976, pp. 102-3. 

35 Ibid., p. 103. 
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men aged 25-29 in 1970, 17.1% in Japan and 19.5% in the 

United States had college degrees; but among men aged 4 5-

54, in Japan only 6.1% had college degrees, compared to 
O f. 

12.5% in the United States and 4.9% in West Germany. 

Gains in higher education have been substantial in 

Japan since 1960, with the proportion of high school stu

dents going on to higher education increasing from 10% to 

33% in the period from 1960 to 197 3; the rate changed from 

37 34% to 43% m the United States over the same period. 

There is a considerable difference in how the two 

countries employ their college graduates. The salaryman 

in Japan occupies a position for which there is no exact 

equivalent in the United States. Salaried clerical and 

sales workers occupy a greater portion of the labor force 

in Japan than in the United States. 

In Japan, college graduates, without regard to 

their areas of specialization in college, are initially 

drafted and trained by a company as clerical workers (jimu). 

College degrees in law or engineering do not usually point 

the Japanese graduate toward a career as an independent 

professional. In 1970, 58% of college graduates in the 

United States were employed as professionals of some type, 

while that was true of only 30% of Japanese college 

Rodo hakusho 1976, p. 103. 

^ Ibid., p. 104. 
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3 8 graduates. In general, the goal of the Japanese college 

.graduate is to be a "company man"; not many dream of being 

their own boss, as many American college men do. 

Another difference is that in the United States 

more graduates go directly into management, rather than 

starting out in a low position in the company and having 

to move up through a seniority system, as is the case in 

Japan. The need for company salesmen and clerks grew in 

Japan as the goods-related economy grew. Thus the ranks 

of the salarymen have been swelling, while the American 

economy has produced relatively more professionals and 

self-employed persons. 

The Japanese salaryman, even though classified as 

part of the tertiary sector of the economy, remains tied 

to manufacturing industries and to urban-industrial loca

tions almost as much as does the blue-collar worker. The 

Japanese salaryman does not have as great a range of choices 

of places to work and live as does his comparably-educated 

counterpart in the United States. This is one of the 

reasons for the urban problems of commuting and lack of 

adequate housing in Japanese urban areas, since nearly all 

work downtown, although they cannot all live there. 

OO _ _ 
Rodo hakusho 197 6, p. 106. 



CHAPTER 4 

FAMILY INCOME AND STANDARD OF LIVING 

The next question we shall address is the effect 

of the urban lifestyle upon family finances. Is the urban 

family well off today because of higher salaries than 

twenty years ago? Or is the family actually feeling more 

financial pressures, with the rising cost of living and an 

increased emphasis on the acquisition of material goods? 

In order to answer these questions about the family's fi

nancial situation, we should first look at the health of 

the Japanese economy over the past two decades. 

National Economic Growth 

Japan amazed the world by the rate of its economic 

growth from the 1950s to the mid-1970s. Japan's Gross Na

tional Product (GNP) in nominal figures (i.e., not con

trolled for the amount of inflation which occurred), shot 

up over 13 times between 1957 and 1975, as can be seen 

from Table 4-1. Looking just at the decade between 1965 

and 19 75, we see that the nominal GNP more than quadrupled 

in this period, as the index shows (1965=100, 1975=455.9). 

When the figures are controlled for inflation, the 

amount of real growth, also listed in Table 4-1, can be 

seen to have fluctuated between 1965 and 1975, averaging 

about 10% a year. The index shows that in real terms 

60 



Table 4-1 

Gross National Product 

Nominal Growth Real Growth 

Year 
Billion 
Yen % Change Index % Change Index 

1957 11,082 14.0 7.5 

1958 11,520 4.0 5.6 

1959 12,925 12. 2 8.9 

1960 15,486 19.8 13.3 

1961 19,124 23.5 14.5 

1962 21,202 10.9 7.0 

1963 24,475 15.4 10.5 

1964 28,916 18.1 13.1 

1965 31,953 10.5 100 5.1 100 

1966 36,821 15.2 117.1 9.8 111.1 

1967 43,569 18.3 138.1 12.9 125.5 

1968 51,599 18.4 162. 6 13.4 141.4 

1969 59,669 15.6 189.8 10.7 157.0 

1970 70,708 18.5 222. 7 18.6 173. 3 

1971 79,257 12.1 248.8 7.4 186.0 

1972 90,620 14.3 288.9 9.1 204.2 

1973 111,033 22.5 352.6 9.8 217.2 

1974 132,233 19.1 415.6 -1.3 216.6 

1975 145,556 10.0 455.9 2.4 224.1 

Source: Keizai yoran (Economic Summary) 1977, 
ed. Keizai Kikaku-cho (Economic Planning Agency), p. 2 
and pp. 14-15. 
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GNP more than doubled over those ten years. This rate 

of real growth was phenomenal, but it reached a screeching 

halt in 1974, when the effects of the "oil crisis" began 

to be felt on Japan's economy. The GNP actually decreased 

slightly in real terms in 1974, although rampant inflation 

still caused the nominal GNP to grow that year, as can be 

seen from Table 4-1. Japan's economy has been recovering 

slowly but steadily since the oil crisis. The nominal GNP 

was ¥171,736 billion in 1976, for a real growth of 5.9% 

over 1975, and ¥191,426 billion in 1977, for a real growth 

rate of 5.6% over 1976. 

Much of the economic growth in the 19 60s was due 

to Prime Minister Ikeda Hayato's "income doubling plan." 

A foreign observer in the 1970s wrote that "today the na

tion is forging ahead towards even higher goals in the at

tempt to reach Western, notably American, levels of income 

2 and living for the average citizen." 

As of the early 1970s, however, Japan still had 

a long way to go to catch up with the West in terms of the 

individual's standard of living. By 1972, Japan's GNP had 

reached third place in the world, but her per capita income 

A.sahi nenkan (The Asahi Yearbook) 1979, ed. 
Asahi Shimbun, p. 300. 

2 David Kornhauser, Urban Japan: Its Foundations 
and Growth (New York, 1976), p. 128. 



3 
remained in 18th place. This discrepancy led to [jokes 

that the Japanese salaryman commuted between an office in 

the economic sphere ranked third and a home ranked eight

eenth. Western Europeans, rankled by competition from 

Japanese imports in the late 1970s, complained that the 

Japanese are "workaholics who live in rabbit hutches." 

Western Europeans wondered how they could be expected to 

compete with people who gave their all to the economic 

sector and cared so little about their personal comfort. 

The Japanese might have replied that at least 

things had improved somewhat. As Yokoyama Gennosuke had 

observed in 1899, the Japanese industrial worker labored 

from early in the morning until very late at night and 

4 then went home to sleep in the equivalent of a pigsty. 

Actually, the "rabbit hutches" remark was taken seriously 

by the Japanese and prompted the government to address 

itself more earnestly to the housing problem. 

Family Income 

There are a number of ways in which personal in

come may be measured. One measure is per capita income, 

arrived at by dividing the nominal GNP by the population. 

3 
Akiko Itoh, "Urban Family Finances in Japan," 

in PHP, VIII (July 1977), p. 62. 

4 Gennosuke Yokoyama, Nihon no kaso shakai (The 
Lower Class of Japan) (Tokyo, 1900), p. 169. 
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This measure is often used to compare the relative wealth 

or standard of living of the citizens of various nations. 

Another measure of income is household income--how much the 

family collectively earns or receives from all reported 

sources of income. A third measure of income is wages or 

salaries. We shall examine each of these three in turn. 

Per Capita Income 

Although a large discrepancy remained between na

tional wealth and personal standards of living during 

Japan's greatest period of economic growth, per capita in

come did show a pattern of growth comparable to GNP growth 

between 1955 and 1975, increasing in nominal figures about 

14 times during that period. As with the GNP, there was 

a quadrupling from 1965 to 1975, as shown in Table 4-2. 

A comparison of the index in Table 4-2 with the index for 

nominal GNP growth in Table 4-1, however, shows that per 

capita income growth did lag somewhat behind GNP growth 

between 1965 and 1975. 

Updating Table 4-2, the figure on per capita in

come in calendar year 1976 was ¥1,219,000 and in 1977 was 

¥1,342,000.5 

Table 4-3 gives the percentage of real, rather than 

nominal, growth of per capita income, as well as giving 

Asahi nenkan 197 9, p. 300. 



Table 4 -2 

Per Capita Income 

Year Yen Index* Year Yen Index* 

1955 80 ,63 6 1972 710, 841 266 .7 

1960 142 ,084 1973 845, 503 317 . 0 

1965 265 , 951 100. 0 1974 1,033, 004 386.9 

1970 570 ,459 214.6 1975 1,139, 271 428.5 

Sources: 
yoran 1977, pp. 

Nihon tokei nenkan 1977, 
16-17. 

P- 489; *Keizai 

Table 4 -3 

Comparative GNP and 
Per Capita Income Growth 

Country GNP in Billion Dollars Growth (%) 

1960 1970 1975 1976 1960-70 '70-76 

U.S. 506.7 981.2 1526.4 1702.0 4.3 2.6 

Japan 43.1 196. 9 491. 3 555.1 10.5 5.3 

England 71. 4 121. 0 229.2 220.2 2.9 2.0 

Per i Capita Income (Dollars) Growth (%) 

1960 1970 1975 1976 1960-70 '70-76 

U.S. 2,804 4,789 7,148 7,912 3.0 1.8 

Japan 462 1,887 4,404 4 , 937 9.4 3.9 

England 1,359 2,184 4,095 3 , 936 2.3 1.8 

Source: Jiji nenkan (The Jiji Almanac) 1980, ed, 
Jiji Tsushin-sha, p. 1094. 



some international comparisons to help us put Japan's 

income growth into perspective. While GNP showed slightly 

more growth than did per capita income in each of the 

countries listed, the figures on Japan's growth in both 

GNP and per capita income clearly stand out above those 

of the United States and England. While very much behind 

England in both GNP and per capita income in 1960, Japan 

overtook England in GNP in 1970 and by 1975 had surpassed 

England in per capita income as well. All three countries 

showed a lesser rate of economic growth in the 1970s, but 

Japan's rate of real growth in both GNP and per capita in

come remained twice as high as the rates in the United 

States and England. 

Japan is clearly, then, closing the gap between 

itself and the Western countries in terms of the standard 

of living of its people. A rising standard of living can 

be seen also from the decline in family size along with 

the substantial increase in family income which are shown 

in Table 4-4. 

Household Income 

Table 4-4 shows monthly household income among ur

ban working families. Household income includes more than 

just the salary of the household head. It may also include 

secondary sources of income. Many families in this survey 



Table 4-4 

Urban Household Income 

(Wage-Earning Families in 
Cities of Pop. 50,000 or More) 

Year 

Persons 
per 

Household 

Monthly 
Household 
Income 

Index of 
Real Income 
(1965=100) 

% Real 
Income 
Increase 

1963 4.19 ¥ 53,298 

1964 4.16 59,704 7.9 

1965 4.13 65,141 100.0 2.2 

1966 4.07 71,347 104.0 4.2 

1967 4.04 78,725 110.5 6.1 

1968 3.96 87,599 116.9 5.7 

1969 3. 89 97,667 123.9 6.0 

1970 3.90 112,949 132.9 7.4 

1971 3.88 124,562 138.2 3.9 

1972 3. 86 138,580 147.3 6.4 

1973 3.85 165,860 157.4 7.1 

1974 3. 83 205,792 157.1 -0.3 

1975 3. 82 236,152 161.3 2.7 

1976 3. 79 258,237 161.5 0.1 

1977* 3. 79 286,039 166.1 2.9 

1978* 3.82 304,562 170. 8 2.8 

Sources: Kakei chosa nenpo (Annual Report on 
the Family Income and Expenditure Survey) 1976, ed. 
S5rifu Tokei-kyoku (Bureau of Statistics, Prime Minister1 
Office) , pp. 36-37; *Jiji nenkan 19 80, p. 1119. 
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had more than one wage earner in the household; the number 

of wage earners per family averaged about 1.5 in each of 

the years listed.^ Dividing the household income in 1975 

by that in 1965 shows that income had grown 3.6 times over 

those ten years, less than the increase of 4.5 times in 

nominal GNP over that period. 

Looking at the index of real income increase (con

trolled for inflation), we can see that the household in

come in 1975 was 1.6 times that in 1965. In terms of real 

earning power, then, household income did not quite double 

during'that period. In other words, inflation reduced, by 

about half, the value of the nearly fourfold increase in 

household income. 

Nevertheless, we can see from the nominal figures 

that urban households have a great deal more money to spend 

today then they did in the days of Vogel's study in the 

late 1950s. And the steady rise in the index of real in

come over that period means that they have truly become 

better off in terms of how far their money will go, despite 

inflation. Moreover, the annual increase in real income 

has lately begun to show signs of a modest comeback from 

the economic setbacks of 1974. How much real growth will 

be seen in the future, however, is still an open question. 

^ Kakei chosa nenpo 1976, p. 36. 



Wages 

The income figures in Table 4-4 are only averages, 

including wage earners of various ages and in various occu-

7 pations. Table 4-5 gives a more detailed view of what 

average monthly wages are for persons in different jobs. 

The table gives the number of persons engaged in each type 

of job, not in Japan as a whole, but in the particular 

industries surveyed. It is possible to get from these 

figures, however, some sense of the relative numbers of 

persons engaged in the various occupations listed. Clerks 

and technicians, for example, are by far the most numerous 

types of workers. They are also the youngest and among 

the most poorly paid. These young white-collar workers, 

or salarymen, are at the bottom of the wage scale and well 

below the average monthly income figures in Table 4-4. 

One's position is meaningful not only in terms of 

base contract pay but also in the amount of extra pay which 

may be earned. Those in responsible managerial positions 

receive special compensation for their extra responsibili

ties. Those in lower positions, like the clerks, do not 

receive this sort of extra pay, but they have a chance to 

earn extra money through overtime work. 

7 The average household income in Table 4-4 was_ 
earned by a household head of about 41 years. Kakei chosa 
nenpo 1976, p. 36. 
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Table 4-5 

Income by Occupation 
(1978) 

Occupation 
& Position 

# Persons 
Engaged 

Ave. Monthly Base 
Age Salary (¥) 

Overtime & 

Administrative: 
Branch mngr. 6,268 

C
O

 

3 426,291 60,816 

Dept. mngr. 18,918 48 . 9 398 ,397 43,261 

Sect. mngr. 99,089 43. 2 311,073 32,484 

Chief clerk 151,591 38. 5 256,862 26,885 

Clerk 2, 026,917 28 . 3 152,464 13,589 

Factory mngr. 3,000 49. 2 378,733 31,929 

Technical: 
Dept. mngr. 10,197 48 . 7 370,858 31,303 

Sect. mngr. 47,207 43 . 3 295,044 24,711 

Chief tech. 65,639 39. 3 259,313 31,115 

Technician 591,987 30. 8 184,775 26,534 

Blue collar: 
Machine engineer 3,673 42. 3 234 ,245 37,007 

Mach. operator 39,364 35. 7 180,006 24,703 

Construe, mach. 
operator 

Gen. carpenter 

11,884 

1, 641 

38. 

45. 

2 

7 

211,905 

187,937 

41,876 

16,093 

Gen. electrician 36,617 33. 6 186,065 28,525 

Medical: 
Physician 7,941 37. 9 480,040 35,998 

Nurse 49,631 36. 3 176,304 18,062 

College & univ.: 
Professor 15,369 53. 9 375,290 6,177 

Asst. prof. 8,579 41. 9 291,191 1,321 

Instructor 6,768 37. 4 246,289 1,463 

High school 
teacher 22,954 40. 2 254,148 753 

Source: Nihon tokei nenkan 197 9, pp. 410-11. 
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Table 4-6 gives a different breakdown of salaries— 

this time by education level and seniority in the company. 

Senior-high graduates receive approximately the same 

starting salary whether they are white collar or blue 

collar. By the time of retirement at age 55, however, 

the white-collar worker will be earning substantially 

more than the blue-collar worker. This is largely because 

in the white-collar world there are more opportunities 

for advancement, which brings extra pay for assuming super

visory responsibilities. 

Education is clearly rewarded. College graduates 

start at a higher wage and will have done considerably 

better by the time of retirement. College graduates are 

more likely than high school graduates to be granted those 

lucrative promotions. 

Summary 

Evaluating the financial stability of the urban 

family is a matter of some complexity. Instead of making 

generalizations which cannot adequately represent all cases, 

I will often concentrate in this paper on the situation of 

the younger family with a white-collar, college-educated 

household head. Such a salaryman earns only one-fourth of 

what his 55-year-old counterpart earns, yet both must buy 

consumer goods and homes at constantly rising prices. The 

young family man's financial situation is only temporary. 



Table 4-6 

Income by Education and Seniority 
(1978) 

Male Senior High Graduate 
White Collar Workers 

Male Senior High Graduate 
Blue Collar Workers 

College Graduate 
White Collar Workers 

Age 
Years of 
Service 

Base Wage 
(Thou. Yen) 

Years of 
Service 

Base Wage 
(Thou. Yen) 

Years of 
Service 

Base Wage 
(Thou. Yen) 

18 0 89.6 0 90.4 

20 2 99.7 2 99.4 

22 4 110.2 4 108.4 0 110.4 

25 7 138.1 7 133.8 3 144.8 

30 12 179.1 12 165.7 8 194.0 

35 17 218.5 17 196.9 13 247.0 

40 22 258.3 22 223.9 18 310.6 

45 27 297.1 27 246.9 23 369.8 

50 33 340.7 33 271.2 27 419.3 

55 38 371.5 38 290.0 32 446.0 

Source: Nihon tokei nenkan 1979, pp. 400-401. 

to 
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He will be receiving regular wage hikes throughout his 

term of service with the company. The young salaryman 

might need a little help from his family when just starting 

out, but within ten years his salary should double in real 

terms. 

This has been the pattern over the past ten or 

twenty years, but it is becoming evident that workers 

starting out today will not see the same income growth 

over their working careers as their parents1 generation 

did. Whether they will continue to outdistance inflation 

is a question which could have a great impact on the fu

ture of the family. 

Inflation 

The rise in consumer prices in Japan through the 

1960s and 1970s was dramatic, yet the Japanese worker more 

than held his own. Consumer prices in 1975 were more than 

twice their 1965 counterparts, as can be seen in Table 4-7. 

We have seen that in nominal figures the income of the 

Japanese people went up approximately four times. This 

means that in real terms urban working class families are 

genuinely better off than they were ten or twenty years ago. 

This explains, then, the widespread middle-class 

"affluence" which can be observed in Japan today. At 

this point it should be noted, however, that the benefit 
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Table 4-7 

Consumer Price Index 
(1975=100) 

Year 
Consumer 
Price Index 

Annual 
Increa 

1964 41. 7 

1965 44.5 6.6 

1966 46.8 5.1 

1967 48.6 4.0 

1968 51.2 5.3 

1969 53.9 5.2 

1970 58. 0 7.7 

1971 61.5 6.1 

1972 64. 3 4.5 

1973 71.9 11.7 

1974 89.4 24.5 

1975 100.0 11.8 

1976 109. 3 9.3 

Source: Kakei chosa nenpo 1976, pp. 34-35. 
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of this increasing affluence accrued to the generation 

of salarymen studied by Vogel in Japan's New Middle Class. 

Many of these people were the first generation of their 

families to leave the rural areas permanently, and they 

had relatively simple tastes and expectations. The econ

omic boom of the 1960s and 1970s enabled them gradually to 

acquire as much as they wanted of the new consumer goods 

and still have a healthy buildup of savings. 

The salaryman who graduated from college in the 

early 1970s faced a different economic situation. Table 

4-7 shows double-digit inflation in consumer prices in the 

years 1973, 1974, and 1975, with an astounding rate of 

24.5% in 1974. This rate of inflation took its toll on 

the worker and his family. Table 4-4 shows that, in real 

terms, urban household income went down 0.3% in 1974 be

cause of inflation, improving only slightly in the two 

succeeding years. The pattern of healthy growth for house

hold income which was seen from 1965 to 1975 has not yet 

reestablished itself. 

As Table 4-7 illustrates, prices held fairly steady 

through the 1960s. By 1970, however, the annual rate of 

inflation had begun to rise. Prices in 1970 were only 58% 

of what they became in 1975. Between 1970 and 1976, there 

was a near doubling of prices. The Japanese government 

subsequently got inflation under control, but it is unlikely 



that real income will again grow as strongly for as long as 

it did before the oil crisis of 1973-74. Not enough data 

is available at this time to allow us to assess or predict 

precisely the financial outlook for today's young salaryman, 

but at best the picture is uncertain—not rosy, as it was 

for his parents' generation. 

There are certain bleak indications which are not 

fully revealed by the Consumer Price Index (CPI) alone. 

The CPI is gathered from nationwide data and does not dis

tinguish between the cost of living in the countryside and 

the cost of living in urban areas, particularly as to the 

cost of housing. The CPI also does not distinguish between 

spending patterns of people of different generations, and 

not all people would be equally likely to purchase the types 

of items which are figured into the CPI. 

Figures released by the Mitsui Real Estate Sales 

Company (Mitsui Fudosan Kabushiki Kaisha) in 1978 reveal 

that the cost of land and new housing has risen at a much 

faster rate than consumer prices in general. A chart in 

this Mitsui study, set out in Figure 1, shows that, from 

1955 to 1977, the Consumer Price Index went up almost four 

times, nominal wages increased 12 times, the GNP went up 

21 times (various sources give different figures for nomi

nal GNP, depending on the method of calculation), and the 
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overall prices of land in the six largest metropolitan 

areas in Japan increased more than 32 times. The cost of 

land developed specifically for housing increased even 

more, as will be discussed in Chapter 5. 

According to these measures, it seems that the 

average wage-earner did well with regard to the cost of 

living, unless he wanted to buy land in a large city in 

recent years. Since the Japanese government does not in

clude the price of building homes or buying real prop

erty in the Consumer Price Index, that general index of 

inflation does not give the complete picture of living 

costs. 

Household Expenditures 

Measures of inflation or increased cost of living 

alone, in any event, cannot completely reveal the state of 

family finances. The CPI may show us, for example, that 

the cost of buying a television set doubled between 1965 

and 19 75. It does not show us how many more families are 
} 

now buying television sets—or how many families are buy

ing their second or third television set. In addition to 

the effect of inflation on the family budget, therefore, 

we must also consider the effect of increasing patterns 

of consumption. 

Actual figures on household expenditures will re

flect both of these phenomena. Table 4-8 gives total 



. Table 4-8 

Monthly Household Expenditures 

Year 
Total Living 
Expenditures Food Housing 

Fuel & 
Light Misc. 

Index of Real 
Living Expend 

1963 ¥ 41,105 ¥15,036 ¥ 4,209 ¥1,845 ¥14,863 61.8 

1964 45,511 16,374 4,636 1,978 17,087 65.7 

1965 49,335 17,858 4,854 2,163 18,761 66.7 

1966 53,599 18,850 5,256 2,295 21,188 69.0 

1967 58,763 20,366 5,834 2,432 23,603 72.8 

1968 65,477 21,968 7,043 2,529 26,743 77.0 

1969 72,603 23,784 8,272 2,686 29,939 81.1 

1970 82,582 26,606 9,273 3,030 34,862 85.7 

1971 91 ;'2 85 28,708 10,494 3,333 38,984 89.4 

1972 99,346 30,779 11,220 3,473 43,249 93.0 

1973 116,992 35,215 12,641 3,993 52,063 98.1 

1974 142,203 43,819 15,322 4,961 62,671 95.7 

1975 166,032 49,828 16,569 6,160 76,285 100.0 

1976 180,663 54,386 17,250 6,707 83,768 99.5 

1977* 197,937 57,956 18,703 7,663 94,314 

pp. 416-
Sources: Kakei 
-19. 

chosa nenpo 1976, pp. 36-37; *Nihon tokei nenkan 1979, 

vo 
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family expenditures, as well as breaking down the total 

into the categories of food, housing, etc. The total of 

living expenditures does not include various taxes, which 

take about 10% of the worker's income. In 1977, for ex

ample, when living expenditures were ¥197,937 per month, 

the total for all expenditures, including taxes, was 

¥227,637.8 

Dividing the 19 65 figure for living expenditures 
/ 

into that for 19 75, we find that expenditures in nominal 

terms went up over three times during that ten-year period. 

Since the Consumer Price Index only doubled during that 

period, this higher rate of increase in expenditures must 

mean that people were actually buying more; the increase 

was not all due to inflation. 

The index of real living expenditures in Table 4-8 

indicates that even when the nominal expenditures are dis

counted for the amount of inflation which occurred during 

this period, a regular pattern of growth in expenditures 

can be seen. Household expenditures went up at about the 

same rate as household income did over this period, accord

ing to Table 4-4. In other words, the more people earned, 

the more they spent. 

Increasing expenditures can largely be accounted 

for by increasing rates of ownership of various durable 

O 
Asahi nenkan 1979, p. 387. 
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consumer goods, such as those listed in Table 4-9. A 

refrigerator, for example, was found in only 2.8% of all 

households surveyed in 1957. Only 15.7% of households 

owned a refrigerator in I960, yet by 1970 almost 90% of 

households had one. Today a refrigerator is to be found 

in virtually every home in the country. 

The case of television sets is even more dramatic. 

Ownership rates went over 90% for black-and-white TVs as 

early as 1965. When the color TV set was introduced, the 

Japanese quickly switched their loyalties. By 1978, vir

tually everyone had a color television set, and black-and-

white sets were found in fewer than one-third of all homes. 

Washing machines are another item which almost 

every home possesses today, reaching over 90% by 1970. 

While the family automobile is still not so ubiquitous as 

it is in the United States, it is now found in over half of 

Japanese households—a great increase from the 1.2% owner

ship rate in 1960 or the 22.1% rate in 1970 shown in Table 

4-9. The decade of the 1970s, then, was clearly a time of 

increased material consumption in Japan. 

Table 4-10 lists many of the same items, gives 

their ownership rates as of the beginning of 1977, and 

then reveals the reasons for purchase listed by those who 

had bought the items in 1976. Of those who owned a micro

wave oven, a room air conditioner, a tape recorder, or a 
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Table 4-9 

Ownership of Durable Consumer Goods 

% of Household Owning 

Item 1957 1960 1965 1970 1975 1978 

Refrigerator 2.8 15.7 62.4 89.1 96.7 99.5 

Microwave oven 2.1 15. 8 27.0 

Rice cooker 37.5 57.6 

Room air cond. 0.2 5.9 17.2 30.0 

Room heater 45.5 79.1 89.0 91.3 

Elec. fan 21.6 42.0 70.7 83.2 94.3 95.2 

Sewing mach. 61.9 71.7 78.5 84. 5 84.7 84.1 

Washing mach. 20. 2 45.4 72.7 91.4 97.6 98.7 

Vacuum 11.0 41.4 68.3 91.2 94.9 

Piano 1.2 2.5 6.8 11. 8 15.1 

Radio 24.9 50.3 71.7 

Stereo 17.2 31.2 52.1 56. 7 

B&W TV 7.8 45.4 90.3 90.2 48.7 29.6 

Color TV 26.3 90.3 97.8 

Camera 35.5 47.2 57.8 64.1 77.4 82.6 

Passenger car 1.2 9.1 22.1 41.2 51.8 

Sources: Yomiuri nenkan 1963, ed. Yomiuri Shimbun 
(Tokyo), p. 87 8; Jiji nenkan 1970, p. 909; Jiji nenkan 
1971, p. 993; Jiji nenkan 1979, p. 1096. 
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Table 4-10 

Reasons for Purchase 
of Durable Consumer Goods 

(1976) 

% Initial Replace- % 
Item % Owning Purchase ment (%) Add' 

Refrigerator 98.4 10 65 25 

Microwave oven 22.6 95 5 

Water heater 53.2 50 35 15 

Room air cond. 25.7 65 5 30 

Elec. fan 94.9 20 15 65 

Sewing mach. 85.3 20 35 45 

Washing mach. 97. 8 8 80 12 

Vacuum 94.4 20 60 20 

Radio 77.8 30 10 60 

Tape recorder 56.2 60 15 35 

Stereo 54.9 70 15 15 

Color TV 95.4 15 45 40 

Camera 78.1 20 35 45 

Bicycle 72.7 30 20 50 

Passenger car 48. 7 30 60 10 

Source: Shohi to chochiku no doko (Trends in 
National Consumption and Savings) 1977, ed. Keizai 
Kikaku-ch5 (Tokyo), p. 9. 
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stereo, most had bought it as the initial purchase. These 

goods have not yet reached maturity in the market. Of 

those who bought a refrigerator, vacuum cleaner, washing 

machine, or passenger car, most had already owned one for 

some time and needed to replace the old model. Of less 

expensive items like portable heaters, electric fans, ra

dios, cameras, and bicycles, a majority of the purchases 

were to serve as additional items for household use--i.e., 

the family already possessed one or more of these items. 

Color television sets were purchased about equally for. 

replacement and as additional conveniences. A great many 

families now have more than one color television set in 

the home. 

Though there is a greater tendency now to own such 

goods, recent studies have shown that people in the late 

1970s became somewhat more concerned than before about the 

cycle of replacement of the items they bought. In other 

words, once a major purchase is made, people are trying to 

use it longer and not dispose of it as soon as a more de

sirable new model comes along or the original item becomes 

slightly worn. This slight return to frugality since the 

oil crisis tends to show that many homes were financially 

9 affected by the economic problems of the mid-1970s. 

9 
Kokumm seikatsu hakusho 1979, pp. 20-21. 
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Purchases of these types of items account for much 

of the "miscellaneous" expenditures' column in Table 4-8. 

Table 4-8 shows average total living expenditures to be 

well within the average monthly income figures given in 

Table 4-4, with adequate amounts left over for savings. 

A closer examination, however, reveals that it is 

a precarious balance, which could be upset by increases in 

any of the major expenditure categories. Utility rates, 

for example, can be substantially increased at any time. 

Utility rates have been spiraling upward at the same time 

that Japanese households have been acquiring more power-

consuming appliances. Increases in power costs have an 

insidiously inflationary effect since they eventually show 

up in the prices of all manufactured goods as well. The 

energy problem is likely to continue to be a cause of 

serious increases in the cost of living in the years to 

come. 

The level of expenditures given in Table 4-8 may 

also be misleading because the figures for housing expendi

tures are unrealistically low. Table 4-11 breaks down the 

government figures on housing costs into various compo

nents. The column for "rents" means just that; this sur

vey counted only rents as housing expenditures. Mortgage 

payments are considered a form of savings by the Japanese 

government and are thus added into the figures on savings 
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Table 4-11 

Family Housing Expenditures 

Year 
Monthly 
Total Rent 

Repairs 
& Maint. Water Furniture 

1965 ¥4,854 ¥1,397 ¥ 956 ¥211 ¥2,289 

1970 9,273 2,541 1,621 377 4,734 

1974 15,322 4,124 3,275 576 7,348 

1975 16,569 4,695 3,298 700 7,876 

1976 17,250 5,178 3,247 987 7,837 

1977 18,703 5,917 3,231 1,157 8,398 

Source: Nihon tokei nenkan 1979, p. 417. 

Table 4-12 

Housing as Percentage 
of Consuming Expenses 

Monthly Housing % of Consuming 
Age Expenditures (Yen) Expenditures 

20s 39,079 19.1 

30s 57,819 22.6 

40s 48,396 16.7 

50s 51,542 15.7 

60s 14,436 8.1 

Average 47,319 17.7 

Source: Nihon Seikatsu Kyodo-kumiai Rengokai 
(Japan Association of Cooperative Organizations), Kakeibo 
kara mita watakushitachi no kurashi (Our Lives as Seen from 
Family Budget Records) (Tokyo, 1979), p. 11. 



rather than housing expenditures. The only reason rents 

as listed in Table 4-11 are so low (less than ¥6,000 a 

month in 19 77) is that the amount that renters paid was 

divided by the total number of households, not just by 

the number of renters. Those who owned their homes free 

and clear, plus those who were making mortgage payments, 

were treated as paying nothing and then included for the 

purpose of figuring the average payment per household. 

This considerably dilutes the average figure for rent pay

ments and gives a misleading view of housing costs. 

This was the argument raised in an interesting 

private study in 19 7 8 called "Kakeibo kara mita watakushi-

tachi no kurashi (Our Lives as Seen from Family Budget 

Records)" by the Japan Association of Cooperative Organi

zations (Nihon Seikatsu Kyodo-kumiai Rengokai). Examining 

in detail the household expenditures of nearly 400 fami

lies, this study came up with the figures listed in Table 

4-12 on actual housing-related expenditures and their pro

portion of total consuming expenditures. As can be seen, 

these figures are considerably higher than the govern

ment's official estimates of housing expenditures. 

The households which were studied represented a 

cross-section of the country. Different age groups-

household heads in their 20s, 30s, 40s, 50s, and 60s--

were approximately equally represented. The households 



were distributed proportionately to population throughout 

the nation. The study included only households with a 

monthly income not exceeding ¥4 50,000, excluding semi

annual bonuses (although the bonuses were figured in for 

other purposes in the rest of the study). 

The average household income of the respondents 

in the study was ¥358,670, including bonuses. The head 

of the household's wages alone were ¥298,333 per month. 

The average age of the household head was 4 4 years, and 

the average family size was 3.9 persons. It should be 

noted that the average household income found in this 

study was substantially higher than the government's fig

ures for the national average in Table 4-4. 

Total expenditures per month were found to aver

age ¥334,584. That amount was further broken down into 

categories of (a) non-consuming expenses, such as taxes 

and insurance, (b) savings, and (c) consuming expenses. 

The non-consuming expenses averaged ¥67,292 per month.^ 

Savings were measured at ¥94,340 per month, about 25% of 

household income,"'"''" although the study also notes there 

were many withdrawals against these savings, so that the 

12 real net savings came to only about ¥24,000 per month. 

^ Nihon Seikatsu Kyodo-kumiai Rengokai, p. 10. 

11 Ibid., p. 11. 

Ibid., pp. 19-20. 
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The consuming expenditures in these households averaged 

¥267,292 per month for living expenses such as food, hous-

13 ing, clothing, and so on. 

These figures point out the interesting fact that 

on the average, the husband's salary of ¥298,333 per month 

was not enough to pay for the total monthly expenditures 

of ¥334,584. While the average household income was suf

ficient to cover these expenses, it was only because of 

additional sources of income, such as the wife's working 

or the husband's moonlighting. 

The largest deficits between the husband's wages 

and the household expenses were in the households in which 

the head of the family was retired or in his 50s. In the 

families of retired wage earners, there was an average of 

¥119,009 per month deficit between the head of the house

hold's pension and the household expenditures. While pen

sions thus seem to be inadequate, these households clearly 

had other sources of income to allow them to keep spending 

at a higher level. In households with a 50-year-old head, 

the monthly deficiency in the household head's wages was 

¥60,029 per month; education of college-aged children is 

14 a major cause of the deficit for these households. 

13 - - -Nihon Seikatsu Kyodo-kumiai Rengokai, p. 11. 

Ibid., p. 17. 
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Among the households' average consuming (living) 

expenditures of ¥267,292 per month, an average of ¥47,319 

or 17.7% went for housing, as shown in Table 4-12. The 

table shows how the proportion of housing costs in the 

budget differs with the age of the household head. It 

can be seen that housing expenses are a particularly large 

portion of the budget for people in their 20s and 30s. 

Finally, the study attempts to draw up a profile 

of the major types of expenditures for families in each 

of the different age groups. According to this study, 

households with a couple in their 20s, with an average 

family size of 3.2, frequently have two wage earner? in 

the home. Expenses for children, if any, are minimal. 

Dining out and car expenses are two categories of expend

itures which are larger in this age bracket than for any 

15 of the other ages. 

For people in their 30s, housing costs take a big 

chunk of the budget because the initial expense of buying 

or building a home is great. The average family at this 

stage has four members, and the cost of food jumps to 

about 25% of consuming expenditures."^ 

People in their 40s are generally in the best fi

nancial situation. Housing and food costs decline. Of 

Nihon Seikatsu Kyodo-kumiai Rengokai, pp. 28-29. 

16 Ibid., p. 29. 
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course, these people may have bought homes ten years 

earlier, at prices considerably lower than current hous

ing prices. 

For couples in their 50s, the largest expenditure 

is the children's education, taking up 21.6% of consuming 

expenditures."^ Thus, while it may get easier over the 

years to make one's fixed mortgage payments, the increasing 

burden of educating the children and, getting them estab

lished in their own marriages, jobs, and homes soon steps 

in to pick up the slack. 

Summary 

Despite the fact that household income went up 

substantially over the past ten or twenty years, outpacing 

the increases in cost of living in general, when we closely 

examine the family budget in Japan today, we do find in

creasing signs of financial strain. At least one major 

private study has shown that household expenditures in 

many homes are greater than the main wage earner's income, 

indicating that the family must be partially dependent on 

additional sources of income. Salarymen such as the young 

clerks and technicians who are the majority of workers in 

Table 4-4 have monthly incomes less than the national 

average for monthly expenditures shown in Table 4-8. 

17 - -Nihon Seikatsu Kyodo-kumiai Rengokai, p. 29. 
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Housing costs are increasingly becoming a major 

reason for the gap between income and expenditures--a gap 

which government surveys have not yet explored. Government 

figures have always shown a very small percentage of house

hold income allocated for housing (i.e., rents). Govern

ment surveys even today do not distinguish between different 

generations—between those who are living in a simple 

wooden home built decades ago and those who are attempting 

to find modern urban housing near their downtown offices 

at today's extremely high costs of land and housing con

struction . 

We next turn to a detailed examination of housing 

costs and their effect on family budgets today. 



CHAPTER 5 

HOUSING PATTERNS AND FINANCING 

The rapid transformation of Japan from a primarily 

rural nation to an urban one in the period following World 

War II resulted in a chronic shortage of housing. Many 

urban areas were destroyed during the war, posing an imme

diate problem of shelter for the existing urban population. 

Once this urgent problem had been alleviated, the economic 

boom of the 1960s brought ever more people to the urban 

areas, putting continued pressure on the housing market. 

The cost of housing has risen accordingly and has begun 

to occupy an increasingly large portion of the family bud

get. While Japanese families today have a great deal of 

disposable income, they may find it difficult to afford a 

house of satisfactory size and quality. This situation 

has led to the complaint that the Japanese today are 

"wealthy because homeless" and that the acquisition of a 

suitable home is an unattainable dream."'" 

We shall examine the effect of the housing situa

tion on family budgets by looking first at a history of 

post-war housing development and then at today's housing 

market, urban home buyer, and methods of financing. As we 

will see, it is misleading to make broad generalizations. 

^ Hidetoshi Kato, Nichijosei no shakaigaku (The 
Sociology of Everyday Life) (Tokyo, 1974), p. 67. 

93 
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The patterns vary with the age, size, income, location, 

and occupation of the family. 

Post-war Housing Developments 

Immediately after World War II, there was a housing 

shortage across Japan that has been estimated in excess of 

2 
four million housing units. Nevertheless, Japan first 

needed to devote its resources to basic economic recovery, 

and a comprehensive attack on the housing problem was put 

off until the 1950s. 

In 1955, the government established the Japan Hous

ing Corporation (Nihon Jutaku Kodan), hereinafter JHC, 

which poured funds into the construction of new housing— 

mostly concrete, multi-story apartment buildings called 

danchi. Many of the buildings remained under government 

management; others were built and managed in cooperation 

with private corporations. 

The Japanese government in 1966 set up its first 

Five-Year Housing Construction Program with the aim of pro

viding one home for each family. This goal was substan

tially reached by 1973, when the total number of dwellings 

reached 31 million and the total number of families was 

about 29 million.^ 

2 - -Nihon Jutaku Kodan, Japan Housing Corporation 
and Its Achievements (Tokyo, 1976), p. 10. 

^ Ibid. 
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By that time, the government had undertaken its 

Second Five-Year Housing Construction Program, with a goal 

of providing one room for each person in the family. This 

goal has not yet been reached; JHC estimated in 197 6 that 

there were still almost 2.5 million overcrowded or sub-

4 standard dwellings in the country. Since then, JHC has 

begun working on the realization of the Third Five-Year 

Program, with emphasis on improving both the quality and 

the size of housing units. 

JHC estimated in 1977 that it had constructed one 

million housing units since its inception in 1955; approx

imately 60% of those units were rental units managed by 

5 JHC. In December 197 9, JHC announced that its construc

tion of new buildings would be suspended, due to the in

creasing scarcity and cost of urban land. 

Rental Units 

There was a great demand for danchi units in the 

1960s; there were long waiting lists. This was due to the 

fact that JHC kept the rent on its housing units low, and 

little else was available in terms of new construction. 

Danchi buildings were hastily constructed, however, and 

4 - -Nihon Jutaku Kodan, Japan Housing Corporation 
and Its Achievements, p. 9. 

Nihon Jutaku Kodan, Nihon jutaku kodan nenpo 
(JHC Annual Report) 1977 (Tokyo, 1977), p. 31. 
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were not very attractive inside or out. Whole new commu

nities of danchi sprang up, all looking alike. Although 

the Japanese have always lived in clustered housing, even 

in many of the rural areas, the new urban housing patterns 

required people to live in closer quarters than perhaps 

ever before. The interiors of many apartments were pain

fully small. 

Although many renters would have preferred to own 

their own homes, renting remained financially advantageous 

for many years. Rents charged by JHC were increased only 

by small increments each year through the 1950s and 1960s, 

as can be seen in Table 5-1. Average rents in these units 

did double in the eight-year period from 1957 to 1965. And 

in the eleven-year period between 1965 and 1976, rents went 

up almost four times, doubling every five or six years. In 

1976, ¥40,000 would have been about $135 a month, which is 

not very high, but it must be remembered that this is an 

average. While rents in older buildings might have been 

less than this, rents in newer buildings would have been 

much more. The rent increases primarily reflect those that 

JHC charged for its newly constructed units each year. 

Rents on new units have been increasing rapidly due to 

rising construction costs and land prices. 

The rents on older units have been increased some

what over the years, but rent hikes have been kept to a 
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Table 5-1 

Size and Cost of Housing Unit 
Built by Japan Housing Corporation 

Rental Units Units for Sale 

Year 
Monthly 
Rent (¥) 

Size 
(m2) 

Total 
Price (¥) 

Size 
(m2) 

1956 4,600 41.2 995,000 42.8 

1957 5,100 39.3 1,419,000 47.4 

1958 5,600 41.5 1,556,000 47.2 

1959 5,200 40.3 2,293,000 62.6 

1960 5,600 43.6 934,000 23.5 

1961 6,100 43.7 

1962 6,800 43.0 

1963 7,700 44.8 3,577,000 86.4 

1964 8 ,800 46.4 3,887,000 7 0". 4 

1965 10,200 48.6 2,647,000 64.4 

1966 10,700 50.0 3,002,000 66.2 

1967 12,900 52. 0 3,295,000 68 .0 

1968 14,100 52.3 3,176,000 67.0 

1969 15,700 52. 9 3,705,000 70.0 

1970 17,700 53.1 4,523,000 72.9 

1971 20,400 54.0 4,731,000 71.2 

1972 21,600 53.7 5,734,000 76.1 

1973 22,400 54.2 6,229,000 78.1 

1974 28,100 54.0 9,110,000 77.3 

1975 35,400 57.3 

1976 40,300 

Source: Nihon Jutaku Kodan, Nihon jutaku kodan 
nenpo 1977, p. 46. 



minimum because of the Japanese custom which restricts a 

landlord from raising the rent on an occupied unit for the 

duration of the tenant's occupancy. Thus, a unit con

structed by JHC in the early 1960s and occupied continu

ously by the same family since then might have a rent only 

1/10 or 1/5 of the rent on a new unit of the same size in 

the same area. This has become a political problem re

cently, as occupants of new JHC buildings have begun to 

protest their bearing all the economic burden of JHC's 

6 rising costs. 

Rents in the most convenient sections of Tokyo are 

also considerably more than the average figures in Table 

5-1. By the end of 1979, JHC had announced a rent of 

¥100,000 a month on the rental units in one of its newest 

buildings close to downtown. Skeptics doubted that the 

units could be rented, yet the building received 20 times 

more applications than there were units, showing the inten

sity of people's desire to find good housing in desirable 

locations.7 

Rents in privately owned buildings have gone up 

faster than the controlled JHC increases. The cost of 

renting is increasingly seen as a factor prompting people 

Nihon jutaku kodan nenpo 1977, p. 47. 

7 _ Yomiuri shimbun: Yukan (Evening Edition), June 
19, 1979, p. 10. 
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to consider home ownership instead. One study has found 

that, using 1975 rates as a base or index of 100, rental 

costs overall had risen to an index of 127 by March 1978; 

the cost of home ownership, by comparison, had increased 

g 
only to an index of 117 during the same period. This 

study also reported that 60% of the people surveyed felt 

9 it was foolish to rent if one could buy a house. 

An additional complaint of renters has been that 

their units are too small. As can be seen in Table 5-1, 

the floor space of rental units constructed by JHC was 

always less than that of units constructed for sale. The 

average floor space of rental units has grown more slowly 

than that of units offered for sale. 

Single-Family Residences 

Many new single-family residences were also built 

during the period of rapid housing construction in the late 

1950s and the 1960s. The houses in some tract developments, 

however, were small and crowded together; the Japanese 

label such homes "mini" when built on land about 61 square 

meters and with only 37 square meters on each floor of the 

, 10 house. 

8 — Mitsui Fudosan Kabushiki Kaisha, p. 88. 

^ Ibid., p. 92. 

Ibid., p. 130. 
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A broad terra for the development of tracts of land 

by subdivision and uniform construction is bunjo jutaku 

(non-custom-built tract homes). Private developers and 

the government, through JHC, have built bunjo jutaku for 

sale as private homes, but not enough have been built to 

satisfy the demand for urban homes, and the floor space 

is generally still fairly small. 

As urban salaried workers became more affluent with 

the economic boom of the 1960s, it became the dream of such 

people to better their housing conditions. "My home-ism" 

(mai-homu-shugi) became a slogan representing the home-

ownership goal of those who had previously rented urban 

quarters. Surrounding cities like Chiba and Saitama became 

Tokyo's "bedroom communities" (beddo taun) as people moved 

farther and farther out seeking space to build their own 

homes. The object of their desire was a privately custom-

built single-family residence, although many had to settle 

for a tract home, preferably with some yard space between 

themselves and the neighboring houses. 

A serious limitation to the number of urban workers 

who could obtain the desired custom-built residence has 

been the increasing cost and scarcity of land for such a 

spacious dwelling at a reasonable distance from downtown. 

In order to obtain a "dream home," it may be necessary for 

the household head to commute as much as two hours each 
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way daily between home and work. Many men regularly work 

overtime or stay out late entertaining customers or drinking 

with friends from work, so long commuting times return 

them home very late if they live outside Tokyo. 

"Mansions" 

As a result, many young families today have at 

least temporarily put off their desire to own a spacious 

single-family residence in favor of buying a smaller and 

less expensive housing unit closer to their place of work. 

The answer in recent years has been the "mansion" (manshon), 

the Japanese term for a unit in a high-rise condominium 

building. While these places have limited floor space and 

are also in concrete buildings looking rather like danchi, 

they are larger than rental units in general and are be

lieved to be better built and better kept. We may use the 

term "mansion" with a touch of irony, since these represent 

quite crowded living conditions, but the term is used by 

"mansion" owners with considerable pride in owning rather 

than renting a home in the city. A "mansion" may contain 

some features which seem luxurious to the Japanese and is 

the latest prestige item in the budget of the up-and-coming 

young urban salaryman. 

As we shall see, the reason a "mansion" appeals to 

a young urban couple is that the purchase price is lower 
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than that for a single-family residence, although a "man

sion" costs more per square meter because of the smaller 

floor space. It is more important that the young husband 

be close to his place of work so that he can put in the long 

hours necessary to get established in good standing with 

his company and fellow workers. The young couple may plan 

to move farther out and buy a larger, more expensive home 

as their children grow older. 

The Housing Market 

Before investigating who buys urban homes and why 

and how, we shall first examine the numbers of private homes 

of various sizes and types which are available and where 

they are located. We shall see how the purchase price var

ies in accordance with the size and location of the housing 

unit. 

Availability of Housing 

Statistics compiled by Mitsui Real Estate show how 

many new housing starts there were in Japan from 1965 to 

1977 and are set out in Table 5-2. From this table, it 

can be seen that 1972 and 1973 were peak years for housing 

construction. A recession brought housing starts down in 

1974, but the housing market had recovered nicely by 1976. 

Table 5-2 also illustrates the proportions of var

ious types of housing units among those built each year. 
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Table 5-2 

New Housing Starts in Japan 

% Private Non-Custom-n 
Year Total Units Ownership Built Homes "Mansion" 

1965 840,000 50% 10% 25% 

1966 860,000 53 10 40 

1967 990,000 55 11 17 

1968 1,200,000 54 15 33 

1969 1,350,000 53 18 38 

1970 1,480,000 55 21 31 

1971 1,460,000 54 23 35 

1972 1,810,000 52 27 36 

1973 1,910,000 59 32 43 

1974 1,320,000 70 26 35 

1975 1,360,000 70 25 29 

1976 1,520,000 67 30 27 

1977 1,510,000 69 35 33 

As % of privately-owned units 

"As of non-custom-built homes 

Source: Mitsui Fudosan Kabushiki Kaisha, pp. 69, 
70, 95. 
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In 1965, 50% of the new units were rentals and 50% were 

sold to private owners. By 1974, the ratio had changed to 

3 0% rentals and 7 0% private homes; it has remained at about 

that level since. 

The greatest change in the makeup of the housing 

market during the period shown in Table 5-2 involved the 

percentage of non-custom-built homes. In 1965, of those 

units built for private ownership, 90% were custom-built 

(i.e., single-family) homes. Only 10% of private dwell

ings were ready built (including both bunjo jutaku and 

"mansions"). By 1977, that ratio had changed to 65% custom-

built homes and 3 5% ready built, as the table shows. 

The number of new "mansion" units as a percentage 

of non-custom built homes reached a peak in 1973, then 

fell in 1975. Using the figures in Table 5-2, we can es

timate the actual number of "mansions" built each year. 

While the number was only about 17 00 units in 1965, it had 

gone up to 155,000 units in 1973. In 1975, the number of 

new "mansions" built nationwide went down to about 69,000. 

There was another "mansion boom" in 1977, with 

120,000 units built that year. Overall, the figures show 

a strong and continuing trend away from the construction 

of rental units or individual single-family homes and to

ward construction of more "mansions," particularly in the 
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Tokyo area. A consistently large percentage of Japan's new 

housing starts have been made in the Greater Tokyo area— 

between 30% and 35% each year from 1960 to 1977."''"'' It is 

thus particularly instructive to examine the housing mar

ket in the Tokyo area in some detail. The "mansion" boom 

has remained hotter in Tokyo than in other parts of the 

nation because of a scarcity of residential land in Tokyo. 

Table 5-2 shows that the total number of "mansions" built 

all over Japan was fewer in 1977 than in the previous peak 

period of 1972-73. However, the number built in Tokyo-to 

was greater in 1977 than in 1973, as can be seen from Ta

bles 5-3 and 5-4. The tables show that "mansion" units 

occupy a greater percentage of ready-built housing starts 

in the Greater Tokyo area, particularly in Tokyo Prefec

ture, than they do in the nation as a whole. The more 

closely we look to downtown Tokyo, the more likely we are 

to see the "mansion" as a predominant form of housing. 

A comparison of Tables 5-3 and 5-4 reveals the dif

ficulties in the construction industry between 1973 and 

1975. In 1973, about 60,000 new "mansion" units were begun 

in the Greater Tokyo area, according to Table 5-3. But, 

as Table 5-4 shows, the following year (1974), only about 

32,000 "mansion" units were ready for the market. Many 

Mitsui Fudosan Kabushiki Kaisha, p. 69. 
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Table 5-3 

Housing Starts in Greater Tokyo 

Ready-Built Manshon in GTA Manshon in Tokyo-to 
Year (% of Nation's) (% of Ready-Built) (% of Ready-Built) 

1972 101,000 (40%) 49,000 (48%) 28 ,000 (76%) 

1973 120,000 (33%) 60,000 (50%) 33 ,000 (75%) 

1974 65,000 (28%) 29,000 (45%) 14 ,000 (70%) 

1975 80,000 (34%) 35,000 (44%) 14 ,000 (54%) 

1976 105,000 (35%) 42,000 (40%) 20 ,000 (54%) 

1977 127,000 (36%) 58,000 (46%) 36 ,000 (64%) 

99, 101. 
Source: Mitsui Fudosan ; Kabushiki Kaisha, pp. 95, 

Table 5-4 

Manshon Ready for the Market 

% of % of 
Year All Japan Greater Tokyo All Tokyo-to All 

1973 93,778 37,382 39.8 17,853 19.0 

1974 69,013 32,301 46.8 14 ,193 20.6 

1975 50,142 25,873 51.6 11,742 23.4 

1976 49,955 25,816 51.7 16,221 32.5 

1977 79,618 47,799 60.1 ' 28,078 35. 3 

Source: Ibid., p. 113. 
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units were not completed because the developers had over

built. Also, housing units were not selling during that 

period because inflation induced by the oil crisis was 

hitting younger families especially hard. Many developers 

went bankrupt. 

The housing market is recovering again, however. 

As can be seen from these tables, ifi 1976, 42,000 new "man

sions" were started in the Greater Tokyo area. A year 

later, in 1977, almost 48,000 units were ready to be sold. 

In 1975, there was an inventory in Tokyo of about 10,000 

unsold "mansion" units on the market. By the end of 1979, 

12 only 354 unsold "mansions" were to be found m Tokyo. 

Price and Location 

The development of housing near downtown Tokyo in

volves competition with developers of high-rise office 

buildings and corporate headquarters who can afford to 

pay more for the land. Multi-story dwellings have become 

popular near the downtown area because they are the only 

affordable form of housing there, since they require much 

less land per unit than do single-family residences. In

creasingly, however, it is becoming difficult to finance 

any housing complexes near downtown; thus, the Japan Housing 

Corporation is withdrawing completely from this effort. 

12 Asahi shimbun, February 21, 1980, p. 8. 
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Table 5-5 shows the rate of inflation in actual 

prices of land sold for housing development in the six 

largest metropolitan areas of Japan. By comparing this 

index on the price of urban housing land with the Consumer 

Price Index, also in Table 5-5, we can see that the price 

of such land went up over ten times more than the average 

of consumer prices. Urban land for housing went up more 

than the average of land prepared for any type of develop

ment, as we can see by comparing Table 5-5 with Figure 1 

in Chapter 4. 

Actual sales prices of urban land for housing went 

up about 2.5 times in Tokyo alone from 19 72 to 1978. The 

cost of living in Tokyo in general rose 1.9 times during 

13 that same period. 

Most of the increase in land prices occurred in the 

early 1970s. It can be seen from Table 5-5 that the price 

of urban land for housing nearly doubled from 1971 to 1974. 

The recession in 1974, however, caused land prices to stabi

lize. Prices were down slightly for the next couple of 

years but showed a strong comeback in 1978, in which year 

the doubling over 1971 prices finally occurred. 

Table 5-6 reveals how much the price of land can 

vary depending on its location within a metropolitan area, 

specifically Tokyo. The progression of land prices out 

13 -Mitsui Fudosan Kabushiki Kaisha, p. 4. 
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Table 5-5 

Index of Housing Land Prices 
in Six Largest Metropolitan Areas 

(1955 as 100) 

Urban Land Consumer 
Year Price Index* Price Index** 

1971 2176 207 

1972 2504 217 

1973 3459 242 

1974 4148 297 

1975 3836 333 

1976 3910 364 

1977 4086 393 

1978 4300 

Sources: *Asahi nenkan 19 79, p. 391; **Mitsui 
Fudosan Kabushiki Kaisha, p. 5. 

Table 5-6 

Price and Distribution of Land 
Sold for Housing Development in Tokyo 

(1977) 

2 Distance from Price/m 
Downtown Tokyo in Yen % of Total Sold 

10-20 km 127,000 1.6 

20-30 76,000 7.0 

30-40 56,000 46.7 

40-50 62,000 31.9 

50-60 47,000 8.9 

Over 60 41,000 3.9 

Source: Mitsui Fudosan Kabushiki Kaisha, p. 108. 
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from the downtown area is not perfectly even, as it shows 

a jump in the 40-50 km range. While the great majority of 

land transactions took place farther than 3 0 km from down

town Tokyo in 1977, the prices within that 30 km range, 

and particularly within 20 km, were considerably higher 

than at greater distances. 

Table 5-7 shows the increase in the prices of 

single-family residences (house and land) in the Greater 

Tokyo area from 197 2 to 1977. The total price of such 

homes showed a 107% increase between 1972 and 1977, while 

the price per square meter went up only 75%, an indication 

that the homes were becoming larger. The table shows that 

the doubling of the purchase price actually occurred be

tween 197 2 and 1974. The market has shown fluctuations 

since then but was on the rise in 1977. 

Table 5-9 gives similar price information for "man

sion" units during the same period. The total price of a 

"mansion" rose 124% from 1972 to 1977, while the price per 

square meter rose 108%. The price of a "mansion" more than 

doubled from 197 2 to 1974, showing a greater increase than 

did the prices of single-family residences in the same pe

riod. This was due to a "mansion boom" during that period. 

A great increase in the demand for "mansions" drove prices 

up since available units were hard to find. The price 

dropped considerably in 197 5 but has been rising since. 
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Table 5-7 

Average Price of Single-Family Residences 
in Greater Tokyo Area 

Year 
Total Price 

(in Million Yen) 
Price/m 
in Yen 

1972 10.76 143,000 

1973 16.34 212,000 

1974 21.17 245,000 

1975 21.10 263,000 

1976 20.07 238,000 

1977 22.27 

Source: Mitsui Fudosan Kabushiki Kaisha, p. 109. 

Table 5-8 

Distribution of Single-Family Residences 
in Greater Tokyo (1977) 

Distance from 
Downtown Tokyo 

2 Price/m 
in Yen 

% of Total 
Units Sold 

0-10 km 404,000 0.1 

10-20 298,000 1.4 

20-30 278,000 20.1 

30-40 246,000 45.3 

40-50 240,000 29.6 

50-60 261,000 3.1 

Over 60 258,000 0.4 

Source: Ibid., p. 110. 
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Table 5-9 

Average Price of Manshon 
in Greater Tokyo Area 

2 Total Price Price/m 
Year (in Million Yen) in Yen 

1972 7.45 135,000 

1973 11.54 205,000 

1974 16.83 271,000 

1975 15.64 265,000 

1976 16.06 278,000 

1977 16.69 281,000 

Source: Mitsui Fudosan Kabushiki Kaisha, p. 111. 

Table 5-10 

Distribution of Manshon 
in Greater Tokyo (1977) 

Distance 
Downt.own 

from 
Tokyo 

Price/m^ 
in Yen 

% of Total 
Units Sold 

0-10 km 405,000 33.0 

10-20 269,000 26.4 

20-30 230,000 19.9 

30-40 212,000 13.3 

40-50 222,000 4.7 

50-60 222,000 2.8 

Source: Ibid., p. 112. 
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Comparing Tables 5-7 and 5-9, we can see that the 

prices of "mansion" units rose faster than those of single-

family residences during the period 1972-77. The cost per 

square meter has been greater for "mansions" since 1974, 

although the total askinc price for "mansions" has remained 

lower than for single-family residences. 

Bringing the price figures up to date, one study 

found that in Tokyo in 1979, the price of a single-family 

residence located 40 km from downtown averaged ¥30-40 mil

lion. The average price of a "mansion" in 1979 was ¥22 

14 million. Both figures show a substantial increase over 

the 1977 prices shown in Tables 5-7 and 5-9. 

Tables 5-8 and 5-10 show the distribution of single-

family residences and "mansions" with regard to distance 

from downtown Tokyo. In 1977, 8,658 single-family homes 

were offered for sale in the Greater Tokyo area. Of those, 

it can be seen from Table 5-8 that the majority were located 

at 30-50 km from downtown Tokyo, with only a small fraction 

located within 20 km of downtown. 

The geographical distribution of "mansion" units can 

be seen from Table 5-10 to be quite different from that of 

single-family residences. Of the 43,083 "mansion" units 

considered in Table 5-10, 59.4% were located within 20 km 

14 
Asahi shimbun, February 21, 1980, p. 8. 
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of downtown. Within 30 km of downtown were located 79.3% 

of all the "mansions" offered for sale. The majority of 

"mansion" units are significantly closer to downtown than 

are single-family residences. 

It must be kept in mind that prices differ greatly 

between Tokyo and many other parts of Japan, as well as 

within the Tokyo area. As the following table shows, the 

price per square meter of land in the Tokyo area is several 

times greater than the national average or the price in 

"local" areas (i.e., outside the three largest metropolitan 

areas). While the size of the average lot purchased in 

Tokyo was only about 60% of the size of a lot purchased 

in these localities (in the last column below), the total 

purchase price in Tokyo was 2.5 times greater. This made 

the price per square meter of land 4.5 times greater in 

Tokyo than in these outlying districts (chiho), as can be 

15 
ascertained from the table below: 

Price and Area of Land for Housing 
(1976) 

National 3 Largest 
Average Urban Areas 

Local 
Tokyo Areas 

2 Size of lots 253 m 

Total price -,Q 

185 m 
2 

178 m2 297 m2 

(million yen) 

Yen/square meter 19,472 

8.76 9.50 3.74 

42,534 53,756 11,996 

15 -Mitsui Fudosan Kabushiki Kaisha, p. 17. 
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While land prices in Tokyo are higher than in other 

major urban areas, as the table shows, the difference is 

even greater when comparing Tokyo to localities outside 

these major urban centers. Although prices in Tokyo are 

not representative of life in all parts of Japan, they are 

a problem for the "backbone" of modern Japanese society— 

the urban middle-class salaryman. 

Size of Homes 

As the preceding table illustrates, the homeowner 

in Tokyo is likely to possess less land area than do home

owners in other parts of Japan. What this means in terms 

of the floor space in various types of dwelling units will 

be my next subject of inquiry. While units in Tokyo- remain 

smaller than elsewhere, the sizes of homes have been growing 

steadily over the past decade as the Japanese attempt to 

realize their dream of upgrading the quality of their hous

ing and of experiencing less crowding within the home. 

The steady growth in sizes of all types of dwelling 

units, including rentals, can be seen in Table 5-11. A 

significant degree of improvement was seen in the 1970s. 

Custom-built single-family residences have considerably 

more floor space than the average for all types of dwellings 

and more than twice the floor space of rental units. 

Table 5-12 shows that the floor space of all types 

of housing units in Tokyo grew steadily throughout the 
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Tab It 5-11 

Floor Space of New Housing Starts 
(in Square Meters) 

Year 
National 
Average 

Custom-built 
Single-family 

Ready 
Built 

Rental 
Units 

1970 68.1 94.8 61.2 43.4 

1971 69.4 95.8 62.0 44.7 

1972 71.2 100.5 65.0 47.8 

1973 76. 9 104.2 71.0 50.3 

1974 81. 5 102.0 71.7 49.7 

1975 82.9 104.2 70.2 51.5 

1976 82.2 108.0 72.1 50.3 

1977 84.1 110.0 74.1 52.7 

Source: Mitsui Fudosan Kabushiki Kaisha, p. 72. 

Table 5-12 

Average Floor Space of New Dwellings 
in Greater Tokyo Area (All Units) 

2 Year Approx. Floor Space (m ) 

1970 57.5 

1971 59.0 

1972 61.0 

1973 67.0 

1974 71.0 

1975 70.5 

1976 70.0 

1977 71.0 

Source: Ibid. 
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1970s, making the most significant advances in 1972-74, 

before the housing market hit its slowdown. Nevertheless, 

the floor space of units in Tokyo was about ten square 

meters less than the national average for all types of 

units each year throughout the 1970s. In the Tokyo housing 

market, one pays more to receive less. 

Along with the increase in floor space has gone an 

increase in the number of rooms in urban housing units. 

Many early urban housing units had only two rooms in addi

tion ..to the kitchen and dining area. These two rooms had 

to serve as living room and bedrooms. The trend is toward 

dwellings which contain one or two rooms more than that. 

We will examine the cultural effects of these changes in 

floor plans in Chapter 8. 

The Urban Home Buyer 

Although they may at times have great difficulty 

finding a home which meets all of their needs, the Japanese 

exhibit a strong desire for home ownership. Figures from 

the United Nations' Statistical Yearbook of 1974 indicate 

that among the major industrial countries Japan's rate of 

home ownership is exceeded only by that of the United States. 

Japan's rate at that time was a little under 60%, while the 

United States' rate of home ownership was somewhat over 60%. 

England, France, and Italy had rates between 40% and 50%, 
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while West Germany and Sweden had home ownership rates of 

16 
only about 35%. 

Table 5-13 shows that in Japan in 1958 over 70% of 

all private household dwellings were owned by their occu

pants, rather than rented. The nation's rate of home own

ership began to slip in the 1960s with the flood of people 

into the urban areas, where there was insufficient housing. 

The percentage of privately owned dwellings fell under 60% 

in 1970 and remained below 60% until 1978. Observers are 

predicting that the rise in home ownership in 1978 may be 

the start of a renewed trend in this direction, since there 

are now enough homes for potential buyers. 

Even among those who do not own their own homes, 

the desire to do so is great. Of those who did not own 

homes in 1975 (a low year for home ownership), 81.5% inter

viewed in a government survey expressed a desire to own a 

home. This response was especially strong among persons 

17 m their 30s and 40s. 

Patterns of home ownership vary greatly among dif

ferent segments of the population. It will be useful to 

break the figures down by the homeowner's occupation, 

location of residence, income, family size, and age before 

examining the reasons why people want to own their own home. 

Kokumin seikatsu hakusho 1976, p. 100. 

17 Kokumin seikatsu hakusho 1975, p. 154. 
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Table 5-13 

Rate of Home Ownership 
(All Japan) 

No. of House No. of Owned % Home 
Year hold Dwellings Dwellings Ownership 

1958 17,432,000 12,419,000 71.2 

1963 20,372,000 13,093,000 64.3 

1968 24,197,900 14,594,200 60.3 

1970 26,772,600 15,580,900 58.2 

1973 28,730,500 17,006,800 59.2 

1975 31,216,300 18,162,400 58.2 

1978 32,190,000 19,430,000 60.4 

Sources: Nihon tokei nenkan 1961, p. 
tokei nenkan 1977, p. 429; Asahi nenkan 1976, 

3 86; Nihon 
p. 373; 

Asahi nenkan 1978, p. 393; Asahi shimbun, January 21, 1980, 
p. 3. 

Occupation 

Table 5-14 

Home Ownership by Occupation 
(All Japan) 

Percentage of Home Ownership 

Overall average 

Self-employed 

Agriculture & fishing 

Managerial 

Full-time employees 

1963 

64.3 

86.6 

64.8 

43.5 

1968 

60.3 

84.7 

99.2 

69.2 

45.2 

1973 

59.2 

80.7 

98.1 

70.7 

48.8 

Source: Kokumin seikatsu hakusho 1977, p. 53. 
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Occupation 

Rates of home ownership vary considerably with the 

occupation of the head of the household. Table 5-14 takes 

three of the years shown in Table 5-13 and breaks the na

tional figures down by the occupation of the household 

head. The highest rates of home ownership are found among 

persons in the traditional industries of agriculture and 

fishing. Virtually all of the households employed in these 

industries own their own homes. The self-employed, such 

as merchants with their own businesses, have the next high

est rate of home ownership. Employees, including salarymen, 

have the lowest rate. 

Nevertheless, it can be seen that the rate of home 

ownership improved considerably among full-time workers, as 

well as among managers and executives, while home ownership 

was dropping among the self-employed. Of course, salarymen 

and executives are highly concentrated in crowded urban 

areas, where there was a housing shortage in the 1960s; but 

the availability of housing has subsequently improved. 

Location 

The rate of home ownership varies not only with the 

means of livelihood of the household but also with its lo

cation. The rate varies substantially between urban and 

rural areas. A discussion of home ownership must consis

tently refer to the fact that the rate of home ownership 
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is lower in urban areas than in the nationwide data, such 

as we have examined in Table 5-13. 

Comparing Tables 5-14, 5-15, and 5-16, we can see 

that full-time employees such as salarymen had an overall 

rate of home ownership of 48.8% in 1973 (Table 5-14). The 

rate in urban areas was lower (44.4%), as can be seen from 

Table 5-15, but the rate in non-urban areas was much higher 

(70.4%, according to Table 5-16). A similar rural/urban 

distinction can be seen for all the occupational groups in 

these tables. 

The Tokyo area has even lower home ownership rates 

than those given for urban areas in general. In 1975, when 

the national average for owned homes was 58.2% (see Table 

5-13), the rate in the Greater Tokyo area was 47%. This 

was actually only 38.4% in Tokyo-to itself, 48.2% in Kana-

gawa, 59.3% in Chiba, and 60.8% in Saitama, according to 

18 
the 1975 census. In 1978, the rate of home ownership 

rose to 40.4% in Tokyo-to, but this was still twenty per-

19 
centage points below the national average. 

The rate of home ownership varies with the distance 

from downtown Tokyo. This reflects the fact that land in 

central Tokyo is devoted primarily to office buildings, 

1 ft 
Asahi nenkan 1979, p. 391. 

19 Yomiuri shimbun, January 21, 1980, p. 3. 



Occupation 

Overall average 

Self-employed 

Agriculture & 
fishing 

Managerial 

Full employees 

Source: 

Table 5-15 

Home Ownership by Occupation 
(Urban Areas) 

Percentage of Home Ownership 

1963 1968 1973 

53.6 52.5 52.5 

78.9 77.1 73.3 

98.9 96.6 

63.7 68.1 69.2 

39.8 40.9 44.4 

Kokumin seikatsu hakusho 1977, 

Occupation 

Overall average 

Self-employed 

Agriculture & 
fishing 

Managerial 

Full employees 

Table 5-16 

Home Ownership by Occupation 
(Rural Areas) 

Percentage of Home Ownership 

1963 1968 1973 

81.6 81.2 82.3 

95.4 95.5 94.9 

99.3 99.2 

73.5 77.3 83.4 

58.2 63.1 70.4 

Source: Ibid. 
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while most of the urban workers actually live in Kanagawa, 

Chiba, or Saitama—Tokyo's "bedroom communities." 

Table 5-17 shows in greater detail how the rate of 

home ownership is related to the distance or commuting time 

from downtown Tokyo. Of all the residences within 10 km, 

or half an hour's commuting time, from downtown Tokyo, only 

about one-third were privately owned dwellings in 1977. 

The rate of home ownership becomes almost 50% at 30 km, 

or an hour and a half, from downtown. Only at 50 km, more 

than two hours, from downtown does the rate of home owner

ship approach the national average. 

Income 

As might be expected, the rate of home ownership 

rises with family income. Table 5-18 gives only the dis

tinctions among different income levels in salaried em

ployment. Since income goes up primarily in accordance 

with seniority among such employees, the distinction is 

largely one of age rather than of life-long inclusion in 

a particularly advantaged or disadvantaged class. 

An examination of the changes over time illustrated 

in Table 5-18 reveals that there was at least some overall 

improvement in the home ownership rate over this period in 

each of the income groups except the lowest. However, 

the rate of improvement in each group was uneven, not re

vealing a consistent or conclusive pattern. 
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Table 5-17 

Home Ownership by Distance and Time 
from Downtown Tokyo 

(1977) 

Ownership Ownership 
Distance Rate (%) Time Rate (%) 

10 km 29.9 30 min. 36.5 

20 km 34.4 60 min. 39.3 

30 km 46.4 90 min. 50.5 

40 km 47.0 120 min. 55.7 

50 km 56.0 Over 2 hr. 57.7 

Source: Kokumin no seikatsu to ishiki no doko 
(Trends in National Life and Awareness) 1977, ed. Keizai 
Kikaku-ch5 (Economic Planning Agency), p. 100. 

Table 5-18 

Home Ownership by Income Level 
(Employees Only) 

Level 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 

I (low 20%) 40.6% 45.1% 43.1% 39 . 8% 38.3% 

II 46. 9 46. 7 46.2 43.1 50. 2 

III 52.2 54.9 53.0 56.1 56.1 

IV 63.7 62.5 64.6 65.5 64.9 

V (high 20%) 71.2 75. 3 74 .0 77.4 79.7 

Source: Ibid., p. 101. 
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Much of the credit for improving rates of home 

ownership among middle and lower income groups must go to 

a government-established public corporation called Jutaku 

Kin-yu Koko (Japan Housing Loan Corporation, hereinafter 

"JHLC"). JHLC lends funds for housing purchases at a sub

stantially lower rate than can be found in the private 

financial sector. JHLC has less stringent loan qualifica

tions than do banks, but it lends no more than ¥5 million 

for custom-built, single-family homes and no more than ¥9.5 

20 million for "mansions." There are limits on the sizes of 

homes which can be purchased with a JHLC loan. Such limits 

may encourage upper-income people to use other forms of 

financing, which are more readily available to them than 

to middle-income families. 

JHLC periodically publishes information about the 

types of people to whom its loans are extended. In a 1979 

study of 9,745 of its loan recipients from 1974 to 1978, 

JHLC found certain differences in the occupations, income 

levels, and ages of those who borrow money for the purchase 

of a "mansion," compared to those who purchase a single-

family residence. 

The study shows that the great majority of JHLC 

loan recipients are salarymen, either government or company 

20 Asahi shimbun, January 24, 1980, p. 25. 
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employees. Of its loans for single-family residences in 

each of those years, JHLC extended about 76% to salarymen, 

about 6% to company executives, about 7% to self-employed 

21 persons, and about 11% to others. The proportion of 

salarymen was even greater among JHLC recipients of loans 

for the purchase of "mansions." An average of 83% of JHLC 

loans for "mansions" in the years 1976-78 were extended 

to salarymen, another 7% to executives, about 5% to self-

22 
employed persons, and 5% to others. 

JHLC records further show that during the same years 

increasingly larger percentages of JHLC loans were extended 

to families in the lower half and middle of the population, 

income-wise. The number of persons in the upper income 

groups borrowing from JHLC fell off in relation to the to-

2 3 tal number of borrowers over the period examined. This 

is probably due to the trend toward younger salarymen buying 

homes, as we will see shortly. 

Age 

Age, of course, is an important factor in the ques

tion of home ownership patterns. In 1973 it was found that, 

2 1 -  _ _ _ _  _ _ _  
Jutaku Kin-yu Koko, Jutaku kin-yu koko kojin 

jutaku kensetsu, kos5 jutaku shikin riyo-sha chosa h5koku 
(A Study of JHLC Loans to Single-Family Residence and High-
Rise Residence Purchasers) (Tokyo, 1979), p. 8. 

^ Ibid., p. 41. 

23 Ibid., pp. 10, 43. 
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nationwide, more than 80% of household heads over 50 years 

of age owned their own homes; but the home ownership rate 

declined to about 70% among those in their 40s, 48% of 

those in their 30s, 25% of those in their late 20s, and 

24 about 10% of those in their early 20s. 

The greatest rates of home acquisition were among 

those in their 30s and 40s. It was found that 38.2% ac

quired their first home while in their 3 0s and another 

25 28.1% acquired a home while in their 4 0s. 

The same nationwide study in 1973 gives us some 

insight into the nature of the sumikae (changing residences) 

phenomenon in modern urban Japan. A different type of 

housing was found to be characteristic at each age of a 

person or each stage in the family life cycle. More than 

50% of persons in their early 20s were found to be renting, 

and another 3 5% were boarding in a home or dormitory; among 

those in their late 20s, there was a somewhat greater ten

dency to own a home, although about 7 5% were still either 

2 6 boarding or renting. The major improvement was that far 

fewer of those in their late 20s were boarding or otherwise 

living in cheap apartments where they would have to share 

facilities such as a kitchen or bathroom with other tenants. 

24 Kokumin seikatsu hakusho 197 5, p. 151. 

25 Ibid., p. 152. 

26 Ibid., p. 151. 



In their 30s, about the time of the birth of the 

first or second child, young couples showed a strong in

crease in home ownership. About 50% of persons in their 

30s owned a home, and the other 50% were renting. Only 

among persons in their 40s, 50, and 60s did the rate of 

27 home ownership equal or exceed the national average rate. 

In other words, it is common for young families 

today to change their residence one or more times, renting 

a better apartment or buying a home as their children are 

born. They do not tend to rent the same quarters perma

nently, as was often the case with previous generations of 

city dwellers. In fact, they are even likely to sell the 

first home they own and move to another, as we will see. 

Not only the rate of home ownership but also the 

type of home owned is likely to vary with the age of the 

household head. A profile of the owners of "mansions" and 

single-family residences, compared to renters, with regard 

2 8 to age and family size is given below: 

"Mansion" Single-Family 
Renters Owners Residences 

Average age 30.7 35.7 38.7 

Family size 2.6 3.2 4.1 

27 
Kokumin seikatsu hakusho 1975, p. 151. 

2 8 — Kokudo riyo hakusho (White Paper on National 
Land Use) 19 77, p. 46. 



"Mansion" buyers tend to be younger than are buyers 

of other types of homes. Table 5-19 shows not only that 

the market for "mansions" is strongest among buyers in 

their 30s but also that the trend is growing steadily in 

that age group, particularly in the Tokyo area, according 

to JHLC figures. The same JHLC study also indicates that 

there is a stronger tendency for persons in their 20s to 

buy a "mansion" than any other type of home. JHLC gener

ally makes less than 20% of its housing loans to persons in 

29 their 20s. However, among JHLC "mansion" loan recipients, 

25-30% each year recently have been persons in their 20s. 

These JHLC findings are supported by Sanwa Bank 

(Sanwa Ginko), which prepares similar reports on its home 

mortgage lending activities. Its 1976 report investigates 

1,000 Sanwa loan recipients—500 in the Greater Tokyo area 

and 500 in the Osaka area. More than 80% of the loans were 

31 
made to salarymen. Among these loans for all types of 

homes, 52% were to persons in their 30s and 15.2% were to 

. . 32 recipients m their 20s. By contrast, a 1977 Sanwa Bank 

29 - - -Jutaku Kin-yu Koko, Jutaku km-yu koko kojin 
jutaku kensetsu, kos5 jutaku shikin riyo-sha ch5sa hokoku, 
p. 7. 

Ibid., p. 40 . 

31 - - - -Sanwa Ginko, Mai-homu nyushusha no heikin zo 
(Profile of "My-Home" Buyers) [Tokyo, 1976TT 3~-

Ibid., p. 1. 
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Table 5-19 

Age of Recipients 
(JHLC "Mansion" Loans) 

Three Largest Greater 
Urban Areas (%) Tokyo Area (%) 

Age Group 1976 1977 1978 1976 1977 1978 

20s 30.8 28.9 28.0 31.1 29.1 28.0 

30s 41.4 43.2 43.6 42.4 42.9 44.0 

40s 20.6 20.8 20.2 20.3 20.3 19.8 

50s 6.7 6.7 7.7 5.8 7.2 7.8 

60s 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.3 

Source: Jutaku Kin-yu Koko, Jutaku kin-yu koko 
jutaku kensetsu, k5so jutaku shikin riyo-sha chosa hokoku, 
p. 40. 
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study focusing on its "mansion" loans in the Greater Tokyo 

area found 21.3% of such loan recipients to be in their 20s 

33 
and 46.7% in their 30s. Among Tokyo "mansion" buyers, 

persons in their 20s and 30s are in the majority, with those 

in their 2 0s making up a larger portion of the market than 

for other types of homes in general. 

Of course, more young people have been purchasing 

bunjo jutaku (tract homes) than "mansions," since there have 

been more bunjo jutaku available, but buyers in their 20s 

and 30s are constituting an increasingly greater percentage 

of the "mansion" buyers and a decreasing percentage of bunjo 

34 
jutaku buyers in the Tokyo area. 

Family Size 

The fact that small homes such as "mansions" fill 

only a temporary need at an early stage in the life cycle 

can be seen from a comparison of the family sizes of those 

who buy "mansions" and those who buy single-family resi

dences . 

Table 5-20 shows the percentages of JHLC loan re

cipients with families of various sizes among those who 

received a loan for the purchase of a single-family home. 

33 -Sanwa Ginko, Saikin no manshon shutokusha no 
heikin zo (Profile of Recent "Mansion" Buyers) (Tokyo, 1977) , 
p. 2. 

34 Kensetsu hakusho (White Paper on Construction) 
1979, ed. Kensetsu-sho (Ministry of Construction), p. 7. 
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Table 5-20 

Family Size of Recipients 
of JHLC Loans for Single-Family Residences 

Number of Family Members 

Year 2 3 4 5 6 More 

1970 16.0% 23-2% 37.3% 16.9% 4.3% 2.2% 

1971 15.0 23.0 38. 4 17.5 4.3 :  1 -8  

1972 12. 4 21.5 37. 9 17. 8 7.1 3.3 

1973 11. 7 20. 8 38.6 18.1 7.4 3.3 

1974 10.6 19.1 37.5 19.5 9.6 3.7 

1975 9.4 18.9 36. 5 20.1 10.9 4.2 

1976 9.8 18. 9 35.8 20.1 11.4 4.2 

1977 9.8 19.2 35.7 19.7 11.7 4.0 

1978 9.9 18.4 35.3 19.9 11.5 5.1 

Source: Jutaku Kin-yu Koko, Jutaku kin-yu koko 
kojin jutaku kensetsu, koso jutaku shikin riyo-sha chosa 
hokoku, p. 9. 
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The table shows that in 1978 JHLC extended loans to con

siderably fewer small families of two, three, and even 

four members for the purchase of a single-family residence 

than it had done in 1970. Correspondingly, JHLC lent funds 

to an increasingly larger proportion of families with five, 

six, and even more members for the purchase of single-family 

residences. This does not mean that the Japanese are now 

having more children; as we will see in later chapters, 

there seems to be a trend back toward intergenerational 

living in the urban areas. In order to have the grand

parents live with them, the family needs a large home. 

In contrast, Table 5-21 gives an in-depth look at 

the family sizes of those who purchased "mansions" through 

JHLC loans. While two-member families constituted less 

than 10% of those who purchased single-family residences 

in 1978, as we saw in Table 5-20, such families were over 

45% of the "mansion" loan recipients in the Tokyo area that 

year. On the other hand, only 4% of the "mansion" buyers 

in this study had five-member families, while five-member 

families constituted almost 20% of the group who bought 

single-family residences in 1978. Only 0.4% of "mansion"-

buying families in the Greater Tokyo area in 1978 had more 

than five members, while 16.6% of single-family residence 

buyers did. A similar trend toward more two-member fami

lies buying "mansions" was seen in other urban areas. 



Table 5-21 

Family Size of Recipients 
of JHLC Loans for "Mansions" 

Number of Family Members 

Year 2 3 4 5 More 

In Three Largest Metropolitan Areas— 

1976 34.8% 29.6% 28.4% 6.1% 1.3% 

1977 35. 2 29.4 29.1 5.6 0.8 

1978 37. 8 27.4 28.0 5.8 1.0 

In Greater Tokyo Area--

1976 40.6% 29.1% 25.2% 4.2% 0.8% 

1977 42.3 28.2 24.6 4.2 0.6 

1978 45.6 26.8 23.0 4.0 0.4 

Source: Jutaku Kin-yu Koko, Jutaku kin-yu koko 
kojin jutaku kensetsu, k5so jutaku shikin riy5-sha chosa 
hokoku, p. 42. 
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It has been previously noted, but should be men

tioned again here, that according to a nationwide survey 

in 1974, the average family size is 2.6 for renters, 3.2 

for "mansion" owners, and 4.1 for single-family residence 

35 owners. This, of course, is related to the amount of 

floor space available in each of these types of dwellings. 

The relative amounts of floor space can be found in Table 

5-11 above. 

Table 5-22 details the amount of floor space in 

"mansions" purchased through JHLC in 1975. The actual 

floor space per family can be compared in the table to the 

minimum and ideal amounts of floor space recommended by 

the government's Council on Housing (Jutaku Takuchi Shingi-

kai) for families of each respective size. 

It can be seen that larger families did purchase 

larger "mansions" than smaller families did, but there was 

not a great deal of difference in total floor space be

tween the larger and smaller units. Therefore, the table 

shows the amount of floor space per person dropping sub

stantially with each additional family member. 

It appears that the "mansions" purchased by two-

member families were more than adequate for their needs; 

in fact, the total floor space even exceeded the amount 

35 Kokudo riyo hakusho 1977, p. 46. 



Table 5-22 

Family Size and Floor Space 
(JHLC "Mansion" Loans, 1975) 

2 Floor Space (in ) 

Family Size Per Person Per Family Minimum Ideal 

2 32.0 64.0 29.0 50.0 

3 22.6 67.8 39.0 69.0 

4 00
 

• o
 

72.1 50.0 86.0 

5 14.7 73.7 56.0 97.0 

6 13.0 77.9 66.0 107.0 

Overall 22 . 1 68.4 

Source: Jutaku Kin-yu Koko, Koso jutaku konyu 
shikin riyc5-sha ch5sa hokoku (A Study of JHLC Loans to 
High-Rise Residence Purchasers) (Tokyo, 1975), p. 9. 
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considered "ideal" for a two-member family. For three-

member families, the amount of space purchased nearly 

reached the ideal living space for that sized family. 

But for four or more family members, the total floor space 

in a "mansion" fell well below the amount considered ideal. 

While all families remained above the minimum recommended 

floor space, the margin was not very great for five and 

six member families. 

A "mansion" can thus provide relatively luxurious 

accommodations for a young couple with no children. Most 

young couples first buy a "mansion" after their first child 

is born, and the "mansion" is ideally suited to a family 

with three members. It is also sufficient for a family 

with two babies, but a "mansion" would be somewhat too 

crowded to house a four-member family through all the years 

until the children reach maturity. The family may thus 

have to consider moving to a larger, single-family residence 

when the children reach school age or if grandparents de

cide to move in with them. 

Reasons for Buying a Home 

The reasons which families commonly give for wish

ing to move to new quarters or for buying a home are of two 

general types. One type is related to economic incentives; 

the family may believe that buying a home will be good for 
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their financial future. The second type of reason is re

lated to the quality of life in the home and its environs. 

Economic Incentives. In a 1975 study, over 600 

Sanwa Bank loan recipients gave their reasons for buying a 

home. The reasons differed somewhat by the age of the re

spondent. Those in their 20s indicated that they did not 

want to pay rent, but they were also relatively more con

cerned than others about the problem of inflation. They 

seemed to have the feeling that if they did not purchase a 

3 6 home soon, housing prices would go out of reach. 

Those in their 30s who had just bought a house 

gave as their predominant reason the idea that paying rent 

was wasteful, compared to building up equity in a home; 

they were also the age group most concerned about their 

prior living quarters' becoming too small for their growing 

37 families. They had felt that they needed a larger home 

and that a larger rental unit would be expensive and diffi

cult to find. 

Persons in their 40s and 50s were primarily con

cerned with acquiring assets commensurate with their age 

and status. The feeling here is probably that it is 

3 6 — — _Sanwa Ginko, Mai-homu shutoku-go no kakei ni 
kansuru chosa (A Study of Changes in the Family Budget 
After Obtaining a Home) (Tokyo, 1975), p. 2. 
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somewhat undignified of a married man at this age to con

tinue living in rented or otherwise unsatisfactory housing. 

The desire to live in a better "environment" or better 

neighborhood was strongest among buyers in their 40s, 

3 8 
probably for the benefit of their adolescent children. 

In one study, owners of single-family residences 

at a distance of 30-40 km from downtown Tokyo were asked 

why they had bought their homes. The first-time buyers 

reported that they were primarily motivated by economic 

concerns, such as beating inflation and the cost of renting. 

Those for whom this was a second housing purchase reported 

that they had chosen to buy a home in that area primarily 

39 
because of the quality of the environment. 

Since few younger families can afford to buy a 

single-family residence as their first home, as will be 

shown later, they are likely to choose a small bunjo jutaku 

or "mansion" instead. They are content to find something 

they can afford and which will be a good hedge against 

inflation; the sale of the first home will help them make 

the down payment on a larger and costlier home when they 

are ready to improve the quality of their housing arrange

ments . 

38 _ — _Sanwa Ginko, Mai-homu shutoku-go no kakei ni 
kansuru chosa, p. 2. 

39 Kokumin seikatsu hakusho 1979, p. 69. 
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Quality of Life. Reasons for buying various types 

of homes also focus on matters such as the size and floor 

plan of the housing unit, the availability of sunshine and 

of a yard, the quality of the surrounding neighborhood, 

and the convenience of the location, particularly with re

gard to commuting. 

In a nationwide study, both renters and home owners 

were asked about their level of satisfaction or dissatis

faction with their present housing facilities. Table 5-23 

shows their responses. Renters were clearly a more troub

led group, with only 6.9% in 1976 reporting satisfaction 

with their rental units and over 50% reporting that they 

had some serious dissatisfaction or trouble. 

It is interesting to note that the home owners were 

not fully satisfied with their living conditions, either. 

Over 30% in 197 6 had substantial complaints about their 

homes. Although nearly half of the home owners character

ized themselves as having "no pressing problems" with their 

housing facilities, they were reluctant to call themselves 

fully satisfied. 

A comparison of 1973 with 1976 in Table 5-23 shows 

both renters and home owners with less satisfaction and 

more dissatisfaction in 1976 than in 1973. This probably 

reflects rising expectations rather than actual deteriora

tion in living conditions. 
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Table 5-23 

Level of Satisfaction with Present Housing 

Satisfied 

Troubled 

No answer 

1973 

Owners 

27.4% 

No pressing 46>Q 

problem 

25.9 

0.7 

1 0 0 . 0 %  

Renters 

7.6% 

39.3 

52.3 

0 . 8  

100.0% 

1976 

Owners Renters 

24.4% 6.9% 

44.2 37.1 

30.8 55.3 

0.6 0.7 

100.0% 100,0% 

Source: Kokumin seikatsu hakusho 1979, p. 67, 

Table 5-24 

Complaints About Present Housing 
By Size of City 

10 Largest City More Less Than 
Complaint Cities Than 100,000 100,000 Rural 

Floor space small 30% 28% 18% 14% 

Too few rooms 32 28 23 18 

Poor floor plan 16 16 16 16 

House too old 19 20 21 24 

Too little land 14 16 13 10 

Rent too high 7 6 2 1 

Too little sunshine 20 16 10 8 

Source: Kokumin seikatsu senkodo chosa (Survey on 
Preferences in National Life) 1976, ed. Kexzai Kikaku-cho, 
p. 195. 
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When asked to specify the nature of their complaints 

about their current housing situation, another national sam

ple of renters and home owners gave the responses which 

are detailed in Table 5-24, in which the replies are broken 

down by the type of location—urban or rural. The size and 

number of rooms were leading complaints, becoming corres

pondingly more important the greater the population of the 

area. Rural homes are often quite large, though they can 

still be criticized for having poor floor plans, usually 

meaning not enough separate rooms. Too little land area 

and too little sunshine were much greater complaints in 

populous urban centers than in the rural areas, of course, 

but the age of the dwelling was one complaint which was 

heard more often in rural areas and small cities. 

Next the complaints about current housing condi

tions in the same study were broken down by the type of 

housing in which the respondents were living. The replies 

can be found in Table 5-25; each type of resident was al

lowed to record as many different complaints as were appli

cable to his situation, just as was the case in Table 5-24. 

Table 5-25 shows that owners of single-family resi

dences registered fewer complaints in almost every category 

than did other types of residents. Complaints about lack 

of floor space were fewer among owners of single-family 

residences than among the other groups. A much larger 



Table 5-25 

Complaints About Present Housing 
By Type of Housing 
(Multiple Answers) 

Complaint 
Single-Family 
Residence "Mansion" 

Private 
Rental 

Public 
Rental Boarding 

Company 
Housing 

Small floor space 10% 28% 42% 64% 50% 40% 

Too few rooms 13 43 42 62 35 47 

Poor floor plan 14 23 19 17 20 18 

House too old 17 16 26 17 28 27 

Too little land 11 16 15 10 11 12 

Payments too high 2 4 20 3 23 2 

Too little sunshine 8 12 25 6 28 7 

Source: Kokumin seikatsu senkodo chosa 1976, p. 196. 

U) 
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percentage of "mansion" owners complained about lack of 

floor space, but the dissatisfaction was even greater 

with private rental units and reached its peak in public 

rentals—built and managed by municipal governments or 

Japan Housing Corporation. 

Approximately the same pattern can be seen in the 

complaints about not having enough separate rooms, although 

it should be noted that "mansion" owners complained signif

icantly more about lack of rooms than they did about lack 

of floor space. "Mansion" owners had a slight lead over 

other groups in the percentage who complained about a poor 

floor plan as well. 

One of the most interesting aspects of this table 

is that it shows complaints about the quality of housing 

greatly overshadowing complaints about the cost of the 

housing, particularly among those who owned their own homes 

or "mansions." Of course, those living in public rentals 

or company housing could not complain about their payments; 

such living arrangements are much less expensive than are 

private rentals. Among those who paid rent to private 

landlords, including those who were boarding, complaints 

about high payments were far more significant. 

The fact that renters were more likely than home 

owners to complain about housing costs points out the fact 

that many renters perceive themselves as paying too much 
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for what they are getting. Whether or not they were ac

tually paying more than the home owners cannot be deter

mined from the information available in this survey. The 

lack of financial complaints from home owners could re

flect the fact that some of them owned older homes, pur

chased before the serious inflation in the housing market 

around 1974. We shall see shortly that the cost of buying 

a home in the late 19 70s could put strain on many a budget. 

It may be that home owners are simply not so concerned 

about cost as they are about quality, and they feel satis

fied that they are getting better housing for their money 

than renters are. 

The Japan Housing Loan Corporation's study of its 

loans for the purchases of single-family residences and 

"mansions" allows us to make a more detailed comparison 

of these two types of home owners with regard to their 

reasons for purchasing a home. Tables 5-26 through 5-29 

should all be examined together. They give the type of 

prior residence lived in by the buyer of a single-family 

residence or a "mansion" and his reasons for leaving that 

prior residence. 

Table 5-26 shows that about one-third of the buy

ers of single-family residences through JHLC in 1978 had 

owned a home before. This percentage increased steadily 

and significantly through the 1970s, indicating that many 



Year 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

Table 5-26 

Type of Prior Residence 
(JHLC Single-Family Residence Loan Recipients) 

Living with 
Relatives 

Own 
Home 

Public 
Rental 

Private 
Rental Boarding 

Company 
Housing 

Other 
(100%) 

15.0% 20.7% 9.0% 32.8% 3.3% 17.7% 1.5% 

14.7 22.4 9.6 32.4 2.7 17.8 1.3 

12.3 24.4 10.6 31.0 2.1 18.2 1.4 

11.8 26.2 10.8 27.3 1.7 20.4 1.8 

12.6 28.4 9.7 24.6 2.2 20.4 2.1 

12.3 30.3 9.8 25.7 2.0 17.8 2.2 

13.5 32.7 9.6 25.4 1.3 16.0 1.5 

13.5 33.4 9.6 25.4 1.3 16.0 0.8 

13.2 33.4 10.7 26.1 0.9 14.1 1.6 

Source: Jutaku Kin-yu Koko, Jutaku kin-yu koko kojin jutaku kensetsu, koso 
shikin riyo-sha chosa hokoku, p. 11. 



Table 5-27 

Reasons for Leaving Prior Residence 
(JHLC Single-Family Residence Loan Recipients) 

Reason 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 

Too old 19.1% 20.4% 19.9% 21.8% 24.5% 27.3% 29.3% 29.6% 28.3% 

Too small 26.5 27.6 39.3 41.2 38.1 39.5 39.6 40.4 41.1 

Marriage 7.2 6.3 5.8 4.9 5.1 4.0 3.9 3.6 3.6 

Establish new 
household 8.3 8.2 5.1 4.9 4.7 4.2 4.4 4.0 3.9 

Poor environ
ment 1.3 1.3 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.9 1.8 1.8 

High rent 3.4 3.5 5.1 4.2 3.9 4.4 4.3 4.7 5.3 

Asked to leave 20.7 11.9 10.9 8.9 9.3 8.1 7.4 6.2 5.4 

Inconvenient 
location 

1.6 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.3 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.5 

Others 11.9 12.5 10.7 11.5 11.1 9.5 8.1 8.4 9.1 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Source: Keizai hakusho (White Paper on the Economy) 1977, p. 292. 
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families now do make more than one move during their life 

cycle. Relatively fewer single-family residence owners 

in 1978 than in 1970 came directly from living with rela

tives, renting a privately owned unit, boarding, or 

living in company housing before buying that single-family 

home. 

Table 5-27 indicates that more single-family resi

dence owners in 1978 than in 1970 decided to buy a new 

home because their old quarters were too small or too old 

than for financial reasons. While the complaints about 

high rent did increase somewhat over these years, the in

crease in complaints about the quality of the housing it

self was far more significant. Again, we seem to be seeing 

rapidly rising expectations about the quality of housing. 

Tables 5-28 and 5-29 allow us to compare the pro

file of the "mansion" buyer with that of the single-family 

residence buyer. A comparison of Table 5-28 with Table 

5-26 indicates that far fewer "mansion" buyers than single-

family residence buyers in 197 8 had owned a home before 

making this purchase. In fact, less than 10% of the "man

sion" buyers had owned a home before. On the other hand, 

a far greater number of "mansion" buyers than single-

family residence purchasers in 1978 had come from private 

rental units before buying this home, especially in the 

Greater Tokyo area. 



Table 5-28 

Type of Prior Residence 
(JHLC "Mansion" Loan Recipients) 

Living with Own Public Private Company Other 
Year Relatives Home Rental Rental Boarding Housing (100%) 

In Three Largest Metropolitan Areas— 

1974 16.5% 7.5% 12.0% 38.2% 1.9% 21.8% 2.0% 

1975 14.0 6.1 13.6 44.1 1.6 18.7 1.8 

1976 13.6 8.6 14.8 43.9 1.7 15.9 1.4 

1977 14.2 8.9 14.7 45.7 1.2 13.6 1.7 

1978 14.1 8.7 14.8 45.9 1.1 13.7 1.7 

In Greater Tokyo Area— 

1974 15.6% 6.4% 11.0% 38.6% 2.2% 23.2% 3.0% 

1975 13.1 5.1 14.5 42.3 1.6 21.0 2.5 

1976 13.5 7.4 12.9 45.1 2.7 16.4 1.9 

1977 14.6 8.5 11.3 47.7 1.7 13.7 2.6 

1978 14.6 9.4 11.4 48.7 1.5 12.2 2.2 

Source: Jutaku Kin-yu Koko, Jutaku kin-yu koko kojin jutaku kensetsu, 
koso jutaku shikin riy5-sha chSsa hSkoku, p. 44. 



Table 5-29 

Reasons for Leaving Prior Residence 
(JHLC "Mansion" Loan Recipients) 

3 Largest Urban Areas Greater Tokyo Area 

Reason 1976 1977 1978 1976 1977 1978 

Too old 3.9% 3.9% 3.9% 2.0% 2.6% 2.6% 

Too small 50.4 52.2 49.6 48.8 47.7 46.4 

Marriage 8.6 8.2 8.2 10.2 9.4 9.0 

Establish new 
household 

7.0 6.9 6.7 6.6 7.1 7.8 

Poor environ
ment 

3.0 2.7 2.3 2.5 2.5 2.1 

High Rent 8.2 9.0 10.5 10.2 12.3 12.8 

Asked to leave 6.4 5.3 4.3 6.6 6.2 4.9 

Inconvenient 
location 7.1 7.0 8.9 7.8 7.0 8.9 

Others 5.6 4.7 5.6 5.3 5.2 5.6 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Source: 
riy5-sha chSsa 

Jutaku 
h5koku, p 

kin-yu k5ko kojin 
.. 45. 

jutaku kensetsu, k5so jutaku 
<_n 
o 
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The fact that more "mansion" buyers than single-

family residence purchasers in 1978 had just previously 

been renters had considerable effect on the nature of 

their complaints about their prior form of housing. Com

paring Table 5-29 with Table 5-27 shows that more "man

sion" buyers in 19 78, particularly in the Greater Tokyo 

area, than single-family residence buyers complained that 

they had been paying too much rent. "Mansion" buyers 

were primarily concerned that their previous quarters had 

been too small. Many of them had come from rental units, 

which generally are smaller than "mansions." 

Table 5-29 also shows that in 1978 there was a rise 

in the percentage of persons who bought "mansions" because 

they had felt that their prior housing locations were 

inconvenient, another increasingly enticing reason for 

buying a "mansion" close to the urban center. While most 

"mansion" buyers have not owned a home before, there are 

increasing numbers of people who are willing to sell their 

single-family residences in order to move to "mansions" in 

more convenient locations.^ 

Commuting. We have seen that many persons buy 

homes because they believe that they will be better off eco

nomically by buying rather than renting, if they are con

cerned about financial considerations at all. Primarily, 

40 _ 
Kokudo riyo hakusho 1979, p. 143. 
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new home buyers are motivated by the desire to improve the 

quality of their housing environment, especially the amount 

of floor space. Both in terms of finding the lowest price 

and of obtaining the largest home available, they would 

be better off moving out as far as possible from the cen

tral wards of Tokyo. Of course, many people have done 

just that, contributing to the growth of bedroom communi

ties throughout the Greater Tokyo area. 

The trade-off has naturally been an increase in 

commuting. The amount of time spent commuting cuts into 

the time that a salaryman can spend with his family, and 

such time is already scarce. Commuting is also physically 

draining. One estimate is that those who commute one 

hour during rush hour burn about 400 calories, which is 

one-half the amount used during an eight-hour day at a 

41 desk job. Those who commute an hour each way are thus 

putting in a double work day. Such expenditures of energy 

could adversely affect the commuter's productivity at work, 

as well as his ability to participate in family activities. 

Many persons are becoming increasingly dissatis

fied by demands of commuting on their time and energy. 

In a 1979 study of owners of tract homes (bunjo jutaku) 

41 -Jun Miyake, "Shinkokuka suru konnichi no jutaku-
nan (Worsening of the Japanese Housing Situation)," in 
Gendai Nihon no toshi mondai (Modern Japanese Urban Prob-
lems) , ed. TaEfio Sato, vol. 3 (Kyoto, 1971) , p. 23. 
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located from 30 to 40 km from downtown Tokyo, the home 

owners were asked whether they considered their current 

home to be their permanent residence. Only 3 8% of the 

respondents said yes. When asked what features they would 

look for when choosing their next home, 70% responded that 

they would be concerned about the convenience of the loca

tion and of transportation. This consideration was named 

more frequently than features such as a reasonable price 

or a large number of rooms/2 

Table 5-30 indicates that home owners are somewhat 

more willing to tolerate long commuting times than are 

renters. In other words, the home owner may feel it is 

worth it to commute if he can have a better home outside 

the city. But the difference between home owners and 

renters on the question of dissatisfaction with commuting 

is not large, as Table 5-30 shows. 

This recently growing unhappiness with commuting 

has helped to feed the "mansion boom" in the late 1970s. 

As Table 5-31 shows, a greater percentage of new "mansions" 

are being built within 15 or 30 minutes' train ride to 

Tokyo Station each year, with relatively fewer new units 

being built at the greater distances. 

42 Kokumin seikatsu hakusho 1979, p. 70. 
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Table 5-30 

Dissatisfaction with Commuting 
(1978) 

Commuting Time Dissatisfied Dissatisfied 
in Minutes Home Owners (%) Renters (%) 

15 or less 1.3 1.7 

16-30 7.3 7.7 

31-45 18.1 18.0 

46-60 28.9 32.2 

61-75 43.7 51.5 

76-90 61.2 73.5 

91-120 80.3 85.7 

More than 120 79.1 81.4 

Source: Kensetsu hakusho 1979, p. 100. 

Table 5-31 

Commuting Distances of New "Mansion" Units 
(Minutes by Train to Tokyo Station) 

Year 

% of Units Within Each Range by Minutes 

Year Min. —15 — 30 — 45 — 60 More than 60 

1973 0.6% 24.1% 31.4% 25.9% 18.2% 

1974 3.0 29.7 30.9 21.4 14.9 

1975 4.8 31.2 22.8 22.4 18.8 

1976 10.6 32.2 30.6 15.4 11.3 

1977 11.4 39.0 23.0 17.9 8.7 

Source: Ibid., p. 7. 
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Changing Residences. Whether moving away from down

town to find a larger home and better living environment 

for a growing family or moving closer to downtown to lessen 

the difficulties of commuting, many families do change 

their residences as their needs and desires change. 

The general pattern which can be discerned from all 

of the information above is that a young man living in the 

city may rent an apartment for his first few years on the 

job. At the time of marriage, or perhaps at the birth of 

the first or second child, he and his wife may choose to 

purchase a "mansion" or a small tract home. When the chil

dren reach school age and perhaps need separate rooms, the 

family may move farther out to a larger home. Perhaps in 

the future, when the needs of the children are no longer 

paramount, the man and his wife may again consider having 

a smaller house closer to his place of work. 

While not every family follows precisely this pat

tern, of course, there is an increasing emphasis on flexi

bility. Instead of the family home being considered a per

manent fixture, identified with family continuity and 

stability, the home is now seen by many urban dwellers as 

simply a place which should meet a particular set of needs 

for a particular period of time. 

The Japanese government is recognizing and even 

sanctioning this change. In its Five-Year Housing Plan 
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from 1976 to 1980, the government announced that its goal 

should be to increase the opportunities for sumikae (chang-

43 ing residences). It is no longer considered enough that 

the family be able to find some place to live; the family 

should be able to choose among different types of homes 

which meet a variety of needs at different points in the 

life cycle, according to today's thinking. 

The recently increasing trend toward home ownership, 

especially among the young, plus desires to have either a 

larger home or one closer to downtown and to change homes 

as the family's needs change, all guarantee that housing 

will be a significant item in the urban family budget. We 

shall next look at housing as it affects the budget. 

Affordability and Financing 

In order to understand the economic impact of the 

present-day housing situation upon the urban family, we 

must first examine the price of housing as compared to fam

ily income. The total cost of the home will be compared 

to the average worker's yearly income, and the monthly 

housing payments will be compared to the worker's monthly 

income to see just how large a portion of the budget his 

housing payments occupy. The second aspect of the inves

tigation will be how homes are financed today—how much 

43 Yomiuri shimbun, June 3, 1979, p. 9. 
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the purchaser borrows, under what conditions, and from 

whom the money is borrowed. 

Af fordability 

The question of whether a particular family can 

"afford" a particular home is, of course, a very individual 

one. Almost any family can find a home which is within 

their ability to pay, but it may be a different matter 

whether their tastes and desires will permit them to 

settle for the type of home they can truly afford. 

General figures on trends in ability to acquire 

housing, such as are compiled in Table 5-32, cannot tell 

us who is actually buying what type of housing, but they 

do tell us how the wages of the average worker have com

pared to the costs of the average home in the years in 

question. The change is readily apparent. Although sal

aries increased substantially from 1960 to 1975, the cost 

of housing went up much faster. Thus, we can see from 

Table 5-32 that the average home was almost twice as expen

sive relative to the average worker's income in 1974 as it 

was in 1960, around the time that Vogel found his young 

salarymen living quite self-sufficiently in their own homes. 

Table 5-32 does not give the full picture of hous

ing costs, however, since the housing costs considered in 

that table were for a home of only about 55 square mete.rs--
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Table 5-32 

Trends in Ability to Acquire Housing— 
Greater Tokyo Area 

2 
(55 m Home) 

Year 
Total Cost 
of Housing 

Salaryman1s 
Yearly Income Ratio 

1960 ¥ 1,260,000 ¥ 490,000 2.57 

1965 3,040,000 880,000 3.45 

1966 3,210,000 760,000 3.34 

1967 3,470,000 1,070,000 3.24 

1968 3,970,000 1,140,000 3.48 

1969 4,610,000 1,240,000 3.72 

1970 5,410,000 1,450,000 3.73 

1971 6,230,000 1,590,000 3.92 

1972 7,240,000 1,760,000 4.11 

1973 10,010,000 2,110,000 4.74 

1974 11,511,000 2,550,000 4.52 

Source: Kokumin seikatsu hakusho 1975, p. 
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about the same size as the rental units which are often 

criticized for lack of floor space. Table 5-11 shows that 

in 1977, the national average for floor space of all 

dwelling units was 84 square meters, and single-family 

residences were an average of 110 square meters. 

Table 5-33 gives the ratio of the cost of housing 

of a size more generally acceptable today (78 square meters) 

to the average salaryman's income. Comparing the same 

years, such as 1969 and 1970, in Tables 5-32 and 5-33 re

veals that if the average worker desired to buy a home of 

the larger size, the ratio of the total cost to his yearly 

earnings would be significantly higher than if he were 

willing to settle for the home of 55 square meters. 

An examination of Table 5-33 reveals that the cost/ 

earnings ratio had improved by 19 76 after reaching a peak 

in 1973. However, even though the ratio in 1976 was back 

down to pre-1969 levels, it must be kept in mind that this 

table reflects only the price of a home of 78 square meters 

(about 840 square feet). If the average worker in 1976 had 

wished to buy a home of 84 square meters (about the national 

average for floor space at that time), it would have cost 

him 5.64 times his yearly income. If he wished to buy a 

home within 20 minutes commuting time to downtown Tokyo, 

44 
it would have cost him 6.47 times his yearly income. 

44 - _ Kokumin no seikatsu to ishiki no doko 1977, p. 104. 
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Table 5-33 

Trends in Ability to Acquire Housing— 
Greater Tokyo Area 

2 
(78 m Home) 

Year 
Total Cost 
of Housing 

Salaryman1s 
Yearly Income Ratio 

1969 ¥ 6,540,000 ¥1,240,000 5.27 

1970 7,680,000 1,450,000 5.30 

1971 8,830,000 1,580,000 5.59 

1972 10,270,000 1,760,000 5.84 

1973 14,200,000 2,110,000 6.73 

1974 16 ,330,000 2,550,000 6.40 

1975 16,170,000 2,910,000 5.56 

1976 16,640,000 3,180,000 5.23 

1977, 
Source: Kokumin 

p. 103. 
no seikatsu to ishiki no 
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Considering that some of the strongest desires expressed 

by home buyers are to have a larger place and a more con

venient location, these latter figures take on added sig

nificance, showing how difficult it may be for the average 

worker to acquire the home of his dreams. 

The differences in prices of different types of 

housing, of different sizes, and at various distances from 

downtown Tokyo have already been detailed in the preceding 

section of this paper on price and location in the housing 

market. While the figures on housing costs in Tables 5-32 

and 5-33 are averages including all types of homes, Tables 

5-7 and 5-9 broke the costs down more specifically by type 

of housing. It should be noted that, while the prices of 

"mansions" were generally within the average prices con

sidered in Table 5-33 each year, the cost of a single-family 

residence (Table 5-7) in each of these years was well above 

the average housing costs considered in order to arrive at 

the cost/earnings ratios in Tables 5-32 and 5-33. Dividing 

the cost of the average single-family residence in 1976 

(¥20 million, according to Table 5-7) by the average salary-

man's income that year, according to Table 5-33, we arrive 

at a 6.31 cost/earnings ratio for a salaryman to buy a 

single-family residence. 

Another point to take into consideration is that 

the "average" salaryman whose income was used in arriving 
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at the above ratios is around 40 years old. Under Japan's 

seniority employment system, older workers earn more than 

the average and younger workers earn less. If it costs 

more than six times the yearly income of a salaryman aged 

40 to buy a single-family residence, it may be nearly 

impossible for a younger salaryman to buy such a home. 

Because a single-family residence in general is 

out of his price range for the time being, the younger 

family man wishing to buy a home must consider a smaller 

and lower-priced home, such as those in multiple-unit dwel

lings. This is a major reason for the popularity of "man

sions" among young families. 

Table 5-34 gives the percentages of JHLC "mansion" 

loan recipients who had incomes within each of the listed 

ranges. The last column gives the average price of the 

"mansions" purchased by those within each income range. It 

can be seen that about one-third of all the "mansion" buyers 

in 1978 had incomes in the range of ¥200-260,000 per month 

and bought "mansions" ranging from ¥13-14 million. When 

these monthly incomes are computed on a yearly basis and 

divided into the prices of the homes purchased by this 

group, the cost/earnings ratio is more than 5 times for 

those at the bottom of this range (earning ¥200,000 per 

month) and about 4.5 times for those at the upper end 

(earning ¥260,000). 
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Table 5-34 

Distribution of "Mansion" Buyers 
by Income Compared to Purchase Price 

(1978 Purchases) 

Monthly Income 
(in Yen) 

Under 140,000 

140-160,000 

160-180,000 

180-200,000 

200-220,000 

220-240,000 

240-260,000 

260-280,000 

280-300,000 

300-320,000 

320-340,000 

340-360,000 

360-380,000 

380-400,000 

400-420,000 

420-440,000 

440-460,000 

460-480,000 

480-500,000 

Over 500,000 

Percent of 
"Mansion" Buyers 

0 . 6 %  

1.8 

4.9 

7.6 

10.6 

10.5 

11.2 

9.8 

8.1 

6.5 

5.5 

4.3 

3.2 

2.7 

2.4 

1.5 

1.4 

1.1 

0 . 8  

5.1 

Average 
Price 

Purchase 
(Yen) 

13,315 

12,519 

12,711 

12,935 

13,415 

13,688 

13,908 

14,152 

14,196 

14,449 

14,727 

14,746 

15,186 

15,273 

15,126 

14,906 

14,978 

15,251 

15,233 

15,061 

, 0 0 0  

, 0 0 0  

, 0 0 0  

, 0 0 0  

, 0 0 0  

, 0 0 0  

, 0 0 0  

, 0 0 0  

, 0 0 0  

, 0 0 0  

, 0 0 0  

, 0 0 0  

, 0 0 0  

, 0 0 0  

, 0 0 0  

, 0 0 0  

, 0 0 0  

, 0 0 0  

, 0 0 0  

, 0 0 0  

Source: Jutaku Kin-yu Koko, Jutaku kin-yu koko 
kojin jutaku kensetsu, koso jutaku shikin riyo-sha chosa 
hokoku, p. 50. 
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It was much easier for those in the higher income 

brackets in Table 5-34 to afford their units. At a monthly 

income of ¥350,000 the cost/earnings ratio for the homes 

purchased by these people was only 3.5, and it was 3 or 

less for purchasers with incomes around ¥400,000 a month. 

Yet it should be noted that only a very small percentage 

of "mansion" loan recipients had incomes above ¥400,000 per 

month. Buying a "mansion" is largely a practice among 

those with slightly lower-than-average incomes. For these 

people, the "mansion" is within reach, although still not 

easily affordable. 

The prices given in Table 5-34 are only for "man

sions" purchased with JHLC loans. These figures may be 

lower than prices in the "mansion" market in general and 

particularly in the Greater Tokyo area, which we saw in 

Table 5-9. In fact, another study put the average price 

of a "mansion" in the Greater Tokyo area in 197 9 at ¥22 

45 million. At these prices, the cost/earnings ratio would 

not be as low as indicated by Table 5-34. 

Unless salaries can keep up with the yearly in

creases in housing prices, the cost/earnings ratio is des

tined to get worse. In the past, it has been the common 

wisdom that buying a house is a wise move in the long run 

45 Asahi shimbun, February 21, 1980, p. 8. 
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because mortgage payments are fixed, unlike rent. There

fore, while the payments may seem steep for the first 

couple of years, a salaryman's income is bound to rise, 

making the payments increasingly less of a burden. 

Table 5-35 illustrates this effect among persons 

who owned homes in 1975. An average of 20.8% of the 

monthly income of the home owners surveyed went for hous

ing payments—specifically, mortgage repayment. A very 

small percentage (5.6%) of the home owners paid more than 

35% of their monthly income for mortgage payments. The 

largest group (32.5%) spent less than 15% of monthly in

come on mortgage payments. 

It can be seen from the "overall" figures that 

among those who were in their first year of mortgage pay

ments the mortgage took an average of 25% of monthly income. 

The percentage of income dwindled to 21.7% among those who 

were in the second year of their mortgage and down to 

14.6% of income for those in their fifth year. This sup

ports the popular idea that the first two years of mort

gage payments may be somewhat difficult but that subsequent 

yearly wage increases would cause the fixed mortgage pay

ments to become a decreasing percentage of the budget. 

Among those who were in their fifth year of mort

gage payments in Table 5-35, the great majority (over 60%) 

were paying less than 15% of their income on the mortgage. 



Table 5-35 

Mortgage Payment as Percentage of Monthly Income 

Percentage 
of Income Average 1st yr. 2nd yr. 3rd yr. 4th yr. 5th yr 

Less than 15% 32.5% 14.8% 26.6% 43.0% 41.5% 61.1% 

15-20% 18.0 14.8 21.8 17.2 18.9 14.8 

20-25% 21.3 25.4 20.2 18.5 22.6 20.4 

25-30% 11.4 15.5 14.4 9.3 7.5 0.0 

30-35% 11.2 21.1 9.6 9.3 3.8 3.7 

More than 35% 5.6 8.4 7.4 2.7 5.7 0.0 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Overall 20.8 25.1 21.7 18.3 19.2 14.6 

Source: Kokumin seikatsu hakusho 1975, p. 154. 
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By contrast, persons in their first year of mortgage pay

ments were mostly paying more than 15% of their income. 

In fact, more than 70% of these people were paying 20% 

or more of their income for the mortgage. 

The ratio of monthly income to monthly housing 

expenditures is an important measure of the affordability 

of housing, perhaps more so than the ratio of total housing 

cost to yearly earnings that we examined above. In past 

years, Japanese government figures have shown that the 

average Japanese family pays less than 10% of its income 

for all housing-related expenditures, including water, 

utensils, furnishings, and repairs, as well as regular 

monthly payments for rent. (See the government figures for 

total housing expenditures in Table 4-11, as compared to 

urban household income in Table 4-4.) 

As noted above in Chapter 4, such figures are very 

misleading for two reasons. One reason is that the Japanese 

government considers housing loan payments as a form of 

savings and adds the amounts to the figures on household 

income in the family budget survey, not as part of housing 

expenditures. In other words, the survey counted only 

rents as housing expenditures. When mortgage payments are 

considered, the cost of housing of course rises consider

ably. 
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The other reason the government figures on housing 

expenditures are so low is that the amount that renters 

paid was divided by the total number of households, not 

just by the number of renters. Consequently, figures such 

as those in Table 4-11 do not give an accurate picture of 

the circumstances of an urban home buyer today, particular

ly in the Tokyo area. 

In Japan, mortgages have not been a factor in 

many family budgets until fairly recently. Table 5-36 

shows that at every income level the percentage of people 

having a mortgage increased during the 1970s. It also 

shows that the percentage of monthly income going for mort

gage payments rose dramatically between 19 70 and 19 78, more 

than doubling for most of the income groups. In just the 

three years between 19 75 and 19 78, each of the groups 

underwent substantial change in their housing budgets. 

In general then, monthly expenditures for housing 

are increasing a great deal, for a number of reasons— 

there is an increasing tendency to buy rather than rent, 

the cost of new homes is rising rapidly, and most people 

who buy homes now must have mortgages, which add to the 

cost in terms of monthly expenditures. It may no longer 

be true, as it was in the past, that the family's housing 

costs will drop below 10-15% of their income within a 

few years of the acquisition of the house. 
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Table 5-36 

Mortgage Payments by Income Level 

Income % Having a % Monthly Income 
Level Year Mortgage for Mortgage 

I 1970 5 11 

l 2 0 i )  1975 5 11 

1978 12 13 

II 1970 10 5 

1975 14 15 

1978 17 21 

III 1970 16 10 

20%?1S 1975 19 20 

1978 27 27 

IV 1970 23 16 

1975 28 21 

1978 34 36 

V 1970 21 12 

2^ 1975 31 21 

1978 41 31 

Source: Kokumin seikatsu hakusho 1979, p. 57. 
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Financing 

The question of financing is closely related to 

that of affordability. The more costly a house is, com

pared to the family's financial resources, the more likely 

that they will need a mortgage to finance part of the pur

chase price of the new home. But having a mortgage in 

turn makes the family's monthly housing payments higher 

because of the interest. The increasing incidence of home 

mortgages is thus related to the fact that housing payments 

are rising as part of the family budget. 

In Table 5-37, the percentages of households with 

mortgage's are broken down by the age of the head of the 

household. While every age group showed an increasing 

tendency to have a mortgage, the greatest increase from 

1970 to 1978 was in the age group of the early 30s. It 

is in this age group that the greatest gap exists between 

yearly income and the prices of the homes desired for grow

ing families. 

As discussed previously, the average single-family 

residence costs over six times more than the yearly income 

of a salaryman around age 40. When this ratio is trans

lated into United States terms, it corresponds to a family 

with a yearly income of $15,000 trying to buy a home cost

ing over $90,000. The prevailing practice in the banking 

industry in the United States would not approve a loan for 



Table 5-37 

Percentage of Salarymen's Households with Mortgage 
(By Age of Household Head) 

Year 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-54 55-59 60-64 

1970 9.8% 10.8% 18.9% 23.1% 21.1% 19.8% 15.9% 11.6% 

1971 12.6 13.2 18.6 30.4 22.9 15.0 18.3 10.0 

1972 15.0 14.5 19.2 27.6 25.5 22.8 16.1 14.3 

1973 11.5 19.6 21.1 23.9 26.3 27.3 17.6 12.6 

1974 12.6 19.7 23.8 27.8 28.3 26.0 17.0 16.5 

1975 10.4 21.4 22.4 29.5 30.5 24.3 17.9 14.1 

1976 11.8 22.7 25.1 27.4 30.6 25.7 19.7 15.9 

Source: Kokumin seikatsu to ishiki no doko 1977, p. 102. 
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a house worth more than four times the family income, un

less the buyers offer a very large cash down payment. 

Homes are financed somewhat differently in Japan 

than in the United States, and the home buyer in Japan is 

required to put forth a more substantial down payment. 

Because the Japanese home buyer does not borrow the full 

amount, the amount he actually owes on home loans may be 

only about three or four times his yearly income. But 

since it may be just as problematic for a young family to 

offer a large down payment as to make large monthly mort

gage payments, in effect many young salarymen are priced 

out of the market for single-family homes and must settle 

for a smaller, lower-priced home. 

Sources of Financing. In order to understand the 

full financial impact of a home purchase on the average 

family, one must examine the methods of financing utilized 

by the home buyer. The total cost to the family of buying 

a home will depend ultimately on the methods of financing 

chosen. There are three primary sources of funds—savings 

and liquidation of other assets, JHLC (government) loans, 

and loans from private financial institutions. The rela

tive importance of these sources may vary with the type 

of home purchased and the age and income of the home buyer. 

We will discuss each of these various sources of funds in 

turn. 
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The source of funds that the family must consider 

first is the family's own assets, such as savings and the 

sale of another home or liquidation of stocks or bonds. 

From these funds, the family can make the large down pay

ment that is usually required for a housing purchase in 

Japan. In the United States, a down payment of 10-20% of 

the purchase price of a home is usually considered accept

able, and a bank or other financial institution will lend 

the rest. In Japan, however, the down payment is commonly 

30-50% of the purchase price, as can be determined from 

Table 5-38. 

This table shows that lower income people must 

produce a larger percentage of the purchase price as a 

down payment than do persons with higher incomes. Those 

in the lowest income group borrow less and are not as 

likely to have other real estate to sell. They depend 

relatively more on savings or other liquid assets and on 

other sources, which might include financial help from 

other family members. However, all of the income groups 

here borrowed less of the purchase price than is custom

ary for a family housing purchase in the United States. 

Table 5-38 also shows that families at the higher 

income levels were more likely than others to have 10-20% 

of the purchase price come from the sale of other real 

estate, presumably a prior home. In a 1975 Sanwa Bank 
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Table 5-38 

Methods of Financing Home Purchase 
(By Income Level—1977) 

Income Level Borrowed Savings & Sales of 
(Mil. Yen) Funds Liquid Assets Real Estate Other 

Less than 2 42.3% 40.8% 7.3% 9.6% 

2-2h 61.2 30.1 4.6 4.1 

2h-3 67.7 23.8 4.9 3.6 

3-4 67.2 24.7 6.1 1.9 

4-5 60.1 26.1 12.0 1.8 

5-7 67.9 19.1 11.7 1.2 

More than 7 54.5 24.8 17.9 2.8 

Average 58.7 29.3 7.5 4.5 

Source: Mitsui Fudosan Kabushiki Kaisha, p. 64. 
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study of over 600 Sanwa Bank loan recipients, real estate 

sales were found to be the most significant portion of 

the down payment in the age group of the 4 0s, as can be 

seen from Table 5-3 9. Stocks and bonds were relatively 

more important for those in their 50s as a source of funds 

for the down payment, while younger people relied more on 

savings. Overall, almost 8 0% of the down payments were 

from savings. The importance of savings as a percentage 

of the total purchase price can be seen in Table 5-38, 

while Table 5-39 shows each of the assets as a percentage 

of the down payment. 

The significance of real estate sales as a means 

of raising cash for the down payment can further be seen 

in Table 5-4 0, which shows the value in 197 5 of various 

homes which had been purchased one to five years prior to 

1975. The table shows that a home purchased in 1974 had 

appreciated 20% by 1975 and a home purchased in 1970 was 

140% more valuable five years later. Obviously, owning 

a home and selling it can be a great boon to a family 

needing a large down payment in order to buy a new home. 

Some other studies have shown somewhat different 

breakdowns of the sources of funds for housing purchases. 

In a national study conducted by the government's Bureau 

of Housing (Jutaku-kyoku), over 5,000 buyers of bunjo 

jutaku between April 1976 and March 1977 were surveyed. 
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Table 5-39 

Sources of Down Payment 
(Sanwa Bank Loan Recipients) 

Source of Funds Overall 20s 30s 40s 50s 

Savings 77.4% 81.1% 80.8% 73.2% 76.7% 

Stocks & bonds 9.0 9.5 7.0 9.5 12.1 

Real estate sales 13.6 9.5 12.2 17.3 11.2 

Source: Sanwa Ginko, Mai-homu shutoku-go no kakei 
ni kansuru chosa, p. 6. 

Table 5-40 

Appreciation of Real Estate 
(1970-1975) 

Year Purchased 

1974 1973 1972 1971 1970 

Price paid 
(Mil. yen) 15.01 10.58 8.81 8.83 10.24 

1975 value 
(Mil. yen) 18.02 17.04 17.50 19.27 24.55 

% Increase 20% 61% 98% 118% 140% 

Source: Ibid., p. 4. 



On the average, the people in this study had financed their 

homes 38.4% by down payment and 61.6% with borrowed money. 

Of the down payment, 52.5% overall came from savings and 

other liquid assets and 44.7% from the sale of a prior 

home. Within the borrowed portion of the purchase price, 

45.4% was lent by banks or other private financial insti

tutions, 23.9% was lent by JHLC, and 23% was lent by the 

salaryman's employer. These figures represented a de

crease in the relative portion of bank loans and an in

crease in the significance of JHLC loans from the previous 

year. Loans from parents or other relatives were listed 

46 as accounting for 2.7% of borrowed money. 

Japan Housing Loan Corporation loans are an impor

tant source of financing for many families, especially 

younger families with lower incomes, since it is easier 

to qualify for a JHLC loan than for a bank loan and JHLC1s 

repayment terms are easier to meet, as will be shown. 

JHLC has played a relatively greater role in the funding 

of individual "mansion" purchases than in purchases of 

single-family homes because for many years JHLC did not 

lend any money toward the cost of the land on which a 

single-family home was built. 

46 - -Minkan jutaku kensetsu shikin jittai chosa 
kekka (Results of Survey on Construction Funds for Private 
Homes), ed. Kensetsu-sh5 Jutaku-kyoku (Bureau of Housing, 
Ministry of Construction) (Tokyo, 1978), p. 86. 
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The percentage of the purchase price that JHLC 

lent on "mansion" purchases which it helped to finance 

can be seen in Table 5-41. The table shows that JHLC 

loans constituted about 40% of the purchase price of these 

"mansions." This shows the relatively greater signifi

cance of JHLC loans in "mansion" purchases than in pur

chases of single-family homes, such as the bunjo jutaku 

studied by the Bureau of Housing and discussed above. 

According to Table 5-41, the portion financed by 

loans from relatives was less than 2% of the purchase 

price in most of these years. Whether or not this figure 

accurately represents the role of parents when a young 

couple buys a home is a question which will be explored 

in the next chapter. 

The table shows the percentage financed by JHLC 

growing somewhat in 1978, with the portion financed by 

banks growing steadily smaller over the five years repre

sented. Actually, banks have gradually been coming to 

make more funds available for home mortgage loans. Since 

bank loans are generally more expensive and difficult to 

obtain than are JHLC loans, however, more bank loans are 

probably made to higher income families purchasing single-

family residences rather than "mansions." In Sanwa Bank's 

1976 study of 1,000 of its home loan recipients, 75% of 
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Table 5-41 

Sources of Funds— 
"Mansions" Purchased Through JHLC 

1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 

11-836 12.913 12.989 13.231 14.058 price (mil. yen) 

% Down payment 31. 6% 28. 7% 28. 4% 29. 7% 28. 5% 

% JHLC loan 34. 4 40. 3 40. 4 39. 8 43. 3 

Other loans (total)34. 0 31. 1 31. 2 30. 5 28. 1 

—Banks (21. 7) (21. 9) (19. 1) (18. 7) (16. 2) 

—Employer (8. 6) (6. 0) (6. 7) (6. 4) (5. 2) 

—Relatives (2. 1) (1. 4) (1. 6) (1. 5) (1. 4) 

—Others (1. 7) (1. 7) (3. 7) (3. 9) (5. 3) 

Buyers' average 
monthly income 
(thou, yen) 

219. 0 262. 6 264. 9 276. 4 291. 2 

Monthly mortgage 
payment (thou, 
yen) 

51. 1 59. 2 58. 8 59. 3 61. 4 

Average floor 
space (sq. m.) 

65. 6 68. 4 68. 9 69. 1 69. 0 

Average age of 
purchaser 

35. 7 35. 6 35. 3 35. 4 35. 6 

Family size 3. 2 3. 1 3. 1 3. 1 3. 0 

_Source: Jutaku Kin-yu Koko, Jutaku kin-yu koko 
kojin jutaku kensetsu, kos5 jutaku shikin riyo-sha chosa 
hokoku, p. 60. 
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whom purchased single-family residences, almost one-half of 

47 the purchase price on the average was lent by Sanwa Bank. 

Seldom do banks lend more than half of the pur

chase price, and it is probably not common for them to 

lend as much as one-half. Bank loans have not generally 

been a major source of home mortgage financing in the past 

because, for much of the post-war period, Japanese banks 

have been oriented toward investing in industrial develop

ment and have been skeptical about making private consumer 

loans. As Japan's industrial economy slowed down in the 

1970s, however, banks began making more funds available 

for housing loans. 

Table 5-42 shows the relative amounts of invest

ment in housing mortgages by banks and JHLC over a decade. 

In 1968, of the 3 trillion 357 billion yen's worth of 

housing property purchased in Japan, the total amount 

lent toward such purchases by banks and trust companies 

was only 5,. 8% of the total value of the property. JHLC 

lent only 3.8% of the total cost, as can be seen in Table 

5-42. 

In 1977, by contrast, banks and trust companies 

lent 26.3% of the total price of property bought that year, 

and JHLC lent 9.9%. Both the government and private 

47 _ Sanwa Ginko, Mai-homu nyushusha no heikm zo, 
p. 8. 
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Table 5-42 

Financing of New Housing Purchases 

Total Cost of 
Homes Purchased % Lent 
(in Bil. Yen) by JHLC 

3,357 3.8% 

4,189 3.6 

4,828 3.4 

5,215 4.3 

7,038 4.2 

9,878 4.6 

9,628 8.1 

11,081 9.3 

12,283 9.0 

13,080 9.9 

Mortgage Loans 
% Lent as % of All 

by Banks Bank Loans 

5.8% 0.8% 

7.8 1.1 

9.3 1.5 

12.8 1.9 

24.0 3.1 

20.4 4.4 

20.7 5.3 

24.1 6.3 

26.0 7.4 

26.3 8.3 

Source: Mitsui Fudosan Kabushiki Kaisha, pp. 84-
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financial institutions are becoming more involved in the 

financing of housing purchases, but the increase in bank 

lending activities in this area has been particularly 

remarkable. The last column in Table 5-42 shows that 

home mortgage loans have increased as a percentage of all 

outstanding bank loans from 0.8% in 196 8 to over 8% in 

1977, an increase of more than ten times. 

Banks have not only been making more funds avail

able, but they have also been making their terms more 

agreeable. The changing emphasis can be seen in bank in

terest rates, as shown in Table 5-43. In May of 1971, 

banks were charging an annual interest rate of 9.84% on 

mortgage loans. The rate had dropped to 7.62% by April 

of 1978. At the same time that lowered mortgage interest 

rates began making it more attractive for people to invest 

in real estate, banks were making it less attractive for 

people to put their money in savings deposits. Interest 

rates paid on one-year time deposits dropped from a high 

of 7.75% in 1974-75 down to 4.5% in April of 1978, as the 

table shows. 

Banks have also been making their repayment terms 

easier by extending the length of their loans. However, 

while bank terms have been becoming more favorable, they 

are still more difficult to meet than JHLC mortgage terms. 

The length of time permitted on JHLC loans—up to 35 years— 
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Table 5-43 

Bank Interest Rates 

Year 

1971 

1972 

1973 

1974 

1975 

1977 

1978 

Month 

May 

July 

Dec. 

July 

July 

Sept. 

Oct. 

Aug. 

Nov. 

May 

April 

Mortgage Rate 

9.84% 

9.60 

9.00 

9.48 

9.36 

9.00 

8.40 

7.62 

Interest Rate on 1-yr. 
Time Deposit 

5.75% 

5.25 

6 . 0 0  

7.75 

6.75 

5.75 

4.50 

Source: Mitsui Fudosan Kabushiki Kaisha, p. 86. 
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is generally longer than the length of bank loans, which 

are usually around 15 years. Moreover, there is a great 

advantage to JHLC loans in that JHLC's mortgage interest 

rate is lower than that of banks, having remained at 5.5% 

almost constantly since 1960. 

Lending Terms and Requirements. Many families 

finance their housing purchase partly through JHLC and 

partly through private bank loans; both the government 

and the banks feel more secure making the investment 

jointly. We will soon investigate exactly how this works 

out in terms of monthly mortgage payments in specific 

cases, but first we should examine who qualifies for JHLC 

and private bank loans and what terms of repayment they 

must accept. 

JHLC loans are granted generally on a first-come, 

first-served basis, but applications are accepted only at 

designated times—four times a year for periods of one 

month each. For example, January 2 8 through February 27, 

1980, was the third acceptance period of that fiscal 

48 year, and 51,000 loans were available. So many people 

hope to obtain a JHLC loan that the quotas are often 

met in the first few days of the application period; 

therefore, people watch carefully for the announcement 

of these dates and try to apply immediately. 

48 -Asahi shimbun: Yukan, January 25, 1980, p. 6. 
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Aside from the numerical quotas, JHLC loans are 

easy to qualify for. The following is a list of the JHLC 

49 
requirements which must be met by the applicant: 

(a) the borrower is planning to make the residence 

his home (not rent to someone else), 

(b) he has already purchased the land or has a long-

term lease on it (not relevant in the purchase of "mansions" 

or bunjo jutaku), 

(c) he must be living with other members of his 

family (a single person is not eligible), 

(d) he must have a monthly income at least five 

times the monthly mortgage payments to JHLC on the house 

he wishes to buy (income may include bonuses averaged over 

the 12 months, plus regular income of other family members 

if the applicant himself earns more than 50% of those com

bined incomes), 

(e) the applicant must have a cosigner/guarantor 

who meets the same income requirements, or else the buyer 

must purchase loan insurance from a government loan com

pany to cover the contingency of default, and 

(f) the applicant must be a Japanese citizen. 

JHLC also makes certain requirements concerning 

the home itself. The regular JHLC interest rate of 5.5% 

applies only to a house measuring between 30 and 120 square 

49 -Asahi shimbun: Yukan, January 25, 1980, p. 6. 
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meters; purchase of a home over 120 square meters can be 

arranged at an annual interest rate of 7.15% (although 

exceptionally large families or those with elderly or 

handicapped members may purchase a larger home without 

interest penalty). 

chase of a house depends on its floor space, type of con

struction, and location. JHLC generally lends more in 

urban areas where prices are higher and lends more for 

concrete buildings than for wooden houses. For any par

ticular size home, there is a range of possible loan limits, 

as shown below. The exact amount JHLC would lend within 

that range would depend on these other factors. The gen

eral range of loan limits for custom-built single-family 

51 residences is set out in the table below: 

The amount which JHLC will lend toward the pur-

JHLC Housing Loan Limits 

Floor Space 

40-50 m2 

Loan Limit 
(in Mil. Yen) 

2.5 

50-60 3.1 

60-70 3.7 

70-80 4.3 

80-120 5.0 

^ Asahi shimbun; Yukan, January 25, 1980, p. 6. 

^ Ibid., p. 7. 
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Loans for bunjo jutaku and "mansions" are figured 

on a different scale from custom-built homes, since the 

loan for a bunjo jutaku or a "mansion" goes toward the 

entire unit provided by the developer, without excluding 

the land. For bunjo jutaku in the Tokyo area, JHLC will 

lend up to ¥8.5 million for a home of ¥25 million, which 

is the upper limit. For "mansions," there are additional 

requirements that the building be less than one year old 

and more than five stories tall. The floor space of the 

"mansion" must be between 40 and 120 square meters, and 

the purchase price must not exceed ¥25 million (in the 

Greater Tokyo area). The largest loan available is ¥9.5 

million for a "mansion" of 80-120 square meters in the 

m V 52 Tokyo area. 

In general, the government does not make loans for 

the purchase of used homes, but there is an exception for 

"mansions" because they have the newest and strongest 

type of ferro-concrete construction. On a used "mansion" 

(3-10 years old), the government offers less attractive 

terms—¥6.6 million is the maximum loan, and the annual 

53 interest rate is 7.15%. 

JHLC loans are designed to help both developers 

and the family of average income seeking to buy a home of 

52 Asahi shimbun, January 24, 1980, p. 25. 

53 Ibid. 
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average size and price. Although JHLC requires that the 

buyer have a monthly income five times his monthly pay

ments to JHLC, this requirement is easy to meet since the 

JHLC loan is extended over a long period (35 years) at a 

low interest rate (5.5%) and since the amount of the JHLC 

loan is fairly small, anyway. 

There are several differences between JHLC loans 

and bank loans. A bank considers the eligibility of the 

buyer in terms of the buyer's total mortgage payment 

responsibilities. Where there is more than one loan 

toward the purchase price (as in the common practice of 

getting financing from both JHLC and a bank), banks re

quire that the total of all the loans equal not more than 

80% of the purchase price. The purchaser must come up 

with at least a 20% down payment. 

Another bank requirement is that the buyer's total 

mortgage debt repayment per year (including all loans from 

banks and JHLC) be within 30-40% of his total annual income 

before taxes. In other words, the buyer's monthly income 

must be at least 2% or 3 times his total monthly mortgage 

payments. This is actually not a very stringent require

ment, which may be one reason why default on home loans is 

increasing, as will be shown. 

It is difficult for many younger, lower income 

families to qualify for bank loans because the monthly 
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payments to the bank may be quite high, since the bank 

may lend more (up to ¥30 million), for a shorter period 

(usually no more than 15-20 years), and at a higher in

terest rate than does JHLC. The pattern of bank interest 

rates can be seen again in Table 5-43. The annual inter

est rate went up again, to 8.22% on home mortgage loans 

54 
by private banks, in February 19 80. 

Since bank payments are high and buyers in many 

lower income categories do not have much margin to spare 

between their income and their mortgage payments, banks 

require applicants to purchase loan payment guarantee 

insurance to cover the possibility of default. The bank 

buys life insurance on the home owner. 

Both JHLC and private banks offer alternate payment 

plans. One alternative is for the yearly payments to be 

spread out in twelve equal monthly installments. Another 

plan, attractive to the average salaryman, is for the 

twelve monthly payments to be much lower but for very high 

payments to be made additionally twice a year, at the times 

of the summer and winter bonuses to employees. If the 

buyer chooses the bonus plan, the bank or JHLC divides 

the loan into two parts, financing one on a monthly payment 

schedule and the other part on a semi-annual schedule. 

^ Asahi shimbun, March 13, 1980, p. 25. 
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Case Studies. A clearer idea of the cost of home 

ownership can be obtained by examining the prices and fi

nancing arrangements for specific homes on the market in 

late 1979 and early 1980. Major newspapers carry adver

tisements about the construction of new "mansions" and 

bunjo jutaku. When the new units are offered for sale, 

the developers provide all the needed information on fi

nancing—approval for JHLC and bank loans has been ini

tially obtained. The advertisements emphasize the conven

ience of the financing arrangements, such as JHLC loan 

availability, as well as the key drawing cards—the size 

of the unit and closeness to downtown. 

Table 5-44 outlines the financing arrangements for 

three "mansion" units in different buildings offered for 

sale around January 1980. Fairly typical cases have been 

chosen. Home 2 is of an average size, price and distance 

from downtown. Home 1 is a "mansion" much closer to down

town but only half the size of Home 2. Home 3 is a larger 

"mansion" further from downtown. 

Despite their many differing characteristics, each 

home differs in price by less than ¥2 million from the 

case before it. This is because the factors of size and 

location tend to balance each other out. The buyer would 

get a closer location but much less floor space for his 

money in Home 1. With Home 3, he would get more floor 
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Table 5-44 

"Mansion" Financing—Case Studies 
(January 1980) 

Home 1 Home 2 Home 3 

Distance from 
Tokyo Station 1.2 km 12 km 18 km 

Commuting time 
by train 

7 min. 16 min. 34 min. 

Floor space 
(w/ balcony) 

40 m2 
(44.7 m2) 

72 m2 
(80 m ) 

84 m2 „ 
(94.5 m ) 

Floor plan 2DK 3LDK 4LDK 

Price (in mil
lion yen) 19.2 20.9 22.3 

Financing— (Million yen and percent) 

Down payment 3.9 (20%) 4.2 (20%) 4.5 (20%) 
JHLC loan 6.5 (34%) - • > 9.5 (45%) 9.5 (43%) 
Bank loan 8.8 (46%) 7.2 (35%) 8.3 (37%) 

Mortgage payments— 

Bonus plan— 
Monthly JHLC ¥18,795 ¥26,850 ¥26,850 
Monthly bank 37,408 30,608 35,708 
Total ¥56,203 ¥57,458 ¥62,558 

Bonus times— 
To JHLC 97,026 145,539 145,539 
To bank 225,955 184,875 206,394 
Total ¥322,981 ¥330,414 ¥351,933 

Equal payment plan (monthly)— 
To JHLC 34,966 51,106 51,106 
To bank 75,067 61,421 70,107 
Total ¥110,033 ¥112,527 ¥121,213 

Required income per month— 

For JHLC loan ¥174,830 ¥255,532 ¥255,532 
For bank (30%) 366,777 375,090 404,045 
For bank (40%) 275,082 281,318 303,033 

Sources: Home 1—Asahi shimbun, January 24, 19 80 
p. 28; Home 2—Yomiuri shimbun, November 29, 1979, p. 14; 
Home 3—Asahi shimbun, January 25, 1980, p. 14. 
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space but would have to settle for a longer commute. To 

each of the commuting times given in the table, about half 

an hour extra must be added for time needed to travel to 

and from the train stations. Even the times listed as 

minutes on the train are minimum time figures, assuming 

one can catch a train immediately and suffer no delays. 

The monthly payments for Home 1 are relatively 

high compared to the purchase price because JHLC plays a 

lesser role in the financing than it does in the other 

cases. For a home with such a small floor space, JHLC 

will lend only ¥6.5 million, considerably less than the 

¥9.5 million it will lend toward Homes 2 and 3. This makes 

the percentage of JHLC financing less for Home 1 than for 

the others and means that the buyer of Home 1 will have to 

rely relatively more on expensive bank financing. In Home 

1, therefore, the payments to the bank are larger than for 

any of the other homes, although the purchase price of 

Home 1 is lower. 

Home 2 qualifies for the maximum ¥9.5 million JHLC 

loan only because the floor space of the balcony was in

cluded. Units must be at least 80 square meters to qualify 

for the maximum loan, and the indoor floor space of Home 2 

is only 7 2 square meters. 

Using Home 2 as an example, we can see how much 

income the applicant must have in order to qualify for the 



JHLC and bank loans in this case. Table 5-44 shows that 

the monthly loan payments to JHLC will be ¥51,106 if they 

are computed in equal monthly installments instead of on 

the bonus payment plan. Since JHLC requires that its 

applicants have monthly income of at least five times the 

monthly payments to JHLC, the applicant would need a 

monthly income, including bonuses averaged in, of over 

¥255,000 in order to qualify for the JHLC loan. This is 

not a high income requirement, and even many young people 

could meet it. 

To satisfy requirements for a bank loan, however, 

the applicant's total loan repayment (on all loans together) 

must not exceed 30% of his monthly income, including bo

nuses (40% for people of higher incomes than the average). 

For Home 2, all the payments together on an equal payment 

plan come to ¥112,52 7 per month. If the bank requires 

that this not exceed 30% of the applicant's income, the 

applicant needs a monthly income of ¥375,090, including 

bonuses, in order to qualify. In 1978, as Table 4-4 showed, 

the average household income, with a household head of 

about 40 years of age, was just above ¥300,000 per month. 

It is unlikely that many young families would have this 

much income. 

However, "mansion" buyers are generally younger 

people, in their 30s or even their 20s, as we have seen. 
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In order to help young families afford a "mansion," banks 

have begun to allow the monthly loan payments to be as much 

as 35% or 40% of the family's monthly household income. 

With the loan payments on Home 2 at 40% of income, the 

required income would be ¥2 81,318 per month—a more likely 

income for the young family. 

However, the young family may be quite pressed to 

meet their other expenses with 40% of their income going 

for mortgage payments alone. The mortgage payments are 

not their only housing-related expenses. Since a "mansion" 

is a condominium, they must pay a monthly fee for manage

ment and care of the common areas. They also must pur

chase housing insurance, furniture, etc. 

Table 5-45 lists four case studies of bunjo jutaku. 

All are 4LDK (a Western-style living room, dining room, and 

kitchen, plus four additional rooms), two-story types. In 

some cases, such as are shown in this table, the larger 

homes are actually closer to downtown, causing exorbitant 

prices for a home such as Home 4, built to appeal to the 

well-to-do. 

Those in more average income brackets would have to 

settle for something like Home 7, which is both smaller and 

farther away. The good thing about Home 7, however, is 

that the price is low enough (under ¥25 million) to qualify 

for JHLC financing. The other homes, all being above that 
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Table 5-45 

Ready-Built Single-Family Residences— 
Case Studies (January 19 80) 

Home 4 Home 5 Home 6 Home 7 

Distance from ,, ->n , . c , cr. , _ 
m , . 15 km 30 km 45 km 50 km Tokyo Station 

Commuting time • At • en cn . . .  2 0  m m .  4 2  m m .  6 0  m m .  6 0  m m .  by tram 

Floor space 118.7 m^ 113.4 93.3 m^ 87.7 m^ 

Floor plan 4LDK 4LDK 4LDK 4LDK 
(2 story) (2 story) (2 story) (2 story) 

Price (m mil- 107 6 55 39>7 18.45 
lion yen) 

Financing— (Mil. yen and percent) 

Down payment 77.6 (72%) 25 (45.5%) 9.7 (24.5%) 3.75 (20%) 
Bank loan 30 30 30 9.0 
JHLC 5.7 

Payments— 

Bonus plan— 
Monthly ¥127,610 ¥127,610 ¥127,610 ¥ 57,909 

Bonus times 770,300 770,300 770,300 323,695 

Equal payment 
plan (per ¥255,140 ¥255,140 ¥255,140 ¥111,858 
month) 

Sources: Home 4—Asahi shimbun, January 25, 1980, 
p. 9; Home 5—Asahi shimbun, January 24, 1980, p. 28; 
Home 6—Asahi shimbun, January 25, 1980, p. 20; Home 7— 
Asahi shimbun, January 24, 1980, p. 27. 
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price limit, must have bank financing, which is at a higher 

rate of interest and for a shorter term, making the monthly 

payments much higher. Banks lend a maximum of ¥30 million, 

so in a case like #4, the down payment must be almost 

three-fourths of the purchase price. The ¥25 million down 

payment on Home 5 is approximately equal to $100,000 (U.S.) 

at_ the contemporary exchange rate. 

In all of these cases, the applicant would need 

a monthly income at least ¥637,850 in order to qualify for 

the ¥30 million bank loan. That is far beyond the reach 

of most salarymen. The only hope for the average family 

would be to have another home to sell at appreciated value 

to help make a large down payment. 

Of course, it may be possible to find bunjo jutaku 

at each of the distances listed in Table 5-45 which are 

under ¥25 million and thus qualify for JHLC loans. However, 

they would most likely be in less desirable locations, have 

fewer conveniences to offer, and be of poorer construction. 

Thus we see that it may be very difficult for a 

young family to purchase a desirable "mansion" or bunjo 

jutaku without additional sources of support, such as help 

from parents. Without that, increasingly more young fami

lies have problems meeting their payments even if they are 

allowed to qualify for the loans. 
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Default. One sign that the cost of buying a home 

today is causing increasing strain on the family budget 

is the rapidly rising rate of default on mortgage payments. 

The rate of default on home mortgage loans has reached 12 

cases per 1,000 subscribers to home loan repayment guaran

tee insurance policies. 

In the fiscal year beginning April 1973, all of 

the companies carrying this type of insurance had to pay 

out in a total of 83 cases from among the 290,000 insurance 

contracts they carried. By fiscal year 1978, the number of 

insurance contracts had increased to 1,835,000 (almost six 

times more), and the number of cases in which they had to 

pay a claim to cover the subscriber's default increased to 

5,100 (almost 60 times more). In fiscal year 1978, 19 of 

the 20 companies which offered this type of insurance ended 

55 
up in the red on this particular type of coverage. 

JHLC loans are insured through a special government 

insurance company. In fiscal year 1973, the government in

surance company paid out in only two cases of default. By 

fiscal year 197 8, the number of claims had increased to 17 0. 

By December 197 9, three months short of the end of the fis

cal year, the government insurance company had had to cover 

340 cases of default—a doubling in less than a year.^ 

55 Asahi shimbun, February 27, 1980, p. 1. 
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Both private and government insurance companies 

have expressed grave alarm over this situation. The com

panies are making plans to require JHLC and banks to 

tighten their loan eligibility requirements. JHLC loan 

requirements have been too easy to meet since they con

sider only the ability to make the payments to JHLC, rather 

than looking at the total financial burden as compared to 

the applicant's income. Banks have also been asking for 

trouble when they allow the monthly payments to take up 

as much as 40% of the average family's income. 

The insurance companies also place the blame on 

the slowdown in the economy which has slackened off wage 

increases and particularly shriveled bonuses, which are 

so crucial to the home financing arrangements of many 

people. If the salaryman sets up his mortgage repayment 

schedule on a bonus payment plan and then the amount of 

his bonus is decreased, which can happen at any time, he 

may find himself in real financial trouble. The household 

head may have even found himself out of work as a number 

of companies went out of business during the economic crises 

of the 1970s. 

The largest share of blame, however, is placed on 

the young people who get caught up in the craze to own a 

home and who try to purchase a place they cannot really 
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afford, as well as on the banks and developers who do 

everything they can to draw young people in and make the 

lending terms seem reasonable. If the insurance companies 

succeed in their campaign to crack down on such practices, 

more and more young people will perhaps find themselves 

more financially sound but again—"homeless." 

The effects of the urban housing and economic 

situations on the family budget, particularly on savings, 

and on family relationships will be our next subjects of 

inquiry. 



CHAPTER 6 

SAVINGS AND BONUSES 

An investigation of Japanese family finances would 

not be complete without a discussion of savings. The Jap

anese tendency to save has been a strong cultural attribute 

figuring importantly into the growth and health of the Jap

anese economy. The ability to save has been partially due 

to the system of regular employment bonuses paid to the 

salaried employee. I shall point out ways in which changes 

are occurring in savings patterns and bonus payment plans 

that could have a variety of cultural and economic implica

tions for the Japanese family. 

Savings patterns will be examined here particularly 

in the context of home ownership, in an attempt to see if 

rising housing costs are likely to erode the family's ten

dency or ability to save. The situation is very different 

for wage earners of different generations, so I will show, 

by means of case studies, how families of different ages 

are coping with today's housing costs. 

Savings Patterns 

For one to understand the nature of Japanese habits 

and attitudes regarding personal savings, it is necessary to 

keep in mind a number of related features of the Japanese 

200 
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economic and social systems which are quite different from 

those in the United States. One point to keep in mind is 

that Japan has had a cash-based economy. Workers are paid 

in cash. Purchases are usually made in cash rather than by 

check or credit card. Because families do not have a check

book in which to keep convenient records of their expendi

tures, they make a special effort to keep careful records 

elsewhere. Most families have a budget carefully worked 

out to ensure that their cash is not dissipated before all 

essential expenses are met. 

Since the Japanese, until recently, did not make 

consumer purchases by credit card and it has been difficult 

to obtain bank loans for consumer purchases, people have 

had to save enough money for each purchase beforehand. The 

high amount of savings that each family's records might 

show, therefore, partly reflects the fact that the family 

may be planning to make some purchases with those funds and 

is not necessarily keeping the money for long-term savings. 

The fact that purchases have usually been made in cash, not 

on credit, means that debt service charges, or interest, 

have previously been almost non-existent as a category of 

household expenditures in the average family budget. 

Another point to keep in mind is that the family has 

felt it had to be self-sufficient at all times. Until re

cently, there was no government welfare system which could 
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tide them over rough times such as would occur, for example, 

if the main wage earner should become ill and unable to 

work. At present, government disability payments are very 

low. 

It is true that national health insurance takes 

care of medical expenses so that a long illness will not 

wipe out the family's savings. Another contingency which 

most families have not had to protect themselves against is 

unemployment. Nevertheless, people can still imagine sit

uations in which they might have to fall back on savings, 

and they try to be prepared for such emergencies. 

Most families keep the equivalent of one year's 

income in some form of long-term savings. They also keep 

a certain amount around the house in cash which they can 

use any time unexpected expenses arise. The idea is, how

ever, that these amounts are to be carried over from month 

to month or year to year and are not to be touched except 

in a true emergency. It is from these funds that the family 

derives a feeling of financial security against the uncer

tainties of the future. 

When we examine the amounts of savings held by 

Japanese families, we should keep in mind the reasons and 

purposes for such savings. We should not compare them to 

savings patterns in other countries without recognizing 

the substantial differences which may exist in whether or 
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why the people need to save. A close examination of the 

information available on personal savings in Japan may re

veal ways in which the Japanese habit of saving is changing 

or may not be as phenomenal as it appears at first glance. 

Reasons for Saving 

Ezra Vogel summarizes for us the reasons a salary-

man's family felt it had to save twenty years ago:"'" 

The general pattern of savings may be simi
lar to that of the American middle class, but 
the difficulty in obtaining loans and saving 
enough money to meet later expenses, the early 
retirement age, and the small size of stipends 
after retirement, all require the [Japanese] 
family to be more cautious in spending, to plan 
more carefully, and to put aside a comparatively 
larger proportion of savings. 

He found saving to be a struggle for the salaryman 

at that time: "On the small income of the salary man, every 

2 bit of savings requires sacrifice." "Sacrifice" is a key 

word here. The desire to save for the future security of 

the family was so great that people were willing to forego 

certain expenditures that they would have liked to make. 

The income of the salaryman rose dramatically over the fol

lowing twenty years, and the act of saving became easier. 

Ezra F. Vogel, Japan' s New Middle Class: The 
Salary Man and His Family in a Tokyo Suburb (Berkeley, 
1963), p. 76. 

^ Ibid., p. 73. 
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It became less of a sacrifice because the family had enough 

income to make almost all the purchases it wanted, within 

reason, and still have enough for saving. It is probable 

that most young people in Japan today have experienced 

little real sacrifice for the sake of financial security. 

While the young people know that their parents believe in 

saving and sacrifice, in many families there has been no 

necessity for the young people to refrain from spending. 

The United States, of course, has changed greatly 

since Vogel wrote the foregoing comments on savings pat

terns. Economic factors have made the American family feel 

it is no longer necessary or even wise to put money into 

savings, since inflation erodes its purchasing power. Fi

nancial advisors have convinced many Americans that it is 

wiser to make purchases on credit and pay for them later 

with inflation-cheapened dollars than to save up and pay 

cash for a purchase. 

The Japanese economy has not yet seen this sort of 

undercutting of the practice of saving, but attitudes toward 

saving may have changed in a more subtle way. While the 

general belief in the need for saving remains strong in 

Japan, belief in the idea of genuine sacrifice for the sake 

of saving (tsumori chokin) has declined. In 1970, 22% of 

the people surveyed replied that they believed in or 
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3 practiced tsumori chokin. In 197 9, only 13% made that re-

4 ply. Further erosion of this practice may be predicted 

for the future, since increasing affluence has given fewer 

people a need to sacrifice in order to put aside savings. 

Not only did the salaryman in Vogel1s time have 

some difficulty in putting aside savings but the amount he 

did save might also have been insufficient for all the pur

poses for which he needed funds. The major purposes for 

savings, Vogel tells us, were not to build up wealth which 

could be passed on to the children as an inheritance, but 

to pay for anticipated expenses later,, in the wage earner's 

life:^ 

Since retirement from most large companies 
and government offices is at fifty-five or six
ty, since retirement benefits are minimal, and 
since a man at fifty-five can expect to live 
about eighteen more years, families try hard to 
put aside savings for old age. This is often 
difficult because of the expense of educating 
the children. If, for example, the bread earner 
is thirty-two when his last child is born and 
supports this child through college to the age 
of twenty-three, the bread earner may be re
tiring the same year the child finishes college. 
This means that while some families may attempt 
to save for old age, they may have to choose 
between the children's educational expenses and 
savings for retirement. 

3 Asahi shimbun, January 9, 1980, p. 10. 

^ Ibid. 

^ Vogel, pp. 73-74. 
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Today the cost of educating the children remains a 

major expense toward which the family must save. The situ

ation has changed somewhat regarding the necessity to save 

for retirement, since retirement bonuses have improved 

greatly. The same young families who were anxiously saving 

for retirement at the time Vogel wrote are around retire

ment age today, and it is unlikely that they have anything 

to worry about, having saved, as well as having received 

retirement bonuses far greater than they would have dreamed 

of twenty years earlier. We will look at retirement bo

nuses in more detail later in this chapter. 

The main purposes for which young people today claim 

to be saving are listed in Table 6-1. It does not seem that 

the young people are thinking as far ahead as they may have 

been at the time Vogel wrote. They do retain a strong be

lief in the importance of having a fund to fall back on in 

emergencies but, other than that, their reasons for saving 

are likely to be targeted at specific purposes. 

Saving toward buying a house is a major purpose, as 

Table 6-1 shows. We may speculate that many of the "other" 

purposes, which also constitute a substantial portion of 

their savings, include specific expenditures contemplated 

in the short run. For example, many people in their 20s are 

still unmarried and may be saving toward the expenses of a 

wedding and setting up housekeeping. People in their 3 0s 



Table 6-1 

Purposes for Saving 
(Young People) 

207 

% of Persons Choosing 
as Primary Purpose 

Purpose 

Emergencies, illness 

Buying real estate 

Children's education 
or marriage 

Post-retirement life 

Others 

Age— 20s 

41.9% 

22.4 

10.1 

2.7 

22.9 

30s 

42.5% 

24.7 

13.7 

4.7 

14.4 

Source: Sumitomo Shintaku Ginko (Sumitomo Bank 
& Trust) , Niju-sanju-dai no chochiku sekkei (Savings Plan 
for Those in Their 20s and 30s) (Osaka, 1977), p. 7. 

Table 6-2 

Purposes for Saving 
(General Population) 

Purpose 

Emergencies, illness 

Children's education 

Post-retirement life 

Buying real estate 

% of Persons Choosing as 
One of Their Purposes 

1974 

81.5% 

54.5 

37.3 

32.3 

1977 

79.6% 

38.5 

32.0 

1978 

77.9% 

40.2 

32.2 

Sources: Jiji nenkan 1976, p. 193; Jiji nenkan 
1980, p. 188. 
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may be saving toward buying a car or other large consumer 

purchases. Only a small portion of the savings of the young 

people in Table 6-1 appears to be for such long-term goals 

as their retirement and their children's future needs. 

The problem of providing for the children's edu

cation is not one that can be set aside for long, however, 

since the costs of education are skyrocketing. The cost of 

a college education was recently estimated at from ¥500,000 

to ¥1 million per student per year.® As Table 6-2 shows, 

the cost of educating their children was a concern to over 

half the people of all ages in the general population who 

were surveyed in 1974 as to their reasons for saving. Un

fortunately, more recent figures on this question were 

unavailable. 

Retirement, although not uppermost in the minds of 

the young people surveyed in Table 6-1, was a factor influ

encing over one-third of the people in the general popula

tion (Table 6-2) to save. In fact, the number of responses 

on retirement has gone up slightly over the past few years, 

according to Table 6-2. This may reflect the fact that the 

average age of the Japanese population in increasing. We 

will discuss the costs of retirement in more detail when we 

investigate retirement bonuses in a later section. 

® Sanwa Ginko (Sanwa Bank), Kyoiku wa, ima (Educa
tion Now) (Tokyo, 1977), p. 25. 
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It should also be noted that around one-third of 

the people interviewed in Table 6-2 consistently reported 

that the purpose of buying a house or land was one reason 

for their saving. 

Amount of Savings 

The fact that the Japanese as a whole are continuing 

to save steadily, for whatever reasons, can be seen from 

Table 6-3. The most recent figures on total savings, to 

7 update Table 6-3, are ¥3.54 million per household in 1978 

and ¥4.37 million in 1979.^ 

As Tables 6-3 and 6-4 show, the preferred form of 

savings is time deposits, which have been growing steadily 

as a percentage of total savings. Time deposits are attrac

tive because they pay a higher rate of interest than do 

passbook savings accounts. Life insurance in Japan has more 

of a savings feature than in the United States, since the 

Japanese life insurance policy has a cash value equal to 

the amount paid in plus a small amount of interest. The 

stock market is generally viewed as too risky for the small 

investor. 

Table 6-5 shows that people are putting an increas

ingly large portion of their income into the bank each 

^ Jiji nenkan 1980, p. 188. 
Q 
Asahi shimbun, January 9, 1980, p. 10. 
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Table 6-3 

Amount of Household Savings 
(in Thousand Yen) 

Passbook Time Life 
Year Total Savings Deposits Ins. Stock Other 

1970 1,262 178 424 301 252 108 

1971 1,419 212 507 309 291 101 

1972 1,730 246 613 362 383 126 

1973 1,935 291 744 388 382 131 

1974 2,252 324 922 435 400 171 

1975 2,636 367 1,122 493 470 183 

1976 3,151 410 1,376 560 604 201 

1977 3,486 422 1,569 657 600 238 

Sources : Asahi nenkan 1976, p. 480; Asahi nenkan 
1979, p. 388. 

Table 6-4 

Nature of Savings 
(As % of Liquid Assets) 

Passbook Time Life 
Year Savings Deposits Ins. Stock Other 

1970 14.1% 33.6% 23.8% 19.9% 8.6% 

1971 14.9 35.7 21.8 20.5 7.1 

1972 14.2 35.4 20.9 22.1 7.3 

1973 15.0 38.5 20.0 19.7 6.8 

1974 14.4 40.9 19.3 17.8 7.6 

1975 13.9 42.6 18.7 17.8 6.9 

1976 13.0 43.7 17.8 19.2 6.4 

1977 12.1 45.0 18.8 17.2 6.8 

Source: Kokumin seikatsu hakusho 1977, p. 27. 
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1976 
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Table 6-5 

Bank Deposits and Withdrawals 
as % of Disposable Income 

Deposits Withdrawals 
Steady Cash 
Reserves 

19.4% 11.9% 34.9% 

19.4 12.3 35.5 

21.2 13.0 36.3 

22.6 14.7 36.5 

24.0 16.1 37.1 

25.6 16.3 37.0 

26.8 17.7 37.7 

28.4 17.5 38.2 

29.4 18.7 36.9 

31.0 18.4 35.8 

32.3 22.1 35.5 

35.3 25.1 34.4 

Source: Kokumin seikatsu hakusho 1977, p. 29. 
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month. Many companies now deposit the employees' wages 

directly into the employees' personal bank accounts. There 

is thus a higher rate of deposit, but the total rate of 

bank savings (given in Table 6-4) remains about the same 

or is declining, since much of it is also withdrawn the 

same month, as Table 6-5 shows. 

The last column in Table 6-5 ("steady cash reserves") 

represents not how much is newly saved each month but how 

much of the worker's income is consistently kept on hand 

to meet unexpected expenses. The percentage of their in

come that people kept for this purpose increased in the 

early 197 0s. Because inflation was increasing rapidly at 

that time, people worried more about the future and tried 

to increase their savings. The per cent of income kept as 

cash reserves has been dropping somewhat since then but 

still remains at about the same level as in 1965, as Table 

6-5 shows. 

When people are asked how much they would like to 

have in savings, they consistently report a savings goal 

of three to four times the amount of their actual current 
a 

savings. They tend to keep their sights high and rarely 

feel complacent, always striving for that elusive feeling 

of security. 

9 -Sumitomo Shintaku Gmko, p. 6? Jiji nenkan 1980, 
p. 188. 
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The amount people saved as a percentage of their 

disposable income grew steadily throughout the 1950s, 1960s, 

and early 197 0s, as Table 6-6 shows. We can see that sav

ing was difficult in the 1950s, as Vogel noted, but by 1973 

families were saving over 15% of their income. In the 

early 197 0s, their rising incomes gave them more of a mar

gin to spare, and they saved more, with their increasing 

concern over the inflation of that period. 

The percentage figures shown in Table 6-6 are con

tinued through 197 8 in the "cash or liquid assets" line of 

Table 6-7. There it may be seen that the amount of such 

savings dropped as a percentage of disposable income in the 

latter half of the 1970s. The rate in 1978 was back down 

to what it had been in the early 1960s--just over 10%. It 

seems that there has recently been some erosion in the abil

ity or desire'to save. 

It is sometimes heard that Japanese households save 

almost one-quarter of their income. The Japanese govern

ment sometimes quotes this figure; Table 6-7 shows how the 

figure is reached. The "total savings" rate of 24% in 

1974 or 22.7% in 1978 includes not only real savings (cash 

or liquid assets) but also any appreciation in the house

hold's real estate holding, plus any payments made which 

tend to increase the total assets of the household. 

^ Business Week, December 11, 1978, pp. 93-94. 



Table 6-6 

Savings as % of Disposable Monthly Income 

Year 
Net Savings 
(in Yen) 

% of Disposable 
Monthly Income 

1951 - -78 -5.0% 

1952 414 2.2 

1953 749 3.2 

1954 1,027 4.1 

1955 1,454 5.6 

1956 1,876 6.8 

1957 2,362 7.9 

1958 2,597 8.2 

1959 2,996 8.8 

1960 3,498 9.3 

1961 4,385 10.5 

1962 4,830 10.3 

1963 4,966 10.1 

1964 5,967 10.9 

1965 6,674 11.2 

1966 7,563 11.6 

1967 8,481 11.8 

1968 10,132 12.6 

1969 10,855 12.1 

1970 13,479 13.0 

1971 15,516 13.6 

1972 18,440 14.6 

1973 23,121 15.3 

Source: Kakei chosa (Family Income and Expen 
diture Survey): 1963-1975, ed. Sorifu Tokei-kyoku 
(Bureau of Statistics, Prime Minister's Office)(Tokyo 
1977), pp. 6-7. 
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Table 6-7 

Type of Assets 

Cash or liquid 

Real estate 
appreciation 

Debt payment or 
contractual 
savings 

Total 

Monthly Increase in Assets 
as % of Disposable Income 

1974 

2 . 6  

5.9 

24.0 

1975 1976 

3.5 

6.4 

22.7 

2.9 

7.3 

22.6 

1977 

15.5% 12.8% 12.4% 11.6% 

2 . 8  

8 . 0  

22.5 

1978 

10.6% 

3.0 

9.3 

22.7 

Sources: Kokumin seikatsu hakusho 1977, p. 30; 
Kokumin seikatsu hakusho 1979, p. 31. 

/ 
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"Contractual savings" include payments on one's life insur

ance policy, since this amount of money will later be re

turned to the household. 

The debatable part of the figures in Table 6-7 

relates to debt payments. The government defends its prac

tice of adding in payments made on installment purchases 

by arguing that if the purchase had not been made on in

stallment, the household would instead have saved the money 

to buy the same item. Or, alternatively, payment of the 

debt increases one's assets without depreciating one's 

savings. The government's arguments are tenuous, however. 

There is clearly a difference between saving to make a pur

chase and making purchases on installment credit. The lat

ter is a form of spending or consumption, not savings. 

Installment debt, although much less common than 

in the United States, is increasing steadily. Until 1969, 

fewer than 30% of all Japanese households had any debts; 

but in 1978, 49.2% of households had some type of debt, 

which might include mortgage or consumer loans."'""'' While 

over 50% of households still had no debts, the amount of 

debt contracted by the other households was great enough 

to result in an average debt of ¥3.54 million per household 

12 nationally. This represented a tenfold increase from 

Asahi shimbun, January 3, 1980, p. 16. 
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13 
the ¥350,000 figure for average household debt in 1968. 

As the economy slowed down in the late 1970s, the margin 

between household income and debt became narrower. In 197 5, 

the average household had after-tax income of ¥2.37 million 

14 
and debt of ¥1.83 million, for a margin of ¥540,000. In 

197 9, average household after-tax income was ¥3.59 million 

and average household debt was ¥3.54 million, a difference 

15 of only ¥50,000. Experts expect household debt to exceed 

household income any time now, as consumer credit becomes 

easier. While this may portend a great change in family 

finances in Japan, the Japanese family is far from bank

ruptcy since it has so far maintained a comfortable margin 

of savings on the average. It should be remembered, however, 

that there are many families, particularly among the young, 

with below-average incomes. 

Bonuses 

A major reason the average worker has been able to 

save so much and to improve his socio-economic status over 

the past twenty or thirty years has been the bonus payment 

13 Asahi shimbun, January 3, 1980, p. 16. 

Ibid. 

15 t w *  Ibid. 

16 T.., Ibid. 
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system. The worker's monthly wages are relatively low, 

particularly in his early years on the job, but he gets 

semi-annual bonuses. The fact that he receives these large 

lump sum payments twice a year acts like a form of forced 

savings and has contributed to the family's ability to save. 

The family has also had a feeling of economic security be

cause of retirement bonuses, which have been generous in 

the past decade. It must be kept in mind, however, that 

bonuses are not the same as contract earnings. The bonuses 

are largely a form of profit-sharing and are thus closely 

tied to the health of the company and of the economy. 

Semi-Annual Bonuses 

The average amounts of summer and winter bonuses 

throughout much of the 197 0s can be seen from Table 6-8. 

It should be kept in mind that these figures are only av

erages. The amount of the bonus depends on the size of the 

employee's company and his own base pay, which is deter

mined by his educational background and seniority. While 

poorly paid workers with small companies might not receive 

any bonuses at all, a middle-aged section chief in a major 

firm might receive from one to two million yen at each bo

nus payment time, as we shall see in one of the case stud

ies to follow. 

The fact that the semi-annual bonuses are tied to 

the family's savings plan is shown by Table 6-9. In this 
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Table 6-8 

Average Semi-Annual Bonuses 

Year Summer Winter 

1972 ¥196,400 

1973 ¥206,900 276,600 

1974 302,700 352,500 

1975 325,100 334,700 

1976 332,400 366,300 

1977 363,900 389,500 

Sources: Asahi nenkan 1976, p. 544; Asahi 
nenkan 1979, p. 419. 

Table 6-9 

Use of Bonuses 
(Received by Workers' Families, 

Summer 1976) 

Use % of Bonus 

Savings 46. 4 

Clothing 6. 4 

Durable consumer goods 6. 1 

Gifts 4. 4 

Travel, leisure 7. 7 

Living expenses 8. 8 

Housing payments 5. 3 

Other debt payments 4. 1 

Housing maintenance 3. 1 

Other 8. 5 

Source: Shohi to chochiku no doko (Trends in 
National Consumption and Savings) 1977, ed. Keizai 
Kikaku-cho, p. 89. 
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sample of respondents, almost one-half of the bonus money 

received was put into savings. Bonus payment time is also 

seen as a time to make long-awaited expenditures, however, 

and the ways in which the other half of the money was used 

are also shown in Table 6-9. 

House mortgage payments, at least among those sur

veyed in Table 6-9, were a minor portion of the expenditures 

of bonus funds. Probably, a majority of the people surveyed 

had not recently bought a house. As we have seen in the 

preceding chapter, many of those who buy a house today set 

up their mortgage payment schedules according to their bonus 

payments. 

Among those who have recently bought a house, Sanwa 

Bank discovered that almost one-third of its loan recipients 

were spending over 35% of their bonus payments on the mort-

17 gage debt. Another 4 0% of the loan recipients were spend-

18 ing 15-35% of their bonus payments on their mortgage. Ob

viously, since these families lost much more than 5% of 

their bonuses (the amount shown for the sample in Table 6-9) 

to their housing payments, they were very unlikely to have 

saved half of their bonuses, as did those families featured 

in Table 6-9. 

17 - -Sanwa Ginko, Mai-homu shutoku-go no kakei ni 
kansuru chosa, p. 8. 
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Retirement Bonuses 

The retirement bonus (taishokukin) was originally 

adopted by Japanese industry as a means of encouraging the 

lifetime employment system. In addition to promoting loy

alty to the company, the retirement bonus has served as a 

primary form of social security for many retired workers. 

Bonus Amounts. In the past, most companies figured 

the amount of the retirement bonus by multiplying the work

er's final base pay times the number of years he had served 

the company. This amount was paid to the worker in a lump 

sum at the usual mandatory retirement age of 55. Years ago 

it did not cost a company overly much to support a former 

employee adequately through his retirement years. Workers 

had a fairly low base pay, on which the retirement bonus is 

calculated, and the cost of living was not extremely high 

before the 1970s. 

However, wages (and therefore retirement bonuses) 

escalated throughout the 1960s and 197 0s, as Japanese com

panies competed for competent college graduates by fre

quently raising the starting wage. The cost of living has 

gone up right along with wages, so workers have now come to 

feel that they must have a substantial retirement bonus in 

order to face the future with some confidence. Most large 

companies have thus gotten locked into a retirement bonus 
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system which is expensive now and which promises to be 

much more expensive in the future. 

In 1975, a survey of the 500 largest corporations 

in Japan showed that the average bonus paid that year was 

¥15.9 million for the average retiree, who was age 55 and 

i 9 
had 32 years of service. Among those industries paying 

more than the average in this group were the petrochemical 

industry, with an average retirement bonus of ¥17 million, 

the life insurance industry with ¥19.2 million, the trans

portation industry with ¥21.8 million, and utilities with 

20 
¥25.2 million to the average retiree. 

By 197 8, the average retirement bonus in all the 

largest industries had increased to ¥17.1 million for a col-

21 lege graduate with 32 years of service. High school grad

uates with 38 years of service received ¥15.3 million, and 

junior high school graduates with 41 years of service re-

22 ceived ¥12 million, on the average. 

19 Mainichi Shimbun, ed. Teinen sonotoki (Manda
tory Retirement: The Moment of Truth) (Tokyo, 1978), pp, 
8-9. 

20 t w *  Ibid. 

21 Chuo Rodo Iinkai Jimu-kyoku (General Affairs 
Department of the Central Labor Committee), Taishokukin, 
teinen-sei oyobi nenkin jijo chosa (A Study of Lump Sum 
Retirement Bonuses, Mandatory Retirement, and Pensions) 
(Tokyo, 1978), p. 10. 

22 Ibid. 
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Since these figures are for the largest corpora

tions in Japan, the amounts are much greater than those 

received by a worker retiring from companies outside the 

top 500. While retirement bonuses, at least in major com

panies, have been increasing rapidly, the type of growth 

which was seen in the 197 0s in the amounts of bonuses is 

not likely to be seen in future years, due to industry 

attitudes toward the increasing burden imposed by the re

tirement bonus system. 

Industry Attitudes Toward Retirement Bonuses. The 

lump sum retirement bonus payment system is currently being 

reevaluated and modified in many companies. The companies 

believe that if they continue paying retirement bonuses 

at the projected rate of increase over the next ten years, 

they will go bankrupt. Like the Social Security program 

in the United States, the future of the entire program is 

in doubt because of increasing costs and increasing num

bers of workers reaching retirement age. While the system 

will probably not be eliminated abruptly, it is being sub

stantially modified now. And workers who are now in their 

20s or 30s may have serious reason to doubt that their 

prospects for retirement will resemble the situation of 

today's retiree. 

There are many facts to support industry's worry 

about its ability to continue with present retirement bonus 



systems. In 1976, 460,000 people (or 7% of the work force 

of Japan's largest corporations, employing 1000 people 

each) were in the 50-54 age bracket, on the verge of re-

23 tirement. By 1986, it has been predicted, 12% of the 

employees in these corporations, or 7 00,000 people, will 

24 
be in that age group. And among this larger group of 

people, a larger percentage will be college graduates, who 

25 
command higher pay and retirement bonuses. As one exam

ple, the Nagoya Railway Company paid out ¥900 million in 

lump sum retirement bonuses in 1976, and the projected 

lump sum payment to all retiring employees in the same com-

2 6 pany in 1983 has been estimated at ¥14 billion. Any 

company anticipating a debt of that size coming due might 

well feel tremors of anxiety. 

One modification which is now taking place is that 

companies are increasingly reluctant to use the worker's 

actual base pay as a basis for calculating the retirement 

bonus, since the base pay goes up every year with seniority 

and with the increase in the cost of living index the year 

23 -Asahx Shimbun Keizai-bu, ed. Sarariman shin-
jidai (The New Age of the Salaryman) (Tokyo, 1977), p. 204. 

24 . Ibid. 

25 Ibid. 

26 Ibid. 
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before. Companies feel they cannot afford to have the 

retirement bonus also escalate with the rising cost of 

living and wages, so they calculate the retirement bonus 

on a special base pay which increases at a lower, fixed 

rate each year. 

Another tactic some companies are using to fight 

off "taishokukin bankruptcy" is to shift gradually from 

the lump sum payment system to a pension system, which is 

less costly for the company since large sums do not have 

to be paid out all at once. There have always been some 

companies which used a pension system and some companies 

which used a combination of pension and lump sum systems, 

but there is a gathering trend today away from the sole 

lump sum, which most companies have been paying, toward a 

pension system or a combination of the two. 

What some companies, such as Isetan Department 

Store, are doing is allowing their employees to choose 

between the regular lump sum payment and a new pension 

27 plan. The company gives incentives for its employees 

to join the pension plan. Employees choosing pension pay

ments get a high rate of interest, which in effect allows 

them to double the total amount they will receive, but 

2 8 it is spread out over ten or fifteen years. 

27 Asahi shimbun, November 1, 197 9, p. 9. 
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Other companies do not want to offer much interest, 

but they encourage their employees to accept some portion 

of the bonus as a lump sum and the rest of it in a pen

sion. These companies may offer incentives such as ex

tending the mandatory retirement age past the usual limit 

29 for those who choose the combination plan. 

Some of the nation's largest companies, however, 

are not seriously worried. Mitsubishi Corporation and 

Sumitomo Trading Company continue to compete for the re

cruitment of top employees by expanding rather than cur

tailing their retirement bonus plans. Mitsubishi offers 

a full lump sum payment plus a pension of about ¥50,000 

3 0 a month for life. In addition, in February 197 9, the 

company instituted a second pension system. Under this 

plan, the employee also gets about one-half of his final 

31 wage for two years after retirement. Since retirement is 

at age 58, this means until age 60. The company is now 

thinking of extending this extra benefit until age 65, or 

32 even for the life of the employee. Sumitomo also bucks 

the trend by keeping a cost-of-living escalator in its 

29 Asahi shimbun, November 1, 1979, p. 9. 

30 Ibid. 

31 Ibid. 

32 Ibid. 
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retirement bonus calculations. While Sumitomo's average 

monthly pension payments per retired employee were ¥30,000 

in 1969, in 1979 the average was ¥120,000.33 

Employee Attitudes Toward Retirement Bonuses. While 

workers for such large and prosperous companies may have 

little to worry about, the majority of the country's work

ers do feel they have reason to be concerned. Many of them 

believe they will need a large lump sum payment in order to 

meet extraordinary expenses occurring at that time of life. 

Some workers count on the lump sum payment to enable them 

to purchase a house to live in for the remainder of their 

lives. Others plan to use part of the lump sum to pay off 

their existing mortgage or to help pay for their children's 

college education or marriage. Employees worry that if 

their employers are allowed to phase out the lump sum bonus 

payment system, it will be a precedent which could make it 

easier for the companies to phase out their pension plans 

eventually, too, if these also become too expensive. 

Of course, workers have been partially responsible 

for bringing the problem on themselves, by pressing for 

extension of the mandatory retirement age limit. Under 

the seniority employment system, each year an employee 

stays on with the company brings an increase in his base 

33 Asahi shimbun, November 1, 197 9, p. 9. 
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pay. The fact that more workers are now retiring somewhat 

later thus also contributes to making their retirement 

bonuses more expensive for the company. 

In 1965, 82% of the 350 largest corporations in 

34 Japan retired their workers at age 55. In 1976, only 

42% of the largest companies set the mandatory retirement 

35 age at 55; another 42% had retirement ages from 56 to 59. 

Already, by 1976, 16% of the companies had gone to a manda-

3 6 
tory retirement age of 60. Since the average life ex

pectancy in 1976 was 72 for males (77 for females), most 

workers faced 12-17 years of life after retirement. At 

retirement, 25% of the workers surveyed still had a child 

37 in school, and 20% had outstanding mortgage loans. About 

one-half indicated that they would like to work until age 

3 8 65. Eight out of ten retirees sought and found re-employ-

39 ment for at least some period after their retirement. 

Some workers are allowed to stay with their companies, but 

40 their earnings drop by 30-50%. 

34 Asahi Shimbun Keizai-bu, p. 142. 

35 Ibid. 

36 Ibid. 

37 Ibid. 

38 Ibid. 

39 Ibid. 

40 Ibid. 
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It was recently found that, in the general popula

tion of persons aged 60 or older in Japan, 60% were still 

working, and 30.5% of all those aged 65 or older were 

41 42 working (50% of the men and 18% of the women). These 

figures are much higher than those for other major indus

trial countries. In the United States, for example, only 

46.3% of people work after age 60, and only 12.4% work 

after age 65. 

The reasons given by Japanese elderly people for 

44 
remaining on the job are listed in the following table: 

Financial Earn Extra Mental or Physi-
Age Group Difficulties Money cal Weil-Being 

55-59 74.0% 14.7% 10.6% 

60-64 64.0 17.0 17.9 

Over 65 4 9.4 18.9 31.1 

Average 66.8 16.1 16.3 

It is clear that many choose to continue working 

because they are seriously concerned about their financial 

situation after retirement. There is a strong feeling that 

the family bread winner needs to work between age 55, the 

41 Nikkeiren Times, February 7, 1980, p. 1, 

42 Kokumxn seikatsu hakusho 1979, p. 96. 

43 Nikkeiren Times, ibid. 

44 Kokumin seikatsu hakusho 1979, p. 98. 
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mandatory retirement age in many companies, and age 60, 

when government pensions start. A couple in their late 

50s might still have heavy expenses to make for their chil

dren's education or marriage, and if they spend most of 

the bonus on these things, they will not have enough left 

for all the retirement years ahead. 

In addition to those who feel they must go back to 

work after age 55, another 15-20% say they simply would 

feel more secure if they could put away a bit more money 

before starting to live totally on their savings and pen

sions. After age 65, the difficult financial pressures 

seem to ease somewhat, according to the foregoing table, 

and the worker may be thinking more about his desire to 

remain a vigorous and useful person. 

One reason for the financial difficulties of re

tired people is that workers retiring today may not have 

very high government pensions since they were not under 

the present welfare system when they started to work. In 

the future the situation may improve since Japanese govern

ment pensions are beginning to catch up with those in 

Europe. If the worker has a pension from his employer, 

too, he may be in good shape for his retirement years. 

Increasingly, the burden of providing old-age 

pensions will probably be shifted to the government since 
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most companies will no longer be able to shoulder such a 

large part of the cost. Of course, to the extent that the 

government must take over these social welfare programs 

that had previously been absorbed by private industry, it 

will mean that taxes can no longer remain as low as they 

have been. Everyone will have to pay. 

The Cost of Retirement Life. Although the average 

Japanese employee still has the promise of a sizable lump 

sum retirement bonus or pension if he retires in the fairly 

near future, he may still tend to worry about the future 

because he probably has many years ahead of him and the 

cost of living is high. 

It is difficult to choose one type of person who 

is typical of the "average retiree" since his situation 

will differ from others' depending on his level of educa

tion, the size and type of company he has worked for, and 

on whether he was a public employee or was self-employed. 

Nevertheless, the range of differences is probably less 

than that in the United States, so it may be possible to 

formulate some profile of the financial situation of the 

generation now retiring. 

First we should consider the cost of living for a 

retired couple—i.e., how much they will need to live on 

for the rest of their expected life spans. Then we will 

compare the anticipated expenses to the average couple's 
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financial resources—the retirement bonus, savings, and 

pensions. 

Sanwa Bank figured in 1977 that it cost ¥133,000 

45 a month to support a retired man and wife. Postulating 

an increase in the cost of living of 6% per year, Sanwa 

Bank calculated that it would cost ¥45 million in total to 

support the couple from retirement until the end of the 

46 husband's life expectancy. Since the wife is expected 

to outlive her husband by several years, it would require 

¥22 million more, or a total of ¥67 million, to take care 

47 of everything until the death of the wife. 

To help meet these expenses, government pensions 

are available to most households. There are two main types 

of government pensions. One is called kosei nenkin, which 

means Employees' Pension, and is paid to those who were 

wage earners or salarymen (excluding public employees, who 

have their own pension program). Kosei nenkin payments be

gin at age 60. In 1978, the average payment was ¥82,708 

48 per month. The other type of government pension program 

is called kokumin nenkin, or the National Pension. This 

45 - -Sanwa Ginko, Rogo wa, misesu (Retirement and the 
Mrs.) (Tokyo, 1977), p. 16. 

46 Ibid., p. 17. 

47 Ibid. 

48 Kokumin seikatsu hakusho 1979, p. 95. 
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program pays out to people who are self-employed or other

wise do not have a pension from any other source. The pen

sion begins at age 65, and the average payment is around 

49 
¥20-25,000 per month. 

Sanwa Bank estimated in 1977 that the average 

salaryman would receive kosei nenkin payments totaling 

¥37 million from age 60 to the end of his life.^ This 

would leave ¥30 million to be made up from other sources, 

according to Sanwa's estimate of ¥67 million to support 

both the husband and wife until the end of their lives. 

Of course, in addition to his government pension, the sal

aryman may get both a lump sum retirement bonus and a small 

pension from his employer. In addition, he has his savings. 

Average household savings were almost ¥4.5 million in 197 9, 

as we noted on page 209, and the worker who has reached 

retirement age probably has more than the average. If he 

has about ¥5 million in savings and a retirement bonus of 

¥15-17 million, plus a small company pension, he may have 

just barely enough resources to get through his retirement 

years, according to the costs figured out by Sanwa Bank. 

In other words, at the time of retirement, retirees 

may seem quite well-to-do because of the size of their 

savings and retirement bonus plus their being able to look 

49 Kokumin seikatsu hakusho 197 9, p. 95. 

50 -Sanwa Ginko, Rogo wa, misesu, p. 17. 
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forward to receiving one or two pensions. However, because 

of the long life a Japanese couple may be expected to live 

after retirement and the high cost of living in Japan, they 

must conserve their resources to make them last all through 

the retirement years. If they sacrifice some of their 

savings or retirement bonus to help their children buy a 

house, for example, they may in turn need to receive some 

help from the children in later years. Basically, though, 

the present generation of retirees is financially able to 

remain independent of the children for the remainder of the 

old couple's lives, particularly if the husband can make 

a little extra money at a part-time job or if he had an 

especially well-paying position during his working life. 

Family Budget Case Studies 

The financial situations of persons of different 

ages in Japan today can perhaps best be understood by 

looking at a few actual cases. We will examine the family 

budgets of a recently retired public employee, a middle-

aged salaryman with a good position, and a younger salary-

man in a lower position. The questions of how much they 

are able to save each month, how much they pay for housing, 

and whether they are independent of other family members 

will be significant and interesting to explore in some 

detail. 
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Case 1—Retired Public Employee 

The man in Case 1 is 67 years old, a college grad

uate, and has just recently retired after 45 years of serv

ice. One benefit to being a public employee (komuin) is 

that in most cases there is no fixed retirement age (the 

exceptions being college teachers and employees in super

visory positions). Because he was able to work so long, 

he was able to build up to a very good base salary at the 

end of his employment, and he therefore received a good 

retirement bonus as well as a substantial pension. Since 

he worked longer than a salaryman would have, he is in a 

better financial position today than a middle-ranking 

salaryman would be at retirement. Public employment is 

becoming increasingly popular for this reason, although 

the starting salary may be lower than in private employ

ment. A public employee will never make as much as a top-

ranking administrator in a big company, however; the public 

employee's possibilities for advancement are more limited. 

In Case 1, both the husband and wife receive pub

lic employees' pensions. The husband's pension payments 

are ¥240,000 a month, and the wife's are ¥100,000 a month. 

The husband also plans to work at a part-time job paying 

¥50,000 per month. These amounts give them retirement 

income of ¥390,000 a month. In addition, the couple has 

¥6.5 million in savings and will add the husband's ¥14 
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Table 6-10 

Family Budget Case Studies 

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 
Monthly Amounts (Yen) (Age 67) (Age 46) (Age 35) 

Income before taxes ¥490,000 ¥723,200 ¥369,500 

Income after taxes 460,000 620,200 333,500 

Expenditures— 

Food 55, 000 95, 000 

00 KD 

000 

Clothing 25, 000 30, 000 19, 000 

Utilities 13, 000 15, 000 13, 500 

Mortgage payments 0 63, 000 91, 950 

Housing repairs, up
keep, furniture 

25, 000 5, 500 11, 500 

Socializing, guests 

o
 

i—! 

000 15, 000 10, 000 

Hobbies, gifts 20, 000 35, 000 15, 500 

Medical, dental 10, 000 10, 000 6, 000 

Professional expenses 20, 000 65, 000 35, 000 

Car-related expenses 25, 000 20, 000 28, 000 

Children's education, 
gifts 19, 000 59, 500 20, 000 

Support to others 90, 000 50, 000 0 

Miscellaneous 25, 000 15, 000 13, 000 

Total expenditures— 337, 000 478, 000 331, 450 

Available for saving 123,000 142,000 2,050 

Total savings (million 
yen) 
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million lump sum retirement bonus to that. If he puts the 

entire bonus, less taxes, into savings, he can earn a total 

of ¥1.2 million a year in interest, or about ¥100,000 a 

month, giving the family a total income of ¥490,000. When 

taxes are taken out of all his retirement income, he is 

left with about ¥460,000 per month to meet his living ex

penses. This is well above the average worker's household 

51 
income of ¥304,562 in 1978, but this is at least partly 

because his wife had also been a public employee for many 

years and receives a pension. 

The couple's total living expenditures per month 

were about ¥337,000 in 1979, as can be seen from Table 6-10. 

Some of the items in the list of expenditures should be 

examined in further detail than is given in the table. The 

figure for utility payments in each of the case studies 

includes water, gas, electricity, sewer users' fees, and 

telephone charges. 

The couple makes no mortgage payments. The house, 

located in an outlying prefectural capital, is completely 

paid for and is now valued at around ¥15 million. The 

house is about 50 years old. The monthly expenses for main

tenance are high, since the old house has required several 

major repair projects in the past few years. 

^ Jiji nenkan 1980, p. 1119. 
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The figures on socializing and entertaining guests 

in each of the cases include going out to eat or having 

dinner guests at home. Hobbies and gifts include any items 

that family members buy for their own pleasure and any 

gifts given to friends and relatives on holidays or for 

other special occasions. Professional expenses include 

professional association fees, books, lunches with associ

ates, and commuting expenses. Medical and dental expenses 

also include cosmetics and hair care. In Case 1, the car-

related expenses are fairly high because the man uses the 

car to go to work rather than using public transportation. 

Although this older couple does not have children 

living at home, they have high expenditures for their chil

dren and grandchildren. They give an average of ¥16,000 a 

month to their son's and daughter's families in the form 

of clothing and other practical gifts. They buy books and 

educational items for their grandchildren in the amount of 

about ¥3,000 a month. Furthermore, they have been giving 

an average of ¥90,000 a month to help their son support his 

young family and buy a house. 

Even after giving so much help to their grown chil

dren, the couple still has ¥123,000 a month left over which 

can be saved. Their total amount of savings is already 

about ¥6.5 million, as was previously mentioned. Their 
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total expenditures of ¥337,000 are considerably higher than 

in the average household in this age group; average monthly 

expenditures for households with a head 65 or older were 

reported to be only ¥138,839 in 197 6. Estimating for 

increases in the cost of living through 1979, average 

monthly expenditures of households in this age group are 

probably now around ¥168,000, according to the government's 

measure. Obviously, there are some who spend much less than 

the average, as well as some who spend much more. 

If this couple eliminated the support and gifts 

for their children, they could bring their expenses down 

closer to the average. Their retirement income, however, 

is high enough to allow them to keep helping their children. 

They have this margin to spare because they have not tried 

to buy a new house for themselves and because there were 

two wage earners in the family before retirement. 

Case 2—Middle-Aged Salaryman 

In Case 2, the man is 46 years old, a college grad

uate, and an administrative section manager (kacho) with a 

large pharmaceutical manufacturer. His wife does not have 

a job, and his two children are aged 14 and 11 years. 

52 -Kakei chosa nenpo 1976, pp. 104-5. 
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When he started work with this company in 1956, he 

was 22 years old. His starting salary plus bonuses in the 

first year earned him an average of ¥13,732 per month that 

year before taxes. Amazingly enough, his total income be

fore taxes rose 53 times in the 24 years between 1956 and 

1980. This was due not only to regular yearly pay hikes 

and to generous bonuses from his successful firm but also 

to the fact that he was promoted to a responsible position 

in the company. 

At the present time, his base pay is ¥347,000 per 

month. He also gets a family allowance of ¥35,000, other 

allowances of ¥15,500 for such things as housing, and 

¥34,000 a month for extra duty pay. His summer bonus in 

1979 was ¥1.5 million, and his winter bonus was ¥2 million. 

All of these amounts together equal ¥8.678 million a year 

or ¥723,166 a month before taxes. 

The expenditures for food and clothing are higher 

in Case 2 than for the other cases in Table 6-10 because 

this family has two growing boys. The education expenses 

for the children are also high for this reason. 

The salaryman in Case 2 has relatively high ex

penses for entertainment, gifts, and professional expenses 

because he is in a position in which he must help to enter

tain clients of the company, maintain social relationships 
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with work associates, and belong to professional associa

tions, as well as continuing to educate himself for his 

work, which requires scientific and technical knowledge. 

Another major category of expenditures for this 

family is housing. The home is a 4LDK, two-story tract 

dwelling (bunjo jutaku) which the family purchased in 197 0. 

The house is 111 square meters, and the land area is 220 

square meters. The husband commutes about one hour each 

way, including a 20-minute walk to and from the train sta

tion. The house and land cost a total of ¥7.8 million in 

1970. A house of this size is now valued at ¥45 million, 

so he feels very lucky that he decided to buy a house at 

the time he did. 

The couple financed the purchase of the house by 

means of a ¥1.8 million down payment (one-third of which 

came as a gift from the wife's parents) and by taking out 

a ¥6 million loan for 15 years at 9.5% interest. The mort

gage payments come to ¥752,4 00 a year—¥35,000 a month 

plus ¥17 0,000 twice a year at bonus times--for an average 

monthly equivalent of ¥63,000. At the time they bought 

the house, the husband's disposable (after-tax) income was 

around ¥266,000 per month, so at that time his mortgage 

payments were about 23.6% of his disposable monthly income. 

Today his housing payments are only about 10% of his dis

posable income. He is in this enviable position because 
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he was already fairly well established (36 years old) at 

the time he bought the house, and he is not paying today's 

housing prices. A glance at Table 5-4 5 reveals that to 

buy a home of this size today, he would have to make a 

down payment of about ¥15 million plus monthly payments of 

about ¥255,000 on the remaining ¥30 million loan. Such 

payments would be over 40% of the disposable monthly income 

of even this successful salaryman. 

Since his housing payments in fact are low, how

ever, he can afford to send his oldest child to private 

school, plus sending ¥50,000 a month to his elderly mother 

to help with her support. He also has a substantial amount 

left over for savings, around 23% of his disposable monthly 

income. He puts about ¥25,000 a month into a life insur

ance policy and about ¥117,000 into the savings account. 

He has accumulated ¥9.8 million in total savings, and they 

also keep about ¥80,000 around the house to meet emergen

cies . 

Case 3—Young Salaryman 

In sharp contrast to the previous two cases, this 

young salaryman is barely able to make ends meet, yet his 

is a very typical case. He is 35 years old, a college 

graduate, and now a "clerk in charge" (jimu shunin) at 

a medium-sized machinery sales company. He has a wife 

and two children, aged 4 and 2 years. 
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His base pay is ¥215,000 per monthr and he receives 

¥47,000 a month in allowances from the company. His last 

summer bonus was ¥583,000 and his winter bonus was ¥7 07,000 

in 197 9. All of these gave him a total salary in 197 9 of 

¥4.434 million or ¥369,500 per month when averaged out over 

the twelve months. 

His most substantial expenditures are related to 

housing. In 1977, he bought a 2LDK "mansion" in Chiba 

Prefecture. He works in Tokyo and has a commuting time of 

about 55 minutes each way, including a 25-minute walk to 

and from the station. The "mansion" has a floor space of 

59.58 square meters plus a balcony of 4.48 square meters, 

for a total of 64.06 square meters. The purchase price 

was ¥16 million. The couple put 20% or ¥3.2 million down 

(over one-fourth of which came from their parents) and took 

out bank and JHLC loans of ¥12.8 million. 

The JHLC loan was ¥5.2 million at 5.5% for 3 5 years. 

The monthly payments to JHLC are ¥14,4 99 twelve times a 

year plus ¥80,855 twice a year, for a total of ¥335,698 a 

year or ¥27,975 when averaged out per month. He pays the 

bank ¥31,878 twelve times a year plus ¥192,561 twice a year, 

for a total of ¥767,658 a year or ¥63,972 per month when 

averaged out over the year. The JHLC and bank payments 

together come to ¥91,947 per month or over ¥1.1 million 

per year. 
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At the present time, this young salaryman's mort

gage payments are about 27.5% of his disposable monthly 

income. When he purchased the house, his payments were 

32% of his disposable income at that time. These are sub

stantial percentages, and it must be remembered that prices 

in the housing market have risen considerably since 1977, 

the year he purchased his "mansion." It might cost over 

¥20 million to buy the same sort of "mansion" today, and 

this would be very difficult for him to afford. 

In addition to the mortgage payments, he has other 
-v • 

housing expenditures. Since he lives in a condominium, he 

must pay a common area fee of ¥8,500 a month. That, plus 

¥3,000 for furniture and small repairs, gives him a large 

¥11,500 figure for housing maintenance. He also pays 

¥9,000 a month to park his car at home; this has been 

added into his car-related expenses. Furthermore, he must 

pay ¥3,000 a month to the condominium as working capital 

to cover unforeseen operating expenses; this has been in

cluded in his miscellaneous expenditures in Table 6-10. 

Although hjs children are young, he pays to send 

his oldest child to private kindergarten. It can be seen 

from Table 6-10 that, as a result of all his expenditures, 

he has almost nothing left of his disposable income at the 

end of each month. Yet he has ¥2.6 million in savings and 
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life insurance. He has been able to put aside this much 

only because his parents give him about ¥500,000 each year 

when he goes home for the New Year's holiday. His parents 

are well-to-do, and it is not likely that they will ever 

need his financial help or that he will soon be in a posi

tion to help them. 

These three case studies graphically illustrate 

the financial situations in which some people in each of 

these age groups find themselves today. A public employee 

or an established salaryman with a good position who is 

about to retire or who will retire within the next 10-15 

years is likely to be very comfortable financially. He 

can afford to give his offspring the best. A younger sal

aryman, however, may find it difficult to buy a house or 

to save money and uncertain whether his future bonuses will 

be great enough to help provide for his retirement. The 

housing situation has great bearing on the family budget, 

and the state of the budget may have various effects on 

relationships among different generations and different 

members of the family, as we shall explore next. 



CHAPTER 7 

FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS 

The relationships which exist between family mem

bers are affected by economic realities perhaps as much as 

by cultural values. While the cultural values placed on 

certain family relationships may not have changed-much over 

the centuries of Japanese history, the ways in which those 

values are expressed have varied somewhat, depending on the 

economic circumstances of the family. The roles of wives 

and of elderly parents are somewhat different in agricul

tural families from those in merchant families and again 

are different from those in families supported by wage 

earners. We should be careful to use the term "tradition

al" only for the Confucian values which have remained con

stant over a long period of time and not apply it to any 

one style of family life solely. 

The post-war urban family has many significant dif

ferences from the pre-war agricultural model. The economic 

conditions which existed in the 1960s and 1970s gave the 

young male wage earner a uniquely dominant role in the fam

ily and in society. He was on the way to becoming indepen

dent, self-sufficient, and prosperous at an earlier age 

than his forefathers had. His economic dependence on his 

father was cut off soon after he acquired his won job. He 

246 
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moved out of his parents' home after his marriage. He need

ed his wife only to stay home and take care of things there, 

not to contribute to earning the family's livelihood. In 

terms of the family's actual living patterns, the Japanese 

family then looked very much like the American family of 

ten years earlier—in the period of the 1950s and early 

1960s. 

Change is again occurring in Japan—slowly and al

ways within the framework of the traditional and accepted 

values of family life, such as the emphasis on hierarchy 

and submission to authority. We should be wary of assuming 

that change will necessarily occur in the same direction 

that it has in the United States or other highly developed 

countries; the Japanese family will probably always retain 

certain uniquely Japanese characteristics. And yet, we 

may find that family life has actually changed and will 

continue to change more than the average Japanese would ad

mit to himself—more than one might assume by simply talk

ing to people about their attitudes toward family relation

ships . 

The impetus for social change lies in the economic 

and demographic changes which are inexorably taking place. 

We have seen that the high cost of living, particularly of 

housing, has been placing increasing economic burdens on 

the family. The expenditures and debts of the average 
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family, or at least of the younger family, may exceed the 

income of the salaryman. He is no longer in quite such an 

independent and dominant position; he needs help. Change 

appears particularly likely when we consider the long-range " 

financial outlook for today's salaryman—an outlook quite 

different from the course of events which shaped his fa

ther's life over the past two or three decades. 

The two family relationships we will examine from 

a basically economic point of view are the salaryman's re

lationship with his wife and that with his parents. His 

relationship with his children will also be explored to 

some extent, as it is significant for the future of the 

family. 

Husband-Wife Relationships 

A surprisingly large proportion of married women 

in Japan are now working as wage earners outside the home. 

We shall examine the factors which make this possible, such 

as higher education for women and fewer children than in 

the past, as well as the effects of the mother's working 

on the children and on the husband-wife relationship. 

Education of Women 

The changes which have occurred in women's partici

pation in higher education can be seen from Tables 7-1 and 

7-2. Table 7-1 shows that college attendance in general 



Table 7-1 

Percentage of High School Students 
Going on to College 

Type Attending 1960 1965 1970 1975 

Any college 10.3% 17.1% 24.0% 38.4% 

(Males) 14.9 22.7 30.0 44.1 

(Females) 5.5 11.4 17.8 32.4 

4-yr. university 8.2 12.8 17.1 26.7 

(Males) 13.7 20.7 27.3 40.4 

(Females) 2.5 4.6 6.5 12.5 

Source: Wagakuni no kyoiku suijun (Education 
Standards of Japan) 1975, ed. Mombusho (Ministry of 
Education) (Tokyo, 1976), pp. 214-15. 

Table 7-2 

Percentage of Women 
Among College Students 

Type of College 1960 1975 

Overall 20.0% 31.6% 

4-yr. university 13.7 21.2 

2-yr. college 67.5 86.2 

Source: Ibid., pp. 39-40. 
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has gone up considerably among the student-aged population. 

Almost three times as many young men went on to college in 

1975 as did in I960, and almost six times as many women 

did so. While the proportion of all students going on to 

four-year universities (here excluding two-year junior 

colleges) increased more than three times, the proportion 

of women increased five times. Nevertheless, even in 1975, 

men went on to college at a rate three times higher than 

that for women students. In other words, while women are 

going to college in significantly greater numbers than be

fore, there remains a large discrepancy between male and 

female education in Japan. 

Table 7-2 shows that women still constitute fewer 

than one-fourth of the students at four-year institutions 

of higher learning, while they almost exclusively make up 

the student population of junior colleges. Many of these 

junior colleges function as "finishing schools," teaching 

the young women homemaking and social skills aimed at 

making them better wives and mothers, not at finding a job 

outside the home. 

Number of Children 

Birth rates have declined significantly since World 

War II. In 1950, the birth rate was 30 per 1,000 persons 

in the population; that rate dropped to 16.9 in 1960 and 
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14.9 in 1978,1 giving Japan one of the lowest birth rates 

in the world today. This meant a significant drop in the 

number of children per family. In 194 0, the number of live 

births per woman was 3.39, but that dropped to 2.31 in 1962 

2 and 1.89 in 1977. In other words, today most families 

have only two children, and some families have one or none 

at all. 

A study conducted by the Japan Broadcasting Corpor

ation (NHK) in 197 6 reported that Japanese women expressed 

a desire to have more children than they had, with three 

3 children generally being seen as the ideal family size. 

However, 41% said they would not have that many children 

because they wanted each child to have the best advantages 

possible, and another 33% said it would be very difficult 

4 to house and support any more than two children. In other 

words, economic realities, more than personal desires, seem 

to be the reason Japanese women limit the size of their 

families. 

The women's feelings of the economic responsibili

ties involved in child-rearing are further revealed in 

Table 7-3. Quite a large number of women felt that it 

^ Yomiuri shimbun, November 30, 1979, p. 3. 

2 Kokumm seikatsu hakusho 1979, p. 108. 

^ Ibid., p. 109. 

^ Ibid. 
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Table 7-3 

Feelings of Financial Burden 
Created by Raising and Educating Children 

% of Women Responding 

Number of Considerable 
Children Burden Somewhat Not Much 

1 17.5% 37.8% 41.6% 

2 22.5 43.0 32.2 

3 35.5 42.1 20.7 

Source: Kokumin seikatsu hakusho 1979, p. 108, 

Table 7-4 

Percentage of Married Women Working 

Year 
No. of Married 
Women Working 

% of All Mar
ried Women 

Ag. or Self-
Employed 

Wage-
Earning 

1970 11,800,000 48.0% 18.3% 29.7% 

1975 12,450,000 44.7 21.3 23.4 

1978 13,760,000 47.6 24.3 23.3 

Source: Ibid., p. 109. 
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would be a considerable financial burden to raise three 

children. While almost that many felt that raising two 

children was not much of a financial burden, the greatest 

number felt that raising either two or three children would 

be something of a financial hardship. 

Participation in the Labor Force 

Having fewer children to care for but feeling that 

the proper rearing of children can be a very expensive mat

ter, more and more married women are entering the labor 

force. If this change has come about with less fanfare 

than in the United States, it is perhaps because the reason 

women go to work in Japan has less to do with "conscious

ness raising" than with financial need or a desire to enjoy 

more of the good life than can be purchased with the hus

band 's pay. 

In the early days of the post-war era, both husband 

and wife were proud of the fact that the salaryman's wife 

did not need to work—that she was freed from the many 

hours of daily labor that had characterized the woman's 

lot in an agricultural family or one that ran a family en

terprise. Going back to work is thus a decision that may 

not be talked about much, since it is to some extent an 

admission that the husband's earnings are inadequate. 

The fact that a married woman has a job may also 

not be viewed with pride by the family because it is not 
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likely that she has a job which will add to the family's 

status in any way. Most jobs available to women are part-

time jobs. Companies are increasingly willing to hire 

women as part-time workers since they can be paid a mini

mum wage, given no extra benefits, and laid off in times 

of economic recession. Furthermore, most women do not have 

a degree from a four-year institution which would enable 

them to find a professional or career-oriented job. They 

are likely, therefore, to accept jobs as department store 

clerks, for example. 

Table 7-4 shows that the absolute number of women 

in the labor force increased during the 197 0s. The rather 

surprising fact is that nearly 50% of married women worked 

all during that decade, contrary to the impression many 

5 people have of Japanese wives as always staying home. 

While the rate of working wives declined in agricultural 

or self-employed families, according to Table 7-4, it went 

up steadily in wage-earning jobs which require the woman 

to leave the home environment completely for some part of 

the day. 

This is surprising because the pattern throughout 

much of Japan's industrial age has been that young women 

worked only until marriage or perhaps until the first child 

See also Joyce Lebra, "Women in Service Indus
tries," in Women in Changing Japan (Boulder, Colo., 1976), 
p. 109. 
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came along. Most of the women in the work force, therefore, 

were unmarried. By 1978, however, 55.4% of all working 

£ women were married. This means that more and more hus

bands have had to face the question of whether their wives 

should work. The changing attitudes of both husband and 

wife toward this question are reflected in Table 7-5, which 

shows that both spouses increasingly feel that the wife 

should take a job rather than stay home or at least that 

there is no set rule and they should judge by the circum

stances. There is still some difference between the men's 

and women's responses, but the difference is not as great 

as one might expect, with the notable exception of men and 

women in their 20s in 197 9. In that age group, there was 

the most notable trend toward the women's feeling they 

should work and not stay home. The young men tended to 

agree with them more than older men did, but there was 

still a wide gap, as the table shows. 

When non-working wives are asked whether they would 

like to work, a large number of them often express a desire 

7 to do so. One thing holding them back, however, is the 

problem of child care. Fewer women are living with their 

mothers-in-law or near enough to their own mothers to use 

^ Asahi shimbun, January 3, 1980, p. 16. 

7 Asahi shimbun, January 9, 1980, p. 17. 
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Table 7-5 

Attitudes Toward Wives' Working 

Should Stay Home Should Take Job Can't Gen-
If Possible If Possible eralize 

Year and 
Age Group Husband Wife Husband Wife Hus. Wife 

1966 (All) 72.6% 66.9% 10.8% 15.2% 14.8% 15.2% 

(20s) 74.1 64.8 13.0 19.3 12. 0 14.0 

(30s) 74.6 68.0 10.1 15.9 13.5 14 .2 

(40s) 73.3 66.0 9.7 13.9 16.1 16.8 

(50s) 67.1 68.2 11.4 13.3 18. 9 14.4 

1979 (All) 56.8 45.1 19.5 27.6 21.7 25.3 

(20s) 53.1 34.9 24.7 41.5 21. 0 21.5 

(30s) 55.9 41.6 21.0 30.9 21.0 25.4 

(40s) 58.3 48.1 18.0 22.9 21.5 27.7 

(50s) 56.9 52.4 18.4 20.1 22.8 24.6 

Source: Kokumin seikatsu hakusho 1979, p. 110. 

# 
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these convenient sources of babysitting services. City-

supported nurseries are not able to take all the appli

cants, but many women say that if they could find a job 

near their homes and could also have their children taken 

care of, they would take a job in order to contribute to 

paying for housing and providing educational opportunities 

g 
for their children. 

In another study of non-working wives who wished 

to work, 65.6% of the women said their reason for wanting 

to work was to bring in additional income, 15.8% said they 

had free time to utilize, and only 9.5% said they had spe-

9 cial skills or knowledge which they wanted to put to use. 

Thus again it seems that financial considerations 

are the most important reason for this particular social 

change. Although the average wife may also be looking for 

relief from the boredom of staying home, she does not go 

to work in order to satisfy her psychological need to "be" 

someone. Because her job probably does not demand a lot 

of her mental and emotional energies and because the job is 

not one which would pose a threat of status competition 

with her husband, the wife's working is not likely to be a 

serious cause for marital dissension. The amount of time 

g 
Asahi shimbun, January 9, 1980, p. 17. 

9 
Kokumin seikatsu hakusho 197 9, p. 111. 
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spent away from the home, however, may be a factor which 

necessarily has certain effects on the husband-wife rela

tionship and particularly on the children. 

Divorce 

The question of divorce is again one on which the 

"tradition" of Japan is mixed. The fact is that, in late 

Tokugawa times, moral standards were lax among the common 

people and divorce was easy. The husband and his family 

would decide within the first few months whether the new 

wife was satisfactory. If either the husband or his mother 

decided against the wife, the bride would be sent home and 

a note of divorce (mikudari-han) written in the family 

registry. 

The Meiji government set to work strengthening the 

institution of the family by initiating "moral education" 

and making divorce more difficult. The divorce rate, which 

was almost 3 per 1000 population in 1897, dropped to 1.2 

per 1000 by 1912."^ The rate continued to decline, going 

down to 0.7 in 194 0, but it went up again after the war, 

peaking at 1.01 in 1950."''''' In the 1950s the rate declined 

again, reaching a low of 0.73 in 1963, but thereafter the 

Kokumin seikatsu hakusho 1979, p. 116. 

Fujin hakusho (White Paper on Women) 1977, ed. 
Nihon Fujin Dantai Rengokai (Japan Association of Women's 
Organizations) (Tokyo, 1977), p. 20. 
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rate began to climb once more, hitting 0.99 in 1971, 1.02 

12 
in 1972, 1.07 in 1975, and 1.15 in 1978. There is thus 

a discernible trend toward more divorces, but still the 

numbers seem small since the rate in the United States 

13 was around five times higher in the mid-1970s. 

It is not easy to learn the causes of the increasing 

divorce rate since about 90% of Japanese divorces are now 

"no contest" divorces, requiring no official filing of 

14 reasons the divorce is sought. The remaining 10% who 

go to domestic relations court must give reasons for their 

request for a hearing. According to the Judicial Statisti

cal Yearbook (Shiho tokei nenpo) of 1976, compiled by the 

Supreme Court of Japan, the three major reasons cited by 

the husbands who initiated court proceedings that year 

were (in order of frequency): incompatibility, the wife's 

15 infidelity, and the wife's walking out. The three most 

commonly cited reasons given by the wives who initiated 

proceedings were: the husband's violence, incompatibility, 

12 Asahi shimbun, January 3, 1980, p. 16. 

13 
Asahi nenkan 1978 Supp., p. 305. 

14 Yasuhiko Yuzawa, "Sengo kazoku hendo no tokei-
teki kosatsu (Statistical Observations of Changes in the 
Post-War Family)" in Kazoku (The Family), ed. Masao 
Fukushima, vol. 3 (1977), p. 36. 

15 Kokumin seikatsu hakusho 1979, pp. 114-15. 
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16 
and the husband's infidelity. Wives initiated 70% of 

the court proceedings. "^ 

The increase in the incidence of wives walking out 

18 
(3% of contested divorce cases in 1963 and 12.5% in 1973) 

and in wives initiating divorce proceedings seems to indi

cate that the delicate balance of power in the family is 

shifting somewhat. While previously the husband had most 

of the say in these matters or it might have been his fami

ly's decision, wives now seem much more willing to take the 

initiative. The rise in "incompatibility" and in "no con

test" divorces indicates that today's divorces are decided 

upon in many cases for reasons which may be personal and 

psychological, not purely family-oriented. 

In an attempt to learn more about the reasons for 

uncontested divorces, the Ministry of Welfare sent ques

tionnaires to over 8,000 men and women who had obtained 

divorces between June and November 1978. Most people saw 

the investigation as an invasion of privacy; less than one-

fifth of the questionnaires were answered and returned. 

Although the study thus represents a limited sample, it 

^ Kokumin seikatsu hakusho 1979, pp. 114-15. 

17 'J Ibid. 

Yuzawa, p. 37. 
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provides us with a rare glimpse at some of the real reasons 

or circumstances behind divorces in modern Japan. 

According to the responses that were received, it 

seems that the average earnings of the divorced husbands 

were lower than the national average. 19 This was probably 

because the men were younger than the average household 

head, being mostly in the range of 30-34 years old. 20 Over 

half (52.3%) of the wives had been working, and about 35% 

of the divorced couples had been living with the husband's 

parents, while the national average for living with parents 

in that age group is about 10%. 21 These factors, as well 

as the couple's finances, could have been sources of strain. 

Over 55% of the divorces studied were actually ini

tiated by the wives, 35% were initiated by the husbands, 

and almost 10% were instigated by relatives. 22 The major 

reasons given by the husbands in this study were incompat

ibility and infidelity (either their own or their wives'); 

the wives said that their main complaints had been lack of 

earnings by the husband, as well as incompatibility. 23 

19 Asahi shimbun, November 1, 1979, p. 1. 

20 
Ibid. 

21 Ibid. 

22 Ibid. 

23 Ibid. 
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It would be interesting but difficult to get at the 

meaning of "incompatibility" to these Japanese couples. It 

is also interesting that the women tended to cite financial 

problems. Although impatience with the husband's lack of 

ability as a provider may be increasing as a reason for 

divorce, it is probably not a major social problem. Most 

wives are well aware that their financial problems would 

be even greater after a divorce since alimony awards are 

quite low. Child support payments from the husbands take 

care of only 15% of the cost of child-rearing; divorced 

wives generally contribute about 60% of the support of their 

24 children through the wives' own earnings. It is increas

ingly common for the women to be awarded custody of their 

children, in contrast to the traditional pattern of chil

dren belonging to the husband's family. Now about 6 0% of 

25 divorced wives get custody of the children. 

In a 197 6 survey, 3 0% of women who had been married 

at least three years admitted that they had considered ai-

2 6 vorce. Probably so few go through with it because of 

economic as well as societal constraints. Although more 

married women are now working as wage earners, they are 

not yet able to support themselves and their children. 

24 Fujin hakusho 1977, p. 20. 

25 Yuzawa, p. 38. 

2 6 Kokumin seikatsu hakusho 1979, p. 115. 
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Whether there is actually a relationship between 

the increasing incidence of working wives and the increas

ing divorce rate is not yet clear. Japanese women may be 

gradually becoming more willing to express their frustra

tions and to do things they really want to do despite their 

husbands' disapproval. But it is probably not true that 

Japanese women are ever going to assert as much indepen

dence as American women do. Independence is a much-valued 

trait in the United States, so it is natural that American 

women should cultivate it. Independence is not highly 

valued in Japan, so it is not likely that it is what Japa

nese women are seeking. Besides, Japanese women do not 

yet possess the strong educational background and earning 

capacity of the American woman. The Japanese woman is in 

a weak economic position and will perhaps remain so for 

some time to come. 

More subtle changes may be taking place in husband-

wife relationships than can be understood by looking at 

divorce cases. My observations of young Japanese wives, 

particularly those who have gotten away from Japanese so

cial pressure by spending some time in the United States, 

convince me that many of the young women are eager to "try 

their wings" somewhat when they feel they have the chance. 

They are increasingly likely to ask their husbands to help 
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with child care, let them go out to take a class or attend 

a social event, or do things together as a couple. One 

young wife, during a two-year stay in the United States, 

adopted the habits of smoking and openly criticizing her 

husband in front of guests. Her husband looked uncomfor

table but did not seem to know what to do about it. It 

does not seem that Japanese wives are really seeking the 

sort of close relationship with the husband that American 

women esteem, but I believe that Japanese women do want 

and are getting a greater range of opportunities to express 

themselves, however gently, in their marriages. 

A dramatic special program aired on Japanese tele

vision in spring 1980 attempts to deal with the tensions 

created in a family by a wife who wanted to go back to work 

27 
when her children were old enough to permit her to do so. 

The show aims at a sensitive treatment of the feelings of 

all the family members, including the wife, and represents 

a new societal awareness of women's psychological needs 

within the context of the family. 

Relationships with Children 

One of the major changes that occurred in the post

war family was that it became child-centered, as contrasted 

27 
The title of the show is "Mo hitotsu no michi 

(Another Way)." Asahi shimbun: Yukan, May 2, 1980, p. 12. 
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with the great emphasis on deference to age which had char

acterized the pre-war family. With the decline in the 

number of children per family, parents have had more time 

and energy to devote to their children. In place of the 

rigid code of discipline which was the norm in the large 

pre-war family, the post-war family has become more con

cerned with the psychological development of the children. 

What the child seems to need or want has become the basis 

for family decisions and activities. 

This modern trend in child-rearing is by no means 

unique to Japan, but in Japan there are some unique fea

tures to it. Since the future of the family has come to 

depend not on the eldest son's preservation of the family's 

land holdings but on his educational and career success, 

some neurotic "education mamas" hover over their children— 

over-protecting them and over-indulging them as well as 

helping and cajoling them to study. 

Today there are increasing signs of strain in the 

family, as shown by the rising incidence of juvenile crime. 

In 1954, there were nine juveniles arrested (for offenses 

other than traffic violations) per 1000 youths in Japan; 

2 8 
by 197 6, that rate had increased to 16.9 per 1000 youths. 

2 8 Hanzai hakusho (White Paper on Crime) 1977, ed. 
Homu-sho Homu-sogo Kenkyu-sho (Legal Affairs Research In
stitute, Ministry of Justice), p. 228. 
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Over the same period, Japan's incidence of serious crime by 

29 
adults actually decreased. 

Some cases of juvenile delinquency may be reactions 

against the parents' pressures to perform well. Other 

cases may be a result of overindulgence or simply nonin-

volvement by the parents. The fact that there may be some 

"generation gap" or lack of communication between parents 

and children was shown by a 1977 survey in which young peo

ple under age 2 0 were asked whether they found it meaning

ful to spend time with the family. Only 21.2% said yes; 

slightly more, 29.1%, found it meaningful to spend time 

with the family on holidays.30 Most indicated that they 

did not have much to talk about with their families. These 

responses showed considerably less interaction with the 

family than did responses from young people in other coun

tries in an international comparison. 3 

This is in spite of the fact that Japanese parents 

tend to be less strict than American parents, for example. 

In a study asking parents in the two countries how much 

freedom they allowed their children in various matters, the 

32 Japanese parents were consistently more indulgent. 

29 
Hanzai hakusho 1977, p. 102. 

30 Kokumin seikatsu hakusho 1979, p. 112. 

31 Ibid., p. 113. 

32 Ibid., p. 117. 
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What seems to be happening is that, despite the 

popular image of Japanese parents as being very concerned 

about their children and ready to sacrifice almost anything 

for them, there are a growing number of parents who are 

perhaps so caught up in pursuing material success that they 

do not spend enough time instructing and interacting with 

their children. This pattern is shown in Table 7-6 as the 

predominant type of child-rearing practice among families 

whose children had been arrested for an offense other than 

a traffic violation. 

Of course, with more mothers working and fewer urban 

families having grandparents around while the young people 

are growing up, there is less supervision of children's 

activities than there was in the past. The fault lies 

equally with the father, however, who is almost never home 

and who delegates all responsibility for child-rearing to 

his wife. Even with his sons, the father tends to remain 

distant and uninvolved. 

The fact that juvenile delinquents are increasingly 

coming from middle class homes with two parents, not from 

poor or broken homes, as was often the case in the past, 

can be seen from Tables 7-7 and 7-8. Juvenile delinquents 

now are more likely to be students, especially high school 
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Table 7-6 

Child-Rearing Practices 
(Families of Juvenile Delinquents) 

Too Too Little Lack of 
Year Strict Lenient Involvement Supervision 

1974 9.0% 22.1% 58.5% 2.9% 

1976 7.6 15.8 59.5 4.5 

Source: Hanzai hakusho 1977, p. 251. 

Table 7-7 

Socio-economic Background 
(Families of Juvenile Delinquents) 

Year Upper Middle Lower Poverty 

1955' * 0.8% ' 29.8% 59.5% 9.9% 

1975 2.9 82.8 11.5 2.8 

Source: Ibid., p. 250. 

Table 7-8 

Incidence of Broken Homes 
(Families of Juvenile Delinquents) 

Year Two Parents Father Only Mother Only 

1955 45.1% 16.8% 17.8% 

1975 66.0 3.7 9.8 

Source: Ibid., p. 249. 
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students, than to be blue-collar workers, as was the case 

in the 1960s.33 

While we cannot say for certain whether the in

crease in working wives in the 197 0s has caused this rise 

in middle class juvenile delinquency or whether there are 

a variety of reasons, it is likely that there is some rela

tionship between the two. Of course, becoming a juvenile 

delinquent is an extreme and unusual reaction to family 

change or strain. Most children adjust well, despite the 

fact that family life is undergoing certain changes. 

A study conducted in the mid-1960s gives us a pro

file of how much children's lives changed with the post

war urbanization. The study compared an agricultural com

munity in Yamanashi Prefecture with a white-collar residen

tial area in the Suginami ward of Tokyo. Over 300 families 

were surveyed in each locality. On some of the questions, 

only the 100-plus families in each location who had junior 

or senior high school students were considered. It is 

these questions with which we will be the most concerned 

here. The comparison between the two communities is set 

out in Table 7-9. 

Of the families with junior and senior high school 

students in Yamanashi, about half were nuclear families 

33 
Hanzai hakusho 1977, p. 252. 
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Table 7-9 

Family Life Comparison 
of Agricultural and Urban Areas 

Yamanashi 
(Agricultural) Question 

Type of family--
Nuclear 
Extended 

Who tended you at 2-3 
years of age? 
Father 
Mother 
Grandmother & mother 

Does your family own its home? 
Yes 

How long has your family lived 
at this address? 

Whom do you talk to most? 
Father 
Mother 
Others 

Whom do you regard most impor
tant? 
Father 
Mother 
Others 
None 

Who is at home when you— 
Eat breakfast? 
Both parents 
Mother only 
Father only 
Only children 

Eat dinner? 
Both parents 
Mother only 
Only children 

48.5' 
49.5 

0 
40.2 
55.2 

96.0 

50-100 years 

14% 
72 
8 

60 
3 
20 
10 

88, 
3, 
0 
4, 

91, 
1, 
3, 

Suginami 
(Urban) 

69.5% 
27.6 

3.4 
79.3 
12.1 

45.8 

Less than 
5 years 

9.1% 
71.2 
4.6 

59.1 
4.6 
9.1 
13.6 

38.7 
22.6 
4, 
33, 

56, 
34, 
6, 

Source: Takashi Koyama, ed. 
oya-ko kankei (Parent-Child Relations 
Family) (Tokyo, 1973) . 

Gendai kazoku no 
in the Modern 
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34 and half were extended families, as the table shows. The 

rate of nuclear families was higher in the urban area, of 

course, but it is interesting that even in the agricul

tural area, about half of the students did not have a 

grandparent in the home. At least when they were small, 

however, over 55% of the Yamanashi children had a grand

mother who spent time with them, while almost 80% of the 

35 
Suginami children had been raised by the mother alone. 

The agricultural area shows its stability and con

tinuity in the fact that almost all of the children's fam

ilies owned their own homes and had lived there for 50-100 

years. By contrast, the urban children clearly belonged 

3 6 to more mobile or newly settled families. 

The children in both samples indicated about equal

ly that their mother was the person they talked to most, 

although they retained a very low image of her importance 

in the family. Both groups placed the father equally high 

in their respect, although the urban children talked to 

him less.37 

The urban lifestyle perhaps has its greatest effect 

on the children in the matter of how much time they spend 

34 Koyama, p. 57. 

35 Ibid., p. 80. 

36 Ibid., pp. 71-72. 

37 Ibid., pp. 238-39. 
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with their parents each day. The children in Yamanashi al

most all had both parents present at both breakfast and 

dinner. In most of the urban homes, however, the father 

was not present at breakfast, and in a surprising one-

tr ird of the homes even the mother was not present at 

breakfast time. Almost half the urban children did not 

have father home for dinner; one-third ate with just their 

3 8 
mothers. 

It is in these matters that we see the effects of 

today's economic "rat race" on family life. This study was 

conducted in the 1960s; if we repeated it today, we would 

probably find even more change in the amount of time the 

children spend with their parents. 

In studies conducted in the late 1960s and the 

197 0s, parents were asked what gives them the most pleasure 

or sense of meaning in life (ikigai). When both parents' 

answers are included, the overall response is that being 

with the family is most important. When the responses are 

broken down by the sex of the parent, however, one finds 

that the majority of men rate their jobs as more important. 

A study by a large corporation conducted among sal-

arymen in their 30s and 4 0s points out what it terms "the 

O O 
Koyama, p. 282. 

39 Munesuke Mita, Gendai no ikigai (Modern Reasons 
for Living) (Tokyo, 1970), pp. 60-61. 
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new workaholism" (shin-moretsushugi) in the late 1970s. 

Men were asked whether they thought it was justified to 

sacrifice time spent with the family in order to work over

time at the company. A survey taken in 1974 had found that 

14% of men in their 30s and 18% of those in their 40s said 

yes; but the same question, asked in 1977, resulted in 

positive answers from 28% of the men in their 30s and 35% 

40 of those m their 40s--a doubling m only three years. 

The same study also notes that the reasons given 

by the "workaholics" are changing. In 1974, the primary 

reason mentioned for the desire to work overtime was loyal

ty to the company—wanting to help the company grow. The 

reasons given in 1977 showed the salaryman's increasing 

financial pressures in the post-"oil crisis" years. The 

men then explained that since the economy had slowed down, 

their bonuses would not increase, so the only way to im

prove the family's financial situation was to work longer 

41 hours. The irony is that they see themselves as doing 

this in order to preserve their homes and family life but 

as a result they are seldom home to enjoy that family life 

or participate in it. 

The results of the urban lifestyle, as we have 

noted, may be various forms of disaffection on the part of 

40 Yomiuri shimbun, January 18, 1978, p. 9. 

Ibid. 
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the children. In addition to their increasing unruliness 

and alienation from their parents, young people may be 

changing their attitudes toward those traditional values 

that their parents hold dear. In the study comparing the 

agricultural community in Yamanashi with the urban communi

ty in Suginami, the urban children were much less likely 

than the rural ones to say that the eldest son should sup-

42 port his parents or live with them. 

Relationships with Parents 

With more wives needing or wanting to work outside 

the home, the question of child care has become increas

ingly important. Perhaps the ideal solution is to have 

the grandparents living in the same house or at least near

by to help watch the children and transmit traditional 

family values to them. Support for this type of living 

relationship is still widespread, although one hears many 

stories about the difficulties that arise when mother-in-

law and daughter-in-law try to live together. We shall 

examine the extent to which the practice of living in inter-

generational families still exists and whether attitudes 

toward it have changed. 

A second way to measure the quality of intergenera-

tional relationships, in addition to living together, is 

42 Koyama, p. 264. 
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to ask which generation is contributing financial support 

and which generation is receiving it, once the second gen

eration reaches adulthood. Can older people still count 

on financial support from their adult offspring, and do 

they want or need to receive it? 

Intergenerational Living 

The fact that in the "traditional" family there 

were three generations living under one roof had a variety 

of cultural effects; it promoted respect for aged family 

members and provided a type of social welfare for the aged. 

The rush of younger people to the cities after World War 

II made inroads on this pattern, however, and the majority 

of families in Japan today are nuclear families. 

It is a misconception to think that the nuclear-

family phenomenon is a recent change, however. A high 

incidence of nuclear families predated World War II and 

even the beginning of Japan's heavy industrialization in 

the 1920s. About 50% of Japanese homes contained nuclear 

43 families in the 1920s. It was only in the late 1970s 

that the rate of nuclear families reached 60%, as Table 

7-10 shows. 

43 -Kokumin Seikatsu Senta (National Lifestyle 
Center), Toshi kazoku no seikatsu reki (History of Urban 
Family Life) (Tokyo, 1976) p. 15. 
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1962 

47.4 

1970 

57.0 

1963 

46.6 

1971 

56.6 

Table 7-10 

Two-Generational Families 
(As % of All Households) 

1964 1965 1966 1967 

54.9 

1972 

56.2 

54.9 

1973 

57.5 

55.5 

1974 

58.5 

55.4 

1975 

58.7 

1968 

56.1 

1976 

57.3 

1969 

56.8 

1977 

59.4 

1978 

60.3 

Source: Kosei hakusho 1977, p. 439. 

1965 

27.3 

1970 

19.2 

Table 7-11 

Three-Generational Families 
(As % of All Households) 

1971 

17.0 

1972 

16.4 

1973 

16.4 

1974 

16.1 

1975 1976 

16.9 16.1 

1977 1978 

16.0 16.1 

Sources: Asahi nenkan 1978, p. 415; Kokumin sei-
katsu hakusho 1979, p. 106. 
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The drop in the rate of three-generational families 

was most noticeable in the late 1960s, according to Table 

7-11. These two tables taken together do not equal 100% 

for any year because there are other types of households, 

such as single working adults and groups of non-linear 

relatives living together. 

These figures do not tell us what ages the grand

parents and children were who were living together in three-'* 

generational households. Such figures are not readily 

available, but it is most likely that the average family 

goes through different stages, being a two-generational 

family during the years when the young parents are estab

lishing a new household and raising their young children 

and becoming three-generational when the grandparents 

finally reach an age at which they can no longer easily 

look after themselves or when one grandparent has died, 

leaving the other one lonely. This is the pattern I have 

observed among my friends who are salarymen and in the fami

lies that I interviewed while doing this study. None of 

them are living with their parents; most of them have not 

had to give any thought to the question of where their 

parents will live in their later years. The parents are 

all healthy and have good incomes and full lives of their 

own. 
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One thing is clear—by the time the elderly parents 

reach age 65, most of them will have moved in with their 

offspring, as Table 7-12 shows. Although the percentage 

of elderly people living with their children has dropped 

somewhat in recent years, the rate is still about 75%, as 

the table shows. The numbers of elderly people living 

alone or with their spouse only are increasing, but they 

are still definitely in the minority. 

Table 7-13 gives more detail about these living 

arrangements, in a large sample of people surveyed by the 

Prime Minister's Office. Again, 75% of parents aged 60-74 

who had adult offspring were living with one of their chil

dren, most often with a son. Of the 25% who were not liv

ing in the same dwelling, half were within an easy commut

ing distance. A few were in separate dwellings on the 

same parcel of land. 

Thus we see that the traditional pattern has changed 

little, if at all, since the war. Although older people 

may have worried when Japanese law was changed during the 

Occupation to do away with the eldest son's legal responsi

bility to support his parents, it seems that there was no 

cause for alarm. The practice of caring for their elderly 

parents was not just a legal responsibility in the minds 

of the younger people. Whether young people continue to 
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Table 7-12 

Living Patterns of Persons Over 65 

Living Pattern 1960 1965 1970 1975 

With offspring 87.3% 84.8% 79.9% 75.5% 

With spouse only 7.0 8.5 11.7 13.9 

Living alone 3.8 4.3 5.3 6.8 

Source: Yasuhiko Yuzawa, "Rojin mondai to roshin 
fuyo no doko (Problems of the Aged and Aging Parent Care)" 
in Kazoku (The Family), ed. Masao Fukushima, vol. 3 (Tokyo, 
1977), p. 185. 

Table 7-13 

Type of Living Arrangement 
for Persons Aged 60-74 

No. People 
(N=7,471) % Situation 

5,584 75% Living with a child 

With son's family 63% 
With daughter's family 11 
With unmarried child 26 

1,887 25 Living apart from children 

On the same lot 11% 
Within one hour away 4 9 
More than one hour away 39 
No answer 1 

Source: Roshin fuyo ni kansuru chosa (Study Con
cerning Care of the Aging), ed. Naikaku Sori Daijin Kanbo 
Rojin Taisaku-shitsu (Division on Policy Toward the Elderly, 
Secretariat of the Office of the Prime Minister) (Tokyo, 
1975), p. 52 and p. 57. 
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care for their parents today out of genuine affection (nin-

jo) or out of a sense of duty (on), the fact is that they 

still express intention to carry on with this traditional 

practice. 

Surveys conducted in 1966, 1972, 1974, and 1979 

found that when people were asked the general question of 

whether one of the children should live with and take care 

of the parents in their old age, about 50-60% overall said 

44 yes and around 33% said no. One disturbing note, how

ever, was that there were some differences in the responses 

of different age groups; around 75% of elderly people said 

yes, but young women in their 20s and 3 0s were likely to 

45 be evenly divided on the question. 

The difficulties of intergenerational living are 

widely recognized today, of course. When the responses of 

young people are examined carefully, signs of ambivalence 

can be found. Young people tend to qualify their answers: 

"Yes, my parents should live with me if otherwise they 

would be too far away for me to visit frequently" or "Yes, 

my parents should live with me after they are no longer 

able to care for themselves," as Table 7-14 shows. The 

numbers who give an unqualified answer in favor of living 

44 _ _ _ _ _ Yuzawa, "Rojin mondai to roshin fuyo no doko," 
pp. 180-82; Kokumin seikatsu hakusho 197 9, pp. 99-100. 
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Response 

Best to live 
with parents 

Not if parents 
are healthy 

Not if parents 
live nearby 

Best to live 
separately 

No answer 

Table 7-14 

Young People Willing to Live 
With Parents After Marriage 

Overall 

49% 

25 

17 

7 

2 

Tokyo, 
Osaka 

33% 

27 

24 

11 

5 

Rural 

62% 

20 

10 

5 

3 

High 
School 

45% 

27 

19 

7 

2 

College 
Grads. 

35% 

29 

24 

8 

4 

Source: Roshin fuyo ni kansuru chosa, p. 31. 

Table 7-15 

Older People Desiring to Live With Children 

Situation 
of Parents 

More than adequate 
income 

Sufficient income 

Must have financial 
help 

Currently living 
with children 90.8% 5.8% 

Currently living 
separately 42.2 4 6.7 

Prefer Living 
Together 

81.7% 

85.6 

93.7 

Prefer Living 
Separately 

13.3% 

9.8 

3.5 

Source: Kokumin seikatsu hakusho 1976, p. 134. 
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with their parents are much fewer in large urban areas and 

among college graduates than among rural residents and 

high school graduates, as Table 7-14 shows. 

These signs of erosion in traditional values may 

be of concern to older people, but in many cases the older 

people are also sensitive to the difficulties of living 

together. While the desire to live with the children's 

families in old age is predominant and is not purely a 

function of economic need on the part of the older people, 

as can be seen from Table 7-15, there is also a tendency 

for those who can afford it to live separately, largely 

because they prefer it that way, as the table shows. 

As we saw in Table 7-13, among parents aged 6 0-74 

with adult offspring, 75% were living with their children. 

They were asked why they lived with their children; the 

responses are shown in Table 7-16. The great majority did 

not mention their own specific needs, emphasizing instead 

that it was a natural decision in terms of the total rela

tionship with their child. Those 25% who did not live 

with their children mostly gave the reason that their chil

dren lived too far away. It should be remembered that the 

children gave a different response; the children expected 

their parents to live with them if otherwise they would be 

too far apart to visit frequently. I believe that what 



_% 

3 

8 

7 

19 

4 

55 

_4 

10 

% 

42 

9 

14 

12 

14 

_9 

10 
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Table 7-16 

Reasons for Current Living Arrangements 
of Parents Aged 60-74 

Reasons for Living with Child 

Loneliness 

To receive service and care 

More economical to live together 

To preserve the family house or business 

Children insisted on it 

It's natural; both parties wanted it 

No answer 

Reasons for Living Apart from Children 

Too far away 

Children's house too small 

Don't want to bother children 

Children insist on it 

Only have daughters, no sons to live with 

No answer 

Source: Roshin fuyo ni kansuru chosa, pp. 54-57. 
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will happen when the time comes for the old people to need 

care is that, rather than returning to the family home to 

live with their parents, the young people will expect the 

parents to pull up their roots and come to live at the 

children's home. That choice may give the parents cause 

to hesitate and try to remain in the old family home as 

long as possible. 

The question of housing is closely related to the 

problem of care for the elderly. If elderly people give 

up their homes in outlying districts and move in with their 

children in urban areas, families may seek more floor space 

or other facilities in the home, thus placing more pres

sure on the already tight housing market in Tokyo and other 

large cities. The difficulty of housing all the elderly 

people in the future is illustrated dramatically by the 

projected increases in the elderly population in Japan over 

the next twenty years. 

In the short run, this pressure is likely to cause 

more older people to live with their children, but in the 

long run the enormousness of the problem will probably call 

for some public or governmental solution when the burden 

on families becomes too great. In the future, since there 

will be fewer young people available to support the growing 

numbers of older people, more and more older people may 

find themselves without a place to live when they need one. 
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The increase in the number of elderly as a percent

age of the whole population has grown rather slowly in 

Japan until recently. The rate of increase between 1920 

and 1975 was not dramatic, as Table 7-17 shows. Over those 

55 years, there was a rise of only 2.1 percentage points. 

Between 1975 and the year 2000, however, a period of only 

25 years, the amount of increase will be three times that, 

or 6.3 percentage points. This is an increase at a much 

faster rate than has occurred in any Western industrial 

nation. The number of years for the elderly population to 

increase from 7.9% to 14% of the total population was 125 

years in France, 80 years in Sweden, 60 years in West Ger-

4 5 many, and 4 5 years in England. Japan is expected to 

cover that ground in the 25 years between 197 5 and 2000, 

as Table 7-17 shows. The table also shows the proportion 

of elderly people as against that segment of the population 

that is of working age. While in 1975 there were 8.5 peo

ple of working age in Japan to support each person aged 

47 
65 or older, by 2000 the ratio will be about 4.5 to 1. 

While this rate of change is bound to cause some 

social problems, Japan is perhaps psychologically better 

4 fi 
Asahi nenkan 1979, p. 479. 

47 -
Kosei hakusho 1977, pp. 436-38. 
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Table 7-17 

Proportion of Persons Age 65 & Over 

Year 
Against Entire 
Population 

Against Working-
Aged Population 

1920 5.8% 9.0% 

1935 4.6 7.9 

1955 5.3 8.7 

1960 5.7 8.9 

1965 6.3 9.2 

1970 7.1 10.3 

1975 7.9 11.7 

1980 9.0 13.2 

1985 9.7 14.5 

1990 11.0 16.2 

1995 12.6 18.9 

2000 14.2 21.7 

Source: Kosei hakusho 1977, pp. 437-38. 
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equipped to deal with this problem than most other nations 

would be, due to the Japanese feeling for elderly people. 

Nevertheless, the problem will be all the more acute be

cause of the fact that Japan already has one of the highest 

life expectancies in the world—72.7 years for men and 78 

48 years for women, as of 1978. An elderly person in Japan 

may thus have 10-20 years of life after retirement to look 

forward to. Average life expectancy was only 47 years for 

men and 50 years for women in 1935; it did not pass 50 

49 years until after the war. 

This does not mean that Japan before World War II 

had no experience in providing for people of advanced age. 

The life expectancy figures before the war are low because 

they are an average of all deaths, and infant mortality 

was then very high. Infant mortality and deaths of chil

dren from childhood diseases which are now easily prevented 

served to keep the overall life expectancy figure low. In 

reality, however, once one had survived to adulthood, he 

had an excellent chance to live to be 7 0 years old even 

* - 50 
in the Tokugawll and Meiji periods. While a greater pro

portion of the population can now expect to live into their 

48 
Asahi nenkan 1979, p. 479. 

49 — — — — — Yuzawa, "Rojin mondai to roshin fuyo no doko," 
p. 175. 
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70s and beyond, the experience was far from rare in feudal 

times. It was then that the traditional views on care of 

aging parents were formed. 

Economic Dependence 

The question of whether aging parents will live 

with their children is related to the question of economic 

dependence, yet different from it. While most parents 

would like to live with their children in old age, this 

does not mean that they plan to be economically dependent 

on their children. 

Table 7-18 shows the responses from a nationwide 

sample to the general question of who should take the 

financial responsibility of caring for elderly people. 

The responses are not from young people but from those 

who are or would soon be considered elderly themselves. 

The figures for 1973 are particularly interesting because 

they show total lack of accord. Expectations about the 

children's duty had been almost cut in half since 1966, 

and expectations as to the government's (society's) role 

had risen. In 1969, most older people felt that they would 

not need government help, but by 1973 their confidence 

seems to have been shaken somewhat. The number of people 

who were not sure of the answer grew substantially. 
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Table 7-18 

Views on Financial Responsibility 
Toward Elderly People 

(Respondents—Persons 50 Years or Older) 

Whose responsibility? 1966 1969 1973 

Old people themselves 30% 33% 29% 

Their children's 42 35 22 

Society's 19 15 24 

Don't know 9 18 25 

Source: Kokumin seikatsu hakusho 1975, p. 149. 

Table 7-19 

Do You Plan to Rely on Your Child 
for Support in Old Age? 

(Respondents—Women Under.Age 49) 

Year Yes No 

1950 54.8% 25.2 

1955 45.0 30.5 

1965 35.3 47.3 

1975 26.0 50.3 

Source: Yuzawa, "Rojin mondai to roshin fuyo no 
doko," p. 183. 
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Mainichi shimbun has conducted yearly surveys since 

1950 on attitudes toward these matters. When this news

paper asked younger women whether they planned to be depen

dent on their children for support in old age, the answer 

was yes in 1950, by a margin of two to one. By 1975, the 

situation had been completely reversed, as can be seen from 

Table 7-19. Even women who are alone do not want or plan 

to be financial burdens. 

In a 1974 study of almost 5,000 people aged 30-49 

nationwide, these younger people were asked for their opin

ions as to who should provide for aging parents. Sixty-

two percent of all the respondents felt that the children 

should do it as a matter of course.^ There was a differ

ence in the responses depending on location, however; big 

city residents agreed by only 51%, while the response among 

52 rural residents was 69%. Overall, 11% felt that the 

children should do it if they were able (a qualified an-

53 
swer) and 24% felt it should be a public responsibility. 

When asked whether they themselves actually gave 

financial support to their parents, 59% of this sample said 

54 no and 40% said yes. Among those who were not helping, 

51 -Roshin fuyo ni kansuru chosa, p. 37. 

52 Ibid. 

53 Ibid. 

54 Ibid., p. 32. 
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however, almost half said it was because they had a brother 

55 who was doing it. About one-third said their parents 

did not need help; eleven percent admitted that they could 

not afford to give anything. 

A companion study of about 5,000 people aged 50 

and older gives the same picture. When these older people 

were asked whether they actually received economic assis-

57 tance from their children, 45% said yes and 55% said no. 

Of those who were receiving aid, 58% said it was substan-

5 8 tial, covering most of their expenses. Of those who were 

not receiving aid from their children, 7 6% said they did 

not need financial help, 16% said that the children could 

not afford to help, and 2% said that the children were not 

... . . . 59 willing to give. 

Of course, the extent to which parents will need 

financial help from their children depends on the parents' 

income level. Studies focusing on upper middle income 

groups find an even higher degree of economic independence 

on the part of the parents than did the studies we have 

55 - -Roshin fuyo ni kansuru chosa, p. 33. 

56 Ibid. 

^ Ibid., p. 61. 

58 Ibid., p. 62. 

59 Ibid., p. 63. 
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just discussed. In a study of almost 600 salarymen's fami

lies, all of whom had obtained mortgage loans from Sanwa 

Bank, couples aged 40-50 years were asked whether they felt 

they would need or want help from the children. Only 4.4% 

said they would want to receive as much help as their chil

dren could give; 21.7% said they hoped to receive partial 

help, and 68.4% insisted that they would not want any fi-

6 0 nancial help. When the wives in this group were asked 

whether they thought they would need or want to depend on 

their children after the husband's death, 49.7% still said 

no, 13.8% said yes, and 31% said they would like partial 

t, n 61 help. 

Thus we see that, while children generally remain 

positive toward the idea of supporting their parents, it is 

not likely that they will actually be called upon to do so. 

If their mother is alone, she may want to live with them, 

but she will probably not have to be financially dependent 

on them, particularly if her husband was fairly successful 

during his working years. 

Rather than financial help flowing from the younger 

people to their elders, it is highly likely that the parents 

60 Sanwa Ginko, Josei no rogo ni kansuru chosa 
(Women and Retirement Life) (Tokyo, 1976), p. 22. 

61 Ibid., p. 23. 
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will continue contributing financial support to their grown 

children. Today's Japanese parents are accustomed to 

spending huge amounts on their children and perhaps are 

more inclined to sponsor their children's education, mar

riage, and housing purchase than many American parents are. 

A Ministry of Education (Mombusho) study in 1976 

found that the cost of a college education that year was 

¥425,700 per child at a national university and ¥634,600 

62 at a private university if the child lived at home. If 

the child went away to school, the cost was ¥7 07,100 per 

year at a national university and ¥94 9,8 00 at a private 

6 3 institution. This is in addition to the fact that the 

parents would have already spent ¥2.4 million on the child's 

education through high school if he had attended public 

64 schools and ¥5.4 million if he had attended private ones. 

These figures do not include "cram schools" (juku), 

which are attended by about one-third of all junior high 

6 5 school students and even more in Tokyo. The yearly cost 

6 6 of this extra education is estimated at ¥60,000 a year. 

62 — — Sanwa Ginko, Kyoiku wa, ima (Education Now) 
(Tokyo, 1977), p. 25. 

63 Ibid. 

^ Ibid., p. 24. 

65 Mainichi Shimbun, ed. Ran juku jidai (The Cram 
School Craze) (Tokyo, 1977), p. 241. 

66 Ibid. 
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Education expenses may be completed by the time the 

parents reach retirement unless they had children fairly 

late. The expense of the children's weddings, however, 

may come at just about the time of the parents' retirement. 

The family must spend much more if they have daughters to 

be married than if they have sons, but in either case they 

have to contribute something. The cost of the average wed

ding in 197 6, including a honeymoon, was estimated at ¥2.8 6 
C. *7 

million. In many cases, the young person has been out 

on his or her own for a few years earning money, but he or 

she could have saved only a fraction of that amount. 

Thus it seems that parents today have a right to 

expect financial help from their children in turn, as a re

sult of modern economic realities and not simply feudal 

cultural values. It is probable that the parents will give 

up a substantial portion of their precious savings or re

tirement bonus to continue to help their grown children 

with expenses. When the aforementioned group of parents 

in their 4 0s and 50s were asked how they intended to use 

their retirement bonuses, the responses were 65.1% for their 

own retirement life, 14.5% to purchase a house or pay off 

6 8 
a mortgage, and 17.6% for their children. The prpjected 

67 — — Sanwa Ginko, Kyoiku wa, ima, p. 10. 

68 — — — Sanwa Ginko, Josei no rogo ni kansuru chosa, 
p. 29. 
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retirement bonuses for the families in this study were 

¥11.9 million for those who had worked for private corpor

ations and ¥14.5 million for those who had been public em-

i  6 9  ployees. 

When asked how long they intended to support their 

children financially, 33.6% said they would do it through 

their child's four years of college education; another 

46.2% said they planned to contribute to their child's wed

ding, and 10.4% said they would continue to help through 

70 their son's purchase of a house. 

In the 1974 study previously discussed, the elderly 

parents were asked whether they still were giving financial 

assistance to their grown, working children. In the 60-64 

year age group, 27% said yes. Furthermore, 19% of parents 

71 aged 65-69 said yes. 

It is increasingly likely that the young adult off

spring will need help not only with the costs of education 

and marriage, but with purchasing a house as well. As we 

saw in Chapter 5, more and more young couples are buying 

homes or would like to do so, and yet their incomes remain 

below that required to buy the type of home they want. 

^ Sanwa Ginko, Josei no rogo ni kansuru chosa, 
p. 29. 

^ Ibid., p. 24. 

71 - - -Roshin fuyo ni kansuru chosa, p. 65. 
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In Chapter 5 (see Table 5-41), we examined a finan

cing study which claimed that the average home buyer got 

only around 2% of his borrowed funds from parents or rela

tives in order to purchase a home. The funds listed in 

that study were called "loans" from the parents. From my 

interviews with several young family men who had purchased 

homes, it seems that what actually happens is that younger-

than-average home buyers do receive fairly large amounts 

of money from their parents to help them make the down pay

ment on a house. This is not a "loan" which has to be re

paid, and most of the young people do not declare these 

amounts openly because such gifts may be subject to gift 

tax. 

To help hide the fact that they received a large 

gift, the young people may take the down payment from their 

own savings but then accept money from their parents to 

help with their regular living expenses, since their sav

ings have been depleted. One of my interview subjects, 

Mr. N., handled the problem in a different way. He declared 

his parents' funds as a loan, to avoid gift tax. The gov

ernment requires that such a loan be paid back according 

to certain specified procedures, which Mr. N. followed. 

But meanwhile, he continued to receive funds as gifts from 

his parents on various occasions to help with his expenses. 
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These smaller gifts at the time of holidays are less likely 

to be traced by tax officials. 

Other home buyers receive help in the form of 

gifts (or inheritance) of land. A Ministry of Construc

tion survey in 1978 aimed to find out how new home buyers 

obtained their land for housing. It was discovered that 

of all those who had a custom-built single-family residence 

constructed in 1978 nationwide, 28.9% overall received the 

72 land from their parents as a gift or inheritance. Among 

home buyers in the lowest income group, which could include 

young couples, a much higher percentage (47.7%) had re-

73 ceived the land from their parents (without purchase). 

The cash value of such a gift can be estimated by 

looking at the average prices of land purchased that year 

for single-family residences. Nationwide, the prices 

ranged from ¥4.3 million to ¥17 million as averages in the 

lowest and highest income groups of purchasers, respective-

74 ly. In the Greater Tokyo area, that range was from ¥7.7 

million to ¥26 million, with ¥10.5 million being the aver

age price of land purchased by those in the middle income 

75 group. 

72 Kokumin seikatsu hakusho 1979, p. 153. 

73 Ibid. 

7^ Kokudo riyo hakusho 1979, p. 99. 

75 Ibid. 
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The Japan Housing Loan Corporation (JHLC) has also 

been finding that the number of its loan recipients who 

obtain their land for housing without purchase is increas

ing. While 33% of its housing loan recipients had received 

7 6 
the land without purchase in 1973, 47% did so in 1977. 

In another study, several hundred Tokyo home own

ers were surveyed as to how they had obtained the neces

sary funds and financing to purchase their homes. Of 

these, 55.6% said they had done it without any financial 

help from their parents; but about 25% had gotten help 

from their parents for either the acquisition of the land 

or the house or both, and another 14.3% said the house was 

not even owned in their own name—it belonged to their 

77 parents. The younger the age of the respondent, the 

greater the likelihood that he had received help from his 

4- 78 parents. 

Overall, we find that today's young salarymen have 

been receiving substantial help from their parents for many 

years. They are not likely to have much experience in 

giving help to their parents. This situation is unique 

^ Keizai hakusho 1979, p. 80. 

77 -Kokumin Seikatsu Senta, pp. 149-50. 



in Japanese history. It exists because the parental gener 

ation lived and saved through Japan's greatest period of 

economic growth. It is not likely to exist in the next 

generation, given the increasing economic difficulties 

which will cause today's salaryman to earn and save rela

tively less and to spend more over his lifetime than his 

parents did. He very well may need help from his own chil 

dren. 

Especially considering the huge number of retired 

persons there will be 25 years from now, the question of 

whether traditional family values will still be held by 

his children at the time today's young salaryman retires 

will be a critical one for him and for Japanese society. 

We next turn to an investigation of the extent to which 

traditional cultural values are being transmitted to chil

dren in today's urban homes. 



CHAPTER 8 

CULTURAL ASPECTS OF HOUSING STRUCTURE 

The traditional Japanese house was designed in a 

way that profoundly affected personal relationships within 

the home as well as related cultural and aesthetic values. 

The physical structure of the traditional Japanese home 

differs from much modern-day construction. As the struc

ture of the home has changed, so have the functions or 

uses to which the family tends to put certain rooms in the 

house. Changing structures and activities inside the home 

in turn can affect interpersonal relationships and the cul

tural imprint which is made upon young people being raised 

in the home. 

Structural Changes 

The structural aspects of the home which have im

plications for cultural values are the general type of con

struction, the floor space and floor plan of the dwelling, 

and the use or disuse of rigid walls and various types of 

furniture and appliances within the home. 

Type of Construction 

The traditional Japanese home is a wooden struc

ture covered with clay for the outer walls and with a tile 

300 
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or matted rush roof. Inside, the floors are covered with 

straw mats called tatami, except in the kitchen and bath

room. The southern walls have large sliding doors with 

panes made of rice paper. These sliding doors can be 

opened on warm, clear days to allow fresh air to enter. 

The aesthetic feeling of a traditional Japanese home is 

one of closeness to nature. Every attempt is made to bring 

a sense of the outdoors inside through the use of flower 

arrangements in the house and by having the doors and win

dows open to the air and a view of a beautifully tended 

garden, if possible. The house itself is also made of 

natural materials, unpainted or unfinished, which allows 

the house to weather and age with a certain dignity."'" 

Many single-family residences built today follow 

basically the design of the traditional Japanese home, but 

there have been a great many changes. The building mater

ials and methods of construction used now are different, 

in the interest of greater economy and efficiency for the 

construction industry. The result is a home which seems 

like a mixture of Japanese aesthetics and Western efficiency. 

The greatest changes are perhaps occurring inside the liv

ing quarters--in the manner of using space. 

For a more detailed description of traditional 
housing structure, see Richard K. Beardsley, John W. Hall, 
and Robert E. Ward, Village Japan (Chicago, 1959), p. 81 
et seq. 
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The greatest departures from Japanese housing tra

ditions have been in the multiple-unit, ferro-concrete 

buildings which sprang up after the war as apartment houses 

and which are still being built enthusiastically, especial

ly in crowded urban areas, in the form of "mansions" or 

condominium units. These buildings are a far cry from the 

look and feel of natural materials which have characterized 

traditional Japanese homes for centuries. Far from looking 

out on carefully tended gardens, these modern units open 

out onto concrete passageways leading to elevators taking 

residents down to the ground several stories below. Look

ing at these buildings from the outside, one sees no hint 

of the Japanese aesthetic sense. Eye-pleasing features 

such as the sliding papered doors (shoji) and the sharply 

slanting roofs have disappeared. 

The fact that many modern housing units are in 

buildings as tall as eleven stories high can be seen from 

Table 8-1. Other common building heights are seven and 

nine stories. A child raised in such an environment will 

surely have a different view of his relationship with na

ture, with his neighbors, and with his own family members 

because of the tighter and more highly structured use of 

space in and around his home. The problem of the child's 

having a place to play, especially outdoors, is one that 
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Table 8-1 

Building Heights 
(JHLC "Mansion" Loans—1975) 

No. Stories All Cities Tokyo Osaka Nagoya 

6 8.7% 7.8% 9.1% 11.8% 

7 29.5 24.5 32.1 43.1 

8 6.1 6.1 4.8 20.9 

9 8.8 18.8 1.8 3.3 

10 8.9 7.8 9.7 8.5 

11 28.7 21.3 35.9 9.8 

12 3.6 1.6 5.4 

13 3.5 8.6 

14 2.0 3.5 1.1 

Source: Jutaku Kin-yu Koko, Koso jutaku konyu 
shikin riyS-sha hokoku (A Study of JHLC Loans to High-
Rise Residence Purchasers) (Tokyo, 1975), p. 39. 
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comes immediately to mind, but there are other, more subtle 

effects which may become apparent as we study the structure 

of the Japanese home in more detail. 

Floor Plans 

Traditional Floor Plans. One feature which can be 

observed immediately upon entering a traditional home is 

that it was designed to exclude strangers politely. The 

entry hall (genkan) just inside the front door was used as 

a place to receive unannounced or other casual visitors. 

The visitor could not see from there into any of the rooms 

of the house because the family could close off the doors 

to all the other rooms before admitting him. The uninvited 

visitor would remain standing with his shoes on in the 

entryway and leave as soon as his mission was accomplished. 

Only relatives, close friends, and the occasional 

invited guest can expect to remove their shoes, step up to 

the elevated, tatami-covered part of the house, and enter 

the rooms reserved for the family. It has not been common 

for the family to entertain guests in the home. The family 

may feel the home is too small and poorly appointed to be 

seen by others, or there may be some vague discomfort at 

having outsiders invade the family's privacy. Since the 

walls separating the various rooms are thin, the rest of 
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the family may have to remain very quiet and inactive while 

someone is entertaining a guest in the home. 

Japanese homes also reveal the desire to exclude 

non-family members by their enclosure inside high fences, 

hedges, etc., designed to prevent unwanted eyes and ears 

from getting too close to the house. The garden space 

around the house was valued not only for its natural beauty 

but also for its function as a buffer zone between the 

house and the neighbors. Although the Japanese have always 

lived very close to their neighbors and enjoy feelings of 

neighborliness, they try to be very careful that their 

voices when discussing family matters not be overheard by 

the neighbors. 

Inside the traditional house itself, however, pri

vacy from other members of the family is almost nonexis

tent. Family life in Japan has always been a communal 

matter. During the daytime, the partitions between most 

of the rooms would be slid open and the bedding whisked 

off the floor and into the large closets (oshiire). At 

this point, the house would become almost like one large 

room, with all family members having access to all parts 

of the house. The reason this could easily be accomplished 

is that most of the rooms radiate off from a central point, 

as can be seen in Figure 2, rather than being arranged in 

the more linear pattern of many contemporary homes. 
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Figure 2 

Traditional Floor Plan 

1. Entrance hall (genkan) 
2. Guest room (8-rnat) 
3. Closets 
4. Tokonoma 
5. Main sleeping room (8-mat) 
6. Kitchen 
7. Dining room 
8. Bathroom 
9. Utility room 
10. Toilet & sink 
11. Dressing & storage room 
12. Butsudan 
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The traditional home in the countryside was fairly 

spacious. Since rural families tended to be large, though, 

there might not have been a great deal of floor space for 

each person. Nevertheless, the lack of furniture and the 

flexible use of space could make the home soem roomy and 

not cramped. 

Transitional Floor Plans. The move to urban areas 

after World War II brought smaller families and smaller 

houses. The early government-built apartments (danchi) 

were very small. The most common floor plan used in the 

first of these dwellings was called "2K," meaning two rooms 

plus a kitchen. The rooms were typical Japanese-style 

rooms, with tatami on the floor and sl.'^ing fusuma between 

the rooms. The rooms could be used for eating, working, 

or sitting during the daytime and for sleeping at night. 

The first innovation was the adoption of a dining 

room ("D") in the 2DK units built after 1951. This was the 

first room, besides the kitchen and bathroom, which was 

designated for a specific purpose. The value of the dining 

room is that a table can be permanently set there without 

its having to be removed from the room at night in order 

for the room to be converted into sleeping quarters. This 

was also the first room in which Western furniture appeared 

as a universal feature. Since the dining area does not 

have tatami, sitting on the floor is not comfortable. 
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The real revolution in the internal structure of 

the home came with the development of the 2LDK floor plan. 

The "L" means living room, and when it is so designated, 

this room is designed primarily for daytime use and not for 

conversion into sleeping quarters at night. Someone might 

have to sleep in the living room if there are not enough 

bedrooms, but the character of the room is similar to a 

Western living room, with furniture and a hard floor. 

Another difference between this and a Japanese-style "liv

ing room" is that a room which is designated "L" is en

closed by walls and open doorways, not by sliding fusuma. 

Like a Western living room, the "L" is not completely 

closed off for privacy from the other rooms. The fact that 

the Japanese use English terms to designate the "LDK" rooms 

is significant. The structure of any room so designated is 

a borrowing from the West, as are the terms. 

Modern Floor Plans. In the 1970s, the trend was 

toward the construction of larger housing units in urban 

areas. Even if they could not get more floor space, the 

Japanese hoped to have more rooms in the floor plan. There

fore, the housing industry began to build 3LDK and 4LDK 

units. Some of these are not much larger than the earlier 

2LDK or 3DK models in terms of actual floor space; the 

developer might make more rooms simply by making each of 

them smaller. 
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Builders have found several ways to reduce room 

size. One is to reduce the size of each tatami mat in the 

Japanese-style rooms. Such tatami which are smaller than 

the standard size are called "danchi size." There is a 

limit to the ways in which a Japanese-style room can be 

changed or reduced, however, since a Japanese room must 

fit tatami into it in a regular pattern. Builders thus 

tend to use more Western rooms today since a Western-style 

room can be built in any size or shape. 

A significant trend now in the construction of 3LDK 

and 4LDK housing units involves the fact that even those 

three or four rooms which are not specifically designated 

as L, D, or K are becoming Western rooms (^o shitsu). The 

most common pattern, particularly in apartments, "mansions," 

and "mini"-homes built today, is for there to be only one 

traditional Japanese-style room (wa shitsu). All the re

maining rooms are yo shitsu, without tatami on the floor 

or fusuma as room dividers. This new building pattern is 

probably more cost efficient for the builders, and little 

objection to .the change has been expressed by home buyers. 

After all, if the family wants more wa shitsu, they can 

buy a custom-built single-family residence rather than a 

ready-built home. 
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The popularity of the 3LDK floor plan among more 

than 3,000 "mansion" buyers through JHLC in 1975 can be 

2 seen from the following table: 

Floor Plan All Buyers Tokyo Buyers 

3LDK 46.7% 39.8% 

3DK 20.3 26.9 

2LDK 8.1 10.3 

2DK 9.5 15.2 

4LDK 4.3 1.5 

4DK 9.2 4.7 

Others 1.9 1.6 

The 3DK is the second most popular pattern. The 

2LDK, although having the same number of rooms as the 3DK, 

is considerably less prevalent. This seems to reflect a 

desire by many families to have at least three rooms which 

can be used as bedrooms. In a house which is rather small, 

most families prefer to have the more flexible use of 

space that the 3DK affords. While the three undesignated 

rooms in a 3DK are probably not all wa shitsu, the fact 

none is designated as a living room means that they all 

have some complete form of closure for privacy. 

^ Jutaku Kin-yu Koko, Koso jutaku konyu shikin 
riyo-sha hokoku, p. 10. 
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The floor plan of the modern ready-built home is 

different from the traditional model in that the rooms in 

the modern housing unit are arranged in a more linear pat

tern, as shown in Figure 3. This pattern is common because 

of the way the units are lined up in the typical multiple-

unit dwelling. For the sake of building efficiency and 

also so that each unit can have two sides opening to the 

outdoors, rather than into an interior hallway, the units 

are lined up side by side, as shown in Figure 4. The re

sult, of course, is a remarkable sameness of almost every 

apartment and condominium, both inside and out. 

As a result of the way the units are lined up, the 

interior space of each unit becomes rather long and narrow, 

and there may be a hallway to provide passage from the en

trance of the unit into the rooms at the back of the house. 

Instead of opening onto a central area, therefore, each 

room is more of a separate and isolated entity than in the 

traditional home. 

Bunjo jutaku, which are ready-built single-family 

residences or tract homes, may show somewhat greater varia

tion in the floor plans. Many of those purchased by lower-

income people are called "mini" homes because they are 

built on a land area smaller than the average "mansion." 

These "mini" homes have two stories, but they are each so 
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Figure 3 

"Mansion" Floor Plan 
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small that the stairs between the stories are typically 

very steep—as much as 45%. Such an angle is unsafe for 

elderly people and children. It has been reported that 

accidents frequently happen on these stairs; there is even 

a popular, although cruel, joke about this being a good 

3 way to get rid of one's mother-in-law. 

Use of Space 

The traditional Japanese home utilized space in 

very different ways from the Western or modern urban Japa

nese home. As previously discussed, the floor plan in 

today's new homes is becoming more rigid because the rooms 

are arranged in a more linear pattern with more solid walls 

rather than movable fusuma between rooms. The flexibility 

of the traditional Japanese home is also being diminished 

because the designated use of each room is becoming more 

fixed. More rooms than before are set aside for specific 

activities or for the private use of certain family members 

and more rooms are being filled with Western furniture. 

Designation of Room Use. Traditionally, homes were 

built as institutions to be passed down from generation to 

generation within the family. Therefore, the home was not 

built with individual tastes and desires in mind, since 

3 
Yomiuri shimbun, May 18, 1979, p. 9. 
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these might change with each generation and even at differ-

4 ent times during the life cycle of any one generation. 

People adjusted, their lifestyle to fit the way the house 

5 was built, not the other way around. 

This was a major reason why the use of space in a 

traditional home was designed to be very flexible. A par

ticular room was not earmarked for one certain purpose or 

for occupation by a certain person. One room might ordi

narily function as a living room, serving as the primary 

gathering place for family and guests to sit and have con

versations. Meals could easily be served there also if a 

low table were brought in. If guests or family members 

were to sleep there overnight, the table could be removed 

and the bedding put down for the night. The same room thus 

easily served as a living room, dining room, or bedroom 

with the simple change of a few accessories. 

Even a room which served primarily as a bedroom 

retained a great deal of flexibility by not being person

alized to suit a specific member or members of the family. 

A particular room might customarily be slept in by the 

father and mother of the family, but if extra guests came 

4 . -Shigebumi Suzuki, "Oya-ko to jukyo (Parents, 
Children, and the Home)" in Oya to ko (Parents and Chil
dren) , ed. Kat5 IchirS (Tokyo, 1973), p. 285. 

5 Ibid., p. 286. 
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and needed another room, the children could easily be moved 

into the parents' room for the duration of the guests' 

visit. The sleeping quarters generally did not become 

cluttered with the personal possessions of a particular 

occupant. The rooms and the people in them could easily be 

interchanged. 

Private Bedrooms. The experience of being raised 

in a traditional home may be the root of many deeply em

bedded psychological characteristics of the Japanese peo

ple--namely, their lack of desire for privacy and individ

uality. The fostering of group consciousness would begin 

at a very early age. A small child would not be put into 

a separate bedroom at night but would sleep with the par

ents for the first few years of his or her life. In fact, 

sleeping apart from the parents was not fully accomplished 

until the child reached adolescence, about the time of en

try into junior high school. 

Even if the child were not still sleeping with the 

parents, he would very likely be sleeping with another per

son, such as a sibling of the same sex or a grandparent. 

During the daytime, as has been explained, the partitions 

between rooms would be opened. Thus the child would not 

learn to call a certain room of the house "mine." He had 

no private sanctuary from which to exclude others or in 
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which to hide if he desired to be alone. It was not ex

pected that he would want to be alone. The ideal of family 

life was to banish loneliness by fostering a sense of 

togetherness. A wish to stay alone in a certain room 

would be seen as strange and anti-social. 

Some significant changes may be occurring in the 

socialization of Japanese children as a result of the new 

living patterns found in urban high-rise housing develop

ments. Families in modern urban homes and apartments tend 

to give their children their own rooms at an earlier age 

than was the case in the traditional home. A study of 

families in public housing as early as 1960 found that 42% 

of families in 2DK units and 73% of families in 3DK units 

gave their children separate bedrooms before they entered 

elementary school.^ If the child was in school, 88% in 

the 2DK and 100% in the 3DK units were given their own 

7 rooms. While the reason for giving the child his own room 

is ostensibly to help him concentrate on his studies, the 

fact is that if families have a room available, they will 

probably give the child the room even before he needs it 

for study. Far more families have 3DK or even 3LDK today 

than in 1960, so we may assume that this practice is be

coming increasingly widespread. 

^ Suzuki, p. 300. 

7 Ibid. 
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Even if they do not have enough space, parents today 

would probably give the child a room by sacrificing their 

own space. In other words, the parents might sleep in the 

living room regularly if necessary. This practice means 

they have to stay up until all other members of the family 

are in bed before they can retire. They have even less 

private time and space than usual with this sort of arrange

ment. For this reason, every family now does its best to 

see that it obtains a home with enough sleeping rooms for 

all, in addition to the living room. 

The trend toward separate sleeping facilities for 

the children may not be as radically different as it sounds, 

however. Rather than having a child sleep in his or her 

own room alone, the mother may frequently move in to sleep 

with the "lonely" child, leaving the father to sleep alone. 

One important characteristic of the newly emerging 

pattern of child-rearing is the different nature of the 

room which is given to the child today. While the parents 

probably would not think of buying themselves a Western-

style bed, they do provide such beds for the school-aged 

children. The children's rooms are also furnished with 

desks, chests, and other such conveniences. It does not 

take much reflection to realize that Japanese attitudes 

toward furniture could change in only one generation if 
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the young people only rarely are required to sit and sleep 

on the floor in the traditional fashion. Although we do 

not yet have proof, we may speculate that attitudes toward 

privacy may also change among a generation of people who 

were given their own rooms at an early age. 

Furniture. The use of furniture is related to the 

matter of designating a specific use for a room. Furni

ture of various types necessarily earmarks the room as 

being intended for a certain activity, and it decreases 

the room's flexibility of use. 

The traditional housing pattern, of course, utilized 

a minimum of furniture, with the exception of small chests 

for storage of goods and personal items. Other things 

were stored out of sight in the large closets. As afflu

ence increased during the 1960s and 1970s, the Japanese 

became considerably more acquisitive. As televisions, 

stereos, and other such consumer goods became more readily 

available, the Japanese began to fill up their homes with 

these items, as we saw in Table 4-9. Western visitors to 

Japanese homes have come away with the unpleasant impres

sion of a place untidily cluttered and without a cultural 

focus. There seems to be an unresolved conflict between 

the Japanese and Western uses and concepts of the home 

present in many Japanese houses today. 
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As families acquire furniture and appliances, they 

tend to turn at least one room almost completely over to 

the Western style and put their pianos, stereos, TVs, and 

so forth in there. As the following table shows, about 

two-thirds of all homes now have at least one carpeted 

g 
(i.e., Western-style) room: 

(Non-Agri-
Item Households (Agricultural) cultural) 

53.9% 68.8% 

56.8 56.8 

37.0 36.8 

41.7 43.9 

8.6 16.0 

As the table shows, there is surprisingly little 

difference between the agricultural and non-agricultural 

areas regarding the acquisition of such major pieces of 

furniture as dining room sets, living room sets, and West

ern-style beds. It seems that trends set in urban areas 

are followed closely in rural areas as well. Pianos are 

one major item on which there is a difference between the 

rural and urban patterns of ownership. 

Perhaps the first items of furniture acquired by 

a family are the desk and chair for school-aged children. 

® Asahi nenkan 1979, p. 388. 

Carpet 66.9% 

Dining set 56.8 

Living room R 

furniture 

Western bed 43.7 

Piano 15.1 
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The parents tend not to buy bedroom furniture for themselves 

because they are most likely to sleep in the one wa shitsu. 

If there is no designated Western-style living room in 

the home, the parents' sleeping quarters may function as 

the living room during the daytime. In such a case, they 

must retain the flexibility of the room. Even if their 

bedroom is not needed as a living room, the parents may 

prefer sleeping on Japanese-style bedding (futon) because 

that is how they were raised. They also have a strong 

feeling that the children's wants and needs should come 

before their own. 

One effect of the increasing amount of furniture 

in the home is the fact that the available living space is 

decreasing correspondingly. A study by the Japan Associa

tion of Architects in 1952 found that the average amount 

g 
of floor space occupied by furnishings was then 20%. A 

study conducted along the same lines in 1967 reported that 

an average of 30% of floor space was covered with furniture 

and appliances by that time."^ This figure is only an av

erage; while some homes might have little furniture, others 

could be as much as 40% occupied by it. We can safely as

sume that the trend has continued toward more furniture 

since 1967. 

g 
Suzuki, p. 305. 
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The problem of space being taken up by furnishings 

is greater in today's urban high-rise dwellings than in 

other types of homes. The former tend to be narrow. A 

typical "mansion" living room, however, will have a couch, 

chairs, piano, television, stereo, cabinets, etc., lining 

all the walls. The result is that only a narrow corridor 

is left for walking through the room. A child walking or 

playing there can only walk back and forth, without much 

freedom of movement. Such children, having no outside yard 

to play in, do not even have much room to play in the house. 

Cultural Effects 

Changes in housing structure can have a variety of 

cultural effects. Some of these effects are on interperson

al relationships—with outsiders and among family members. 

Others are on the transmission of traditional philosophical 

ideas regarding the religious significance of family con

tinuity. Furthermore, there are effects on aesthetic values 

to be considered. 

While it is possible to point out areas of change, 

the data is not yet available which would concretely dem

onstrate the amount of change which has actually occurred 

as a result of life in modern urban dwellings. Only in 

the past few years have the Japanese themselves begun to 
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be seriously concerned about the possible ramifications of 

a break with tradition and to investigate the nature and 

extent of psychological and social changes which are oc

curring . 

Newspaper reports establish that, in one housing 

development called Takashimadaira, 4 6 people committed sui

cide by jumping from upper story windows or balconies in 

11 the years since the development was constructed."1" Con

clusions have not yet been reached about the causes of such 

distress, but several theories have been advanced. One is 

that such people may have been feeling pressure from the 

crowded living conditions in these huge housing develop-

12 ments. Actually, no matter how large the housing complex 

in terms of total number of residents, a feeling of being 

crowded seems to be more a function of spatial relations 

within the home than among neighbors. In other words, the 

complaint that the housing development is too crowded is 

heard more often from those living in small apartments than 

13 from those living in roomier quarters. A feeling of 

crowding within the home seems to be projected onto the 

entire neighborhood. 

Yomiuri shimbun, May 29, 1979, p. 9. 

12 Ibid. 

13 
-LJ Ibid. 
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Another theory is that people who live several 

stories off the ground and who cannot easily step outside 

14 may feel a great deal of discomfort because of this fact. 

Whether this discontinuity of inside and outside space is 

related to the suicide rate is still unclear. 

Furthermore, residents of concrete multiple-unit 

dwellings tend to complain that the place is depressing 

because of the gray color and the cold appearance and feel 

15 of the building. Painting the building does not seem to 

be the solution since this is not a traditional Japanese 

practice and few residents can agree on just what colors 

they would find pleasant. 

There has also been an increase in recent years in 

suicide among children, with popular speculation attributing 

this to the fact that in small urban homes the children do 

not usually live with their grandparents. Some say that 

since today's children have never closely observed old age 

and death, they may have, a lesser respect for the finality 

of death and for the sanctity of life."^ 

While as yet it is uncertain what types of social 

or psychological dislocation can actually be attributed 

Yoraiuri shimbun, May 29, 1979, p. 9. 

15 Ibid. 

16 Ibid. 
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to modern housing patterns, the ways in which there have 

been breaks with traditional cultural patterns are readily 

observable and may be grouped into the categories of (1) 

relations with neighbors, (2) child-rearing, (3) family 

continuity, and (4) aesthetic values. We will look for 

the effects of modern urban housing in each of these areas. 

Relations with Neighbors and Others 

Some of the original post-war housing developments 

built around 1950 are still considered lovely places to 

live. People of that day had a greater tendency to choose 

a permanent home and stay there, and many of the original 

residents are still remaining. For this reason, the atmos

phere of the development is reported to be warm and neigh-

17 borly. The atmosphere in housing developments which have 

been built more recently seems to be somewhat different. 

People today are likely to complain about some aspect of 

their mode of living in urban high-rise buildings. It may 

be useful to speculate as to some of the reasons why this 

is so. 

Traditionally, as has been noted, Japanese neigh

borhoods were crowded, but this was seen as a positive 

feature in earlier days. The Japanese look nostalgically 

Yomiuri shimbun, May 22, 1979, p. 9. 
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back on the close-knit, friendly, casual atmosphere of the 

neighborhoods in which they grew up. Yet they do not seem 

to derive the same pleasure from living in tightly packed 

urban housing developments. Instead, one hears more com

plaints of annoyance from these close neighbors today. 

Even if a family is not having trouble with its neighbors, 

it is not likely that living in a large building with many 

other families actually helps the family members meet peo

ple and make new friends. 

The problem perhaps lies primarily with the overall 

difference in the pace of life today from what it was only 

twenty years ago. In a rural neighborhood people work hard 

during the day, but their evenings are their own and they 

can relax completely at that time of day. There are also 

certain seasons of the year during which they are relative

ly at leisure. During nice weather the family might sit 

outside to talk or at least leave the shoji open to catch 

breezes. In this relaxed and open atmosphere, it was nat

ural for neighbors to get together casually to share bits 

of gossip and spend time together in a variety of ways. 

The way of life of today's urban home owner is 

quite different. Due to the strain of housing costs and 

other financial pressures, the husband tends to stay out 

working very late. He clearly would have a hard time 
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meeting and socializing with the neighbors, since he is 

rarely home. Even the wife and children are likely to be 

involved with a number of activities outside the home. In 

general, the pace of urban life has speeded up, to the 

point that people may no longer find it so easy to spend 

time relaxing and conversing with the neighbors. Since 

most modern urban homes built today have private baths and 

laundry facilities, there are fewer occasions for neigh

bors to gather at certain places to carry out these activ

ities. In the urban setting there is also a lack of the 

neighborhood festivals, funerals, and weddings which gave 

rural neighbors opportunities to get together. 

A major factor working against neighborliness in 

large multiple-family buildings is the problem of noise. 

Mr. A., who lives in a high-rise building, complains that 

he wakes up when his nieghbor's alarm clock goes off. He 

can hear the neighbor's television set, any raised voices, 

and at night he can even overhear ordinary conversations. 

18 He likes his living quarters in every respect but this. 

The problem of noise is psychologically wearing not only 

because of what one can hear but also because of the con

stant fear that the neighbors can also hear one's own 

activities. 

18 
Yomiuri shimbun, May 20, 1979, p. 9. 
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The problem is particularly acute for people with 

children. The noise that children naturally make annoys 

some neighbors. A child's jumping in the house or throwing 

things on the floor, for example, would undoubtedly rever

berate down into the apartment below. In an attempt to 

avoid antagonizing the neighbors, the mother may have to 

caution the child constantly to be quiet and not move 

around too much. This causes a great deal of strain on 

both mother and child, just as the noise creates strain 

between neighbors. As a result, the neighbors may not 

feel perfectly comfortable about socializing with each 

other. 

Another factor which may affect relations between 

the family and outsiders is the fact that modern homes, 

particularly small ones in high-rise buildings, often do 

not have a genkan in which casual visitors may be greeted. 

In a traditional home, the genkan was a place to display 

a flower arrangement or painted scroll to please the eye 

of the visitor. The absence of the genkan is more than 

just a loss of this aesthetic touch. Without a genkan, 

the family must either leave the visitor standing outside 

the door or invite him into the hall which leads to the 

various rooms. 
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One condominium I visited recently had a narrow 

hallway inside the front door, instead of a genkan. The 

living room was far to the back and off to one side of 

the unit, where it could not be seen from just inside the 

front door. The living room was a modern type—open, with

out the traditional sliding doors--and all of the rooms 

which opened onto the hall in this unit had doors which 

could be kept closed. The absence of a genkan in modern 

housing units means that builders have had to incorporate 

other means of preserving the Japanese sense of privacy 

from intruding eyes. The pattern of having the front door 

open directly into the living room, American style, is not 

likely to be adopted in Japan. 

Although the Japanese still seem to be trying to 

protect their privacy, rather than fostering an air of open 

hospitality in their homes, the fact that many Japanese are 

now fond of acquiring furniture and electronic devices and 

displaying them in the living room may mean that they will 

sometimes feel tempted to invite their friends over to see 

their homes and possessions. Whether it will ever become 

common to entertain guests in the home remains to be seen; 

it is still a long way from becoming a reality. The pat

tern of the working man's going out on the town for his en

tertainment is still strong. 
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Child-Rearing 

It has previously been mentioned that the tradi

tional home was structured to encourage communality and to 

discourage a desire for private space within the home. 

While it may not yet be commonplace for each member of the 

family, or each couple, to have a private room, there is 

clearly a trend in this direction. 

As has already been shown, more and more children 

are being given their own rooms at earlier and earlier ages. 

These rooms tend to have Western furniture--at least a 

desk and chair for studying and probably also a Western 

bed. This changing housing pattern reflects the changing 

relationships between different generations within the 

home. Since the security of the child's (and therefore 

the family's) future may depend on his success as a student, 

every effort is made by the parents to arrange the house 

around the child's needs and to make the child as happy as 

possible. This attitude signals a change from pre-war days, 

when the emphasis in the home was on the older generations. 

The increasing sentimentality and protectiveness toward 

children can be seen in the way parents now sacrifice money 

and living space to provide for the children's comfort at 

the parents' expense. 

In addition to acquiring some independence from 

their parents, children with private rooms may also be 
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developing a new taste for privacy. They are likely to be 

the only family members who have their own private room in 

which to store their own possessions. Unlike the pattern 

in the traditional home, the children's rooms now are not 

used by anyone else for any other purpose. 

A third effect of modern urban living on children 

lies in the child's relationship to nature. While there 

may not be much change in this regard in a custom-built 

single-family home, which has room for a yard, there is a 

great difference between the traditional home and the multi

story dwelling in the amount of the child's exposure to 

nature. A unit in a large danchi or "mansion" building 

does not have direct access to the outdoors, and there may 

be no play areas suitable for children. 

This situation may be affecting children not only 

in terms of appreciation of nature but in development of 

motor skills as well. Japanese school teachers are in

creasingly complaining that young children do not know how 

19 to run and play outside. Japanese mothers tend to be so 

over-protective that some children never learn how to avoid 

falling or how to break a fall. As a result, more children 

are injured when they do play outside at school. Teachers 

have also noted that some children now do not appreciate 

19 
Yomiuri shimbun, May 27, 1979, p. 9. 
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opportunities to play outdoors; a child who was raised in 

a danchi or "mansion" may simply sit passively or even 

. 2 0  anxiously until it is time to go back inside. 

The fact that many children today are learning 

different feelings toward the use of space both inside and 

outside the home may have many effects on their concepts 

of privacy, their relationships with their parents or other 

family members, and on their relations with the outside 

world. As people of this generation grow up and begin to 

raise their own children in a like manner, the break with 

traditional living styles will be nearly complete. 

Family Continuity 

A primary duty of all family members, according to 

Japanese tradition, is to ensure family continuity, which 

has been a source not only of social stability and economic 

welfare but also of a religious sense that one's immortal

ity was guaranteed through the continuation of the family 

line. Family continuity was perpetuated by the system of 

primogeniture and also by the practice of "ancestor wor

ship" within the home. 

The question of whether today's young adults, many 

of whom have moved away from the ancestral home and estab

lished careers and homes in larger urban areas, will 

2 0  
Yomiuri shimbun, May 27, 1979, p. 9. 
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actually return to the ancestral home should the aging 

parents die is an important one. It cannot be covered in 

much depth here since it was not possible to obtain much 

data on this question. Yet it appears that right now we 

see for the first time almost a whole generation of young 

men who are more or less irrevocably tied to big city life 

and whose parents, back in agricultural areas or small 

towns, may die within the next decade. When these urban 

sons, including the first-born, are faced with the problem 

of what to do with the old family house and land in the 

next few years, I think we will begin to see the first 

major break with family continuity—at least in terms of 

the family's having roots in a certain geographical area. 

I believe we will see the younger generation being willing 

to cut the geographical ties with the ancestral villages. 

The emerging pattern may be remarkably like that of the 

geographical mobility of the American family. 

One basis for this opinion lies in my interviews 

with certain young Japanese family men. One person I spoke 

with was Mr. E., married and in his mid-thirties. He had 

a teaching position at a university in a large city in 

Japan. On one occasion he was vigorously explaining and 

defending the traditional Japanese family system to some 

American friends. He informed them that the eldest son 

in each family absolutely must go back home when the time 
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comes for him to care for his aging parents and to assume 

the responsibilities of head of household on the family 

land. 

Further questioning about Mr. E.'s own situation, 

however, revealed that he himself was an eldest son. When 

asked if he actually planned to return to the old home 

when such a time came, he admitted that there was "no way" 

he would go back there to stay. And he said this without 

any distress over the contradiction. At some point these 

questions must be faced squarely, however, and the outcome 

will be very significant for the future of the Japanese 

family. 

Another indication of the probable break with fam

ily continuity can be found in the responses of the young 

people in the study comparing an agricultural community in 

Yamanashi Prefecture with an urban one in Suginami-ku, 

Tokyo, which we discussed in the previous chapter. The 

family profiles of these junior and senior high school 

students can be reviewed by a look at Table 7-9. When 

these young people were asked their views on certain cul

tural questions, they gave the answers which are listed 

in Table 8-2. 

While about 50% of the Yamanashi young people pre

ferred for the parents to live with their eldest son, 



Table 8-2 

Cultural Value Comparison 
of Agricultural and Urban Areas 

Agricultural Urban 
Question (Yamanashi) (Suginami) 

Should parents live with 
their married son? 

Yes, of course 25.8% 9.0% 
If possible 24.7 17.3 
Either way is fine 16.2 18.8 
Separate if possible 18.1 29.3 
No 15.2 23.3 

Who should support elderly 
parents? 

Eldest son 76.2 21.0 
Depends on ability 4.8 19.5 
All share 12.3 33.2 

Does your home have kamidana 
or butsudan? 

Both 86.0 24.3 
Kamidana only 5.0 8.4 
Butsudan only 5.0 17.7 
Neither 3.0 40.1 

If you inherited your family's 
land and tomb, what would you 
do with them? 

Preserve them; live there 43.8 24.9 
Keep just the tomb 21.9 17.3 
Can't say now 17.1 21.0 
Try to get rid of them 2.9 8.3 
Definitely get rid of 5.7 10.5 
Don't know 8.6 18.0 

Source: Takashi Koyama, ed. Gendai kazoku no 
oya-ko kankei (Parent-Child Relations in the Modern 
Family) (Tokyo, 1973), p. 72 and p. 264. 
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only about 26 % of the Suginami children did so, as the ta

ble shows. Over 50% of the urban children expressed a 

strong preference for the son and his parents to live sep

arately. While the Yamanashi youngsters overwhelmingly 

believed that the eldest son had the responsibility to care 

for his parents, the Suginami residents strongly leaned 

toward all of the offspring's sharing the financial burden 

equally or according to their ability. The significance of 

being an eldest son seems lost outside of the agricultural 

setting which gave rise to this distinction. As the eco

nomic basis of the family's support has changed, so have 

the family's values regarding family responsibilities. 

An important responsibility of the eldest son has 

also been to preserve the family's land and burial grounds, 

but the urban young people in Table 8-2 showed a great deal 

of uncertainty about their willingness to do this. Another 

traditional responsibility of the eldest son relating to 

family continuity was the keeping of the family's ancestral 

tablets. Along with this duty would go the performance of 

daily and other special rites of remembrance for the family 

ancestors , both those who could be remembered by living 

family members and those who could not be. 

The daily remembrances, including prayers and food 

offerings, took place at the butsudan, or Buddhist altar. 
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The fact is, however, that butsudan are becoming a rarity 

in newly constructed urban housing units. Even in the 

1960s, about 4 0% of urban homes in the Suginami study did 

not have either kamidana or butsudan, as can be seen from 

Table 8-2. The agricultural homes almost all had both. 

Many urban homes, particularly "mansions," are too narrow 

and crowded and too Western in their design to allow room 

for such traditional features. 

The lack of a butsudan is probably not troubling 

to the young urban family because in most cases the grand

parents are still alive and keeping the tablets, or there 

may be an older sister or brother who has taken over the 

care of the ancestral tablets. In other words, this may 

be a responsibility which has not yet fallen on the shoul

ders of most 35-year-old salarymen. In the next decade, as 

more and more parents of today's salarymen become deceased, 

these families will have to decide how to deal with the 

responsibility of taking over the ancestral remembrances. 

By that time, many of the young families may have 

moved out of their small "mansions" or bunjo jutaku and 

into a larger single-family residence with room for such 

traditional features of construction as a butsudan. Today's 

young adults, therefore, in the end may avoid any great 

break with past practices in this regard. 
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The effect on the generation now growing up may be 

interesting to watch, however. During the crucial forma

tive years, these children are growing up in an environment 

in which they do not see such practices as "ancestor wor

ship" being carried out on a regular daily basis. Even if 

they later move to a larger home and there are able to see 

their parents or grandparents performing these traditional 

practices, it may by then be too late to capture an emotion

al hold over them. They may dismiss it as simply a pre

occupation with death which overtakes the older members of 

the family and not something with which they themselves 

should be particularly concerned. I feel that while such 

practices as "ancestor worship" will not die out quickly or 

completely in Japan, their firm hold on the Japanese psyche 

is gradually being shaken by today's pattern in which young 

children are raised away from their grandparents and from a 

traditional home setting. 

Aesthetic Values 

It has been explained here that the traditional 

Japanese home reflected the aesthetic love of natural build

ing materials, particularly wood. The straw tatami floor 

mats and paper-paneled sliding wooden shoji doors are an 

integral part of the aesthetic feeling of a traditional 

home and also have functions which are uniquely Japanese. 
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The emphasis in a traditional home was on simplici

ty of material and design. As one observer has explained, 

Japan's aesthetic ideals look toward the past—back to a 

day when life was simple and frugality was a necessary way 

21 of life. Japanese tradition stressed the art of making 

something beautiful out of very simple, plain materials. 

The Japanese are so new at the acquisition and display of 

material wealth that they do not yet do these things with 

the same grace and skill with which they dealt with their 

prior lack of material wealth. 

Another major departure from tradition which has 

been occurring in modern urban housing is the lessening of 

contact with nature, particularly in the "mansions" in 

which many children are now growing up. The traditional 

house not only was built of natural materials but was also 

open to the outside so that the maximum advantage could be 

taken of good light, air, and warmth at certain times of 

the day and seasons of the year. Life in a concrete build

ing with only one or two walls exposed to the outside is 

comparatively more isolated from nature. 

An urban high-rise building is also different from 

the traditional home in that the former does not have a 

21 Edward A. Olsen, "Aesthetic Values in Contempo
rary Japan: The Effects of Industrialization and a Consum
er Economy on Japanese Aesthetic Values" in Asian Studies, 
X, No. 2 (August 1972), p. 272. 
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private garden for each unit. The garden has long had sym

bolic significance for the Japanese people. Since it was 

virtually impossible to become an extensive landowner or 

to get away from people into the peacefulness of nature, 

a person could at least subconsciously imagine himself in 

such desirable situations by owning and carefully culti

vating even a very small garden. Merely looking at a gar

den which he does not own or control does not give a person 

the feeling of psychological escape which is so important 

to people who have so few real avenues of escape from the 

pressures of modern city life. 

While the desire for a garden can be satisfied by 

even a plot of land as small as about four square yards, 

or one tsubo (thus the term tsuboniwa for the smallest gar

dens) , many urban residents do not have any land to culti

vate at all. Some of these people follow the practice of 

making hakoniwa (garden boxes). In these boxes, a psdr of 

clever hands can create almost any scene the mind can im

agine with miniature replicas of mountains, forests, lakes 

or the ocean, and so on. The degree of psychological es

cape which can be achieved by this means may be even great

er than with a conventional garden. But this type of es

cape, of course, is not the same as the very real-seeming 

privacy afforded by even a tiny outdoor garden. 
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One Japanese writer describes for us this psycho

logical phenomenon of using the garden for imaginary es

cape or communion with nature and argues that this need of 

the Japanese accounts for their relative lack of interest 

in public parks and other commonly owned grounds such as 

22 might be developed around a condominium. He feels that 

the Japanese should give up their "hakoniwa mentality" and 

try to get more pleasure out of commonly owned grounds, 

but he acknowledges that the Japanese have a deep need for 

some type of privacy and individual expression since they 

23 
are allowed so few outlets for these needs. 

Since the Japanese have had a deep cultural attach

ment to their gardens, they may feel a sense of deprivation 

to the extent that they are denied a private garden around 

a modern urban high-rise building. Growing up in such 

buildings, young people in urban areas who have never seen 

their parents or grandparents lovingly cultivating flowers 

or bonsai trees may end up lacking the characteristic Jap

anese trait of appreciating nature while molding it and 

taming it to suit their own psychological needs. 

22 Hidetoshi Kato, Nichijosei no shakaigaku (The 
Sociology of Everyday Life) (Tokyo, 1974) , pp. 94-95. 

23 Ibid., pp. 96-97. 
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The traditional Japanese home tried to capture a 

feeling of nature inside the home as well as outside it, 

through the use of flower arrangements in the tokonoma, 

the special alcove built into one wall of a Japanese-style 

room. As we have seen, the number of Japanese rooms in 

modern urban housing is decreasing. Even those Japanese 

rooms which remain are not quite the same as traditional 

rooms. For one thing, the new wa shitsu have more fixed 

walls since they are surrounded by Western-style rooms in 

the rest of the house; thus they lack the sliding papered 

fusuma. In a narrow "mansion," the wa shitsu may be only 

a small four-mat room, or the tatami may have been down

sized to fit into the room, which is smaller than the tra

ditional wa shitsu. There may be less room for large clos

ets in which the Japanese bedding is kept, since the dev

eloper considers them wasted space. 

Tokonoma also take up space and are frequently 

left out of "mansions" and small bunjo jutaku today. Some 

home buyers try to make up for this lack by purchasing a 

tokonoma set which can be assembled by the buyer. Sales 

of such portable tokonoma are doing well because of this 

deficiency in modern housing construction. Within the next 

generation, however, it is likely that loyalty to and ap

preciation of such features as the tokonoma will decline. 
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Of course, in any country there are at least peri

odic resurgences of nostalgia for the past, so it is not 

likely that appreciation of traditional housing features 

will ever completely die out. But the Japanese-style room 

is becoming something of a museum piece within the home. 

It is no longer where the major part of family life takes 

placei and it is retained mainly because of sentimentality 

about the old ways of living. Far from seeing any incon

gruity between the native Japanese and imported Western 

features which are mixed within the home, the average Jap

anese contentedly "compartmentalizes" his aesthetic values, 

appreciating each style for what it is and not dwelling on 

24 the conflict between the two. 

While the Japanese do not seem openly troubled by 

the structural changes which are taking place in their 

homes or by the increasing prevalence of Western features, 

one at least hopes that if the wa shitsu is to be kept as 

representational of past ways of life, it would be done 

well—not cropped, shortcutted, and shunted aside as is 

the case in many modern urban housing units. And we must 

keep in mind that the structural changes signal deeper 

changes in various cultural and family-centered values 

which may have significant effects on the Japanese mind. 

24 
Olsen, p. 276. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND TRENDS 

As in any complex modern society, many seemingly 

conflicting pressures and trends can be found in Japan 

today. This makes it difficult to predict the future or 

even to draw definite conclusions about the present. 

One could probably find examples to support almost any 

conclusions one might make about how "traditional" or 

how "modern" Japan is today. In at least certain ways, 

Japan has been changing so rapidly that conclusions we 

might draw about one type of family would not hold up 

very well when applied to another family in a different 

part of the country or perhaps just a few years older or 

younger. 

Economic Changes 

The Japanese family has most clearly changed in its 

economic position in society from the pre-war or early 

post-war family model. Around 197 0, we might indeed have 

said that the urban salaryman had achieved his "bright new 

life" (akarui seikatsu). It appeared at that time that 

Japan's economic growth could continue almost indefinitely, 

granting the average family nearly complete satisfaction 

of its needs for security and its desires for comfort. 

343 
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Even in Japan today, there are few overt signs 

that the economic future may no longer be so rosy. There 

are many people who benefitted enormously from the past 

decade or two of growth and who will continue to spend 

without much thought of financial strain. There has in 

fact been an economic slowdown, however, which may take 

a while to truly manifest itself in changes in people's 

consciousness and behavior. It is unlikely that most fami

lies have yet sated their desires for the acquisition of 

a home and other possessions. 

Meanwhile, the family is undergoing yet another 

series of economic changes. In the 1950s, families were 

newly severing themselves from their economic roots in 

the extended agricultural or merchant family. In the 1960s, 

nuclear families became strong and independent in the ur

ban setting—independent of other generations because they 

could depend on their employers to take care of their so

cial and economic welfare. The 1970s were a confusing and 

unsettled time, and in the future the Japanese family may 

find itself more vulnerable than ever—no longer able to 

depend on the employer to provide complete financial secu

rity and no longer having traditional family roots to fall 

back on. 

Young salarymen's families today are in a particu

larly difficult position. They very much want to acquire 
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their own homes and other possessions without having to 

wait as many years as their parents may have done before 

making such purchases. Yet for the young family to raise 

its standard of living at today's prices means that it 

must remain dependent on the parental generation for a 

number of years. The fact that it can do this speaks well 

for the continuing strength of family ties, but this is 

not a cultural pattern which can long replace the older one 

of young and middle-aged families' supporting their aging 

parents. When salarymen of this generation grow old, they 

are not likely to be in such a position of financial 

strength as to be able to support both themselves and their 

grown children. And their children will not have had much 

opportunity to witness the older cultural pattern of caring 

for elderly parents in the home. 

Cultural Changes 

On questions of intergenerational relationships, 

there is much conflicting evidence. In attitudinal sur

veys, both elderly parents and their grown children express 

a belief in the value of the parents' living with and being 

cared for by their children. When more detailed questions 

are asked or when actual living patterns are examined, 

however, it can be seen that this belief is qualified in 

several ways. The parents indeed want to remain financially 
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independent as long as possible, and the children do not 

especially want to live with their parents until their 

parents' waning health, dwindling finances, or loneliness 

at the death of a spouse necessitates their living together. 

At least, it is probable that the children feel the respon

sibility for parents should fall equally on all the children 

or perhaps the one who is best suited to assume it. They 

are not as likely as before to delegate the responsibility 

automatically and solely to the eldest son; the concept 

of the ie has probably declined enough in the urban setting 

that the position of eldest son holds more sentimental than 

economic meaning. 

Subtle changes seem to be occurring within nuclear 

family relationships as well. While the Japanese woman is 

far from becoming financially strong and independent enough 

to assert more authority in the family, her husband can no 

longer ignore his need for her financial help. The inci

dence of working wives affects not only the husband-wife 

relationship but also the parent-child relationships in 

the home. 

In a number of ways, young people are being social

ized differently in the modern urban home than was the 

case throughout much of the past. At the least, young 

people may come to see many religious and aesthetic rituals 

and qualities of the home as merely interesting relics of 
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the past—;to be appreciated but not seriously incorporated 

into one's lifestyle. The greatest threat to the tradi

tional family structure is that the young people will be

come increasingly self-centered and begin to ignore some 

of the depths of interpersonal relationships which were 

fostered in the traditional home. 

Perhaps the most far-reaching repercussions of the 

modern urban housing situation are those accompanying the 

sumikae concept. Sumikae, it will be recalled, means that 

the family changes homes as its needs change throughout the 

life cycle of family members. This new pattern is radically 

different from the stability of the Japanese household in 

the past. 

Its most serious consequence perhaps may be the rise 

in juvenile crime and other signs of alienation among to- . 

day's urban youth. Young people in the past not only had 

their parents and grandparents around most of the time, but 

the close nature of the neighborhood meant that other people 

had their eyes on the children as well. At its best, this 

form of neighborhood could provide a. sense of warmth and 

caring even beyond what the extended family itself could 

provide for its children. At least, children probably 

found it hard to get away from the community pressure to 

act in accordance with certain norms. 
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As we saw in the study of youth in Suginami ward, 

many urban children have lived in their present houses 

for five years or less. Their parents may still be con

templating yet another move since it is now difficult for 

many families to buy a single-family residence while the 

children are small. Teachers in neighborhoods with large 

numbers of apartment or "mansion" residents report that 

there is a large turnover in the student population of 

the school each year.-*- Under these circumstances, it may 

be difficult for the child to form the types of continuing 

relationships with teachers and other adults which have 

previously helped to reinforce the family's attempts to 

socialize youngsters. 

As the Japanese family more nearly approaches the 

American family in terms of geographical mobility, Japan's 

enviably low crime statistics may begin to change. 

It is difficult to say at this time and from the 

type of data which have been used here whether the family 

has really become somewhat fractured by the economic boom 

and bust of the post-war period. There have been signs 

that generations were moving farther apart, but there are 

also signs that in the uncertain economic times ahead, 

they may move closer together out of mutual need. To 

^ Yomiuri shimbun, May 24, 1979, p. 9. 
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ascertain either trend, we must continue to examine econ

omic relations between generations as well as many aspects 

of the family home—who pays for it, who lives in it, and 

what facilities it provides for the expression and develop

ment of traditional values. 

Housing Trends 

A continuing problem of the urban family will be 

the acquisition and upkeep of suitable living quarters. 

In many ways the urban housing situation has improved; 

there are now enough homes and enough varieties of homes 

that the family can have the pleasure of a choice. In 

many ways the problems are worsening, however, as land 

becomes unavailable and prices skyrocket. Even the "man

sion," which seemed to hold out the most hope for improving 

the housing situation in urban areas, is now being plagued 

with numerous problems. Some of the reasons will be out

lined below. 

Housing Decay 

So many "mansions" and bunjo jutaku have been hast

ily constructed that there is a large question regarding 

2 the future of these units. Homes in the countryside 

were usually built to last more than 100 years. Since 

2 
Yomiuri shimbun, May 22, 1979, p. 9. 
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the same family stayed in the house all that time, there 

was no need to worry about resale value. Today, however, 

it is more likely that a family will attempt to sell a 

"mansion" or bunjo jutaku in order to move to a larger 

home at some point. Since either a "mansion" or a bunjo 

jutaku is expensive, family members hope that they will be 

able to get their equity out of the house when they sell 

it. Previously, the Japanese were very reluctant to pur

chase a used home, but since there is now no other way for 

the housing market to expand, people are beginning to rec

ognize that they may have to buy a used home. The market 

for resale of "mansions" is likely to be particularly ac

tive . 

Yet there are indications that "mansions" and 

bunjo jutaku may not retain their resale value very long. 

One of the earliest "mini" bunjo jutaku developments, 

Fujimi City in Saitama, is showing serious signs of decay. 

Some of the houses have simply been abandoned; others need 

major repairs. "Mini" bunjo jutaku are particularly diffi

cult to make repairs or additions to, since they tend to be 

3 built extremely close to each other. The buyers of "mini" 

homes are frequently blue-collar workers whose incomes 

3 Yomiuri shimbun, June 5, 1979, p. 9. 
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are marginal for the purpose of buying a house, and losing 

their equity may mean they have lost their savings. 

There is some fear also that huge apartment and 

"mansion" buildings may look like slum housing in the fu

ture, as the buildings get older. Good quality sand for 

making concrete has become scarce. Today sand must be 

used which is too salty or acid. Concrete made with such 

sand can rust metal parts and speed the rotting of other 

building materials which come in contact with the concrete. 

There is speculation that some cheap "mansions" built in 

recent years may last only about 30 years; since Japan al

ready has 650,000 "mansion" units, 400,000 in the Greater 

Tokyo area alone, there is concern about what economic and 

social displacement will occur if a large portion of these 

will need to be torn down or rebuilt within the next gen

eration. ̂ 

The Townhouse Concept 

In 1979, Japan Housing Corporation decided to sell 

some two- and three-story townhouses in Tama New Town, in 

addition to its regular danchi and "mansion" units. The 

difference is that no family has others living above or 

below in a townhouse, although the units are connected 

side-by-side with other units. The feeling is more homey 

4 Yomiuri shimbun, May 22, 1979, p. 9. 
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and natural than that in a high-rise building since each 

home has direct access to the ground. JHC's new units were 

particularly attractive because they were large (90 square 

5 meters, 3LDK) and reasonably priced (¥25-27 million). The 

response was overwhelmingly enthusiastic; JHC had 60 times 

g 
as many applicants as it could accept. One young mother 

whose family moved into one of these townhouses reported 

that she and her children were very happy because the chil

dren could run and play in the house without worrying about 

7 making too much noise for neighbors below. 

This type of housing may be the best solution to 

some of the difficulties of both "mansions" and single-

family residences. It did not catch on previously because 

lack of planning allowed construction to become polarized 

into either "mansions," which do not provide the best envi

ronment for raising children, or single-family residences, 

which take up too much space and are now too expensive. 

The townhouse idea may still be slow to spread because 

people tend to want some private land, as was explained 

in the previous chapter. It will take some time for Japa

nese home buyers to get used to the idea of enjoying 

5 Yomiuri shimbun, May 25, 1979, p. 9. 

® Ibid. 

^ Ibid. 
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commonly owned grounds and recreational facilities. It 

is likely that they will begin to do so, however, since 

children raised in "mansions" today are being deprived of 

any sort of outdoor space or facilities in which to play. 

Extended-Family Financing 

One of JHLC's innovations has been the institu

tion of two-household and two-generational loans. A two-

household loan can be taken out by any two directly related 

family groups who want to purchase a house together. The 

two-generational loan is specifically for parents and 

their grown children who wish to live together and take 

mutual responsibility for financing the house. 

This new possibility is exciting because it may 

help to solve a number of the financial and social prob

lems which have been arising with regard to urban housing. 

The economic problem is that housing costs have been rising 

so much that young families cannot afford to buy a home 

on their salaries and older couples cannot afford to 

sacrifice all their savings or retirement bonuses in order 

to purchase a home later in life. They do have enough if 

both generations contribute, as has happened, in effect, 

when the parents give funds to their children. Yet many 

urban housing units to date have been too small to com

fortably allow the aging parents to move in with their 
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children and grandchildren. Studies have shown a corre

lation between the amount of floor space and the ease of 
g 

extended family living. Urban homes are gradually get

ting bigger, however, and if both generations contribute 

financially, they should be able to afford a larger home. 

The housing situation is likely to continue to 

place mounting pressure on family finances in the future. 

The National Land Agency reported recently that land prices 

9 in the Greater Tokyo area increased 18.3% in 197 9. Soon 

it may be true that only extended families can afford to 

purchase homes. Japan is basically so egalitarian that 

the families which are included in the top 20% of the pop

ulation in terms of income are likely to be wealthy be

cause they have more than one wage earner; recent figures 

show the top 20% having 1.8 wage earners per family and 

the middle 20% having only 1.4."^ The amount of income 

contributed by the wives and other household members, such 

as grandfathers, in the top 20% of families was 2.5 times 

greater than that earned by the wives and other members of 

middle-income families in 1978.'*'"'" 

8 Kokumin seikatsu hakusho 1979, p. 102. 

9 Yomiuri shimbun, April 1, 1980, p. 1. 

Kokumin seikatsu hakusho 1979, pp. 145-47. 
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The modern Japanese family is thus being pulled in 

two directions—one toward the modern trend of wives work

ing and one back toward the traditional pattern of intergen-

erational living. The two are not necessarily incompatible. 

The rise in numbers of nuclear families has slowed down 

recently. We will probably begin to see a slow but dis

cernible trend toward more three-generational families in 

the future. Such a trend would be desirable for a number 

of reasons. At present, increasing numbers of people are 

growing old without their families in the countryside. 

And as a result of not living with their grandparents 

while growing up, many young people are being left at 

home alone more and are not receiving the usual transmis

sions of cultural and family values. 

Urban workers today cannot go back to the country

side to take care of their aging parents. They must bring 

their parents to live with them in the city. Having grand

parents in the home to help watch the children will make 

it possible for more wives to go out to work. What may be

gin to happen is the transplantation of the extended family 

system from the rural to the urban setting to a much greater 

extent than before. 

Of course, the problems associated with intergener-

ational living will not disappear. Recognizing this, JHLC 
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requires that homes for which it makes its two-generational 

loans have separate bathrooms, kitchens, and bedrooms to 

allow the two generations to live somewhat separately and 

independently within the home. 

However, if the home is well planned and well 

built, it could be preserved and passed on to the next 

generation in the true tradition of the extended family. 

This ideal solution could help to resolve the problems 

caused by changing of homes throughout the life cycle 

of the family. An increase in intergenerational living 

throughout the life cycle of the urban family is likely 

to be seen in the future, with positive effects on the 

stability of the family. Thus the Japanese family can 

continue its pattern of changing to meet new economic 

circumstances and modern trends, while retaining certain 

unique and deeply significant traditional Japanese char

acteristics . 
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